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Computational anatomy is an emerging discipline at the interface of geometry,
statistics and image analysis which aims at modeling and analyzing the biolog-
ical shape of tissues and organs. The goal is to estimate representative organ
anatomies across diseases, populations, species or ages, to model the organ de-
velopment across time (growth or aging), to establish their variability, and to
correlate this variability information with other functional, genetic or structural
information.
The Mathematical Foundations of Computational Anatomy (MFCA)
workshop aims at fostering the interactions between the mathematical com-
munity around shapes and the MICCAI community in view of computational
anatomy applications. It targets more particularly researchers investigating the
combination of statistical and geometrical aspects in the modeling of the vari-
ability of biological shapes. The workshop is a forum for the exchange of the
theoretical ideas and aims at being a source of inspiration for new methodolog-
ical developments in computational anatomy. A special emphasis is put on the-
oretical developments, applications and results being welcomed as illustrations.
Following the successful first edition of this workshop in 20061 and second edi-
tion in New-York in 20082, the third edition was held in Toronto on September
22 20113.
Contributions were solicited in Riemannian and group theoretical methods,
geometric measurements of the anatomy, advanced statistics on deformations
and shapes, metrics for computational anatomy, statistics of surfaces, model-
ing of growth and longitudinal shape changes. 22 submissions were reviewed by
three members of the program committee. To guaranty a high level program,
11 papers only were selected for oral presentation in 4 sessions. Two of these
sessions regroups classical themes of the workshop: statistics on manifolds and
diffeomorphisms for surface or longitudinal registration. One session gathers pa-
pers exploring new mathematical structures beyond Riemannian geometry while
the last oral session deals with the emerging theme of statistics on graphs and
trees. Finally, a poster session of 5 papers addresses more application oriented
works on computational anatomy.
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Direct LDDMM of Discrete Currents
with Adaptive Finite Elements
Andreas Günther, Hans Lamecker, and Martin Weiser
Zuse Institute Berlin, Takustraße 7, D-14195 Berlin-Dahlem, Germany
guenther@zib.de
Abstract. We consider Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Map-
ping of general m-currents. After stating an optimization algorithm in
the function space of admissable morph generating velocity fields, two
innovative aspects in this framework are presented and numerically in-
vestigated: First, we spatially discretize the velocity field with conform-
ing adaptive finite elements and discuss advantages of this new approach.
Second, we directly compute the temporal evolution of discretem-current
attributes.
1 Introduction
The Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) approach ini-
tiated in [4, 18] has attracted considerable attention over the last few years in
medical imaging. It allows to match highly deformed objects and as such is ca-
pable of performing inter-individual registration. LDDMM constructs a space
mapping by evolving a displacement field along a velocity field, we call wind.
Depending on the regularity of the wind, either diffeomorphisms [1, 12] or home-
omorphisms [21] of the embedded space can be obtained. Thus, it provides a
basis for many applications of anatomical shape analysis, where a one-to-one
correspondence between different spatial objects is required.
The LDDMM technique is commonly applied for matching currents [5]. Cur-
rents provide a unified mathematical description of geometrical objects of dimen-
sion 0 (points), 1 (curves), 2 (surfaces) or 3 (volumes) [7, 14] which are embedded
in R3. The spaces of m-currents are linear and equipped with an inner product
and hence are a suitable tool for statistical shape analysis [5]. The induced norm
provides a similarity measure for matching of source and target objects.
In [3] a particle-mesh method has been applied to 1-currents in 2D. Therein
curves of same topology represented by a parameterization were approximated
by a finite point set without any tangential information regardless of some ge-
ometrical level of detail for matching. Although attaching a momentum vector
at each vertex of the source shape can be proven to be the optimal wind pa-
rameterization, Cotter proposes to use cubic B-splines on a fixed grid. In an
enclosed efficiency discussion this sub-optimal parameterization is still compet-
itive due to the simpler wind structure. However the numerical scheme there
relies on equidistant cartesian grids with constant diffusity in order to apply
FFT techniques.
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In contrast to [3] we apply in 3D the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
proposed in [6] to obtain a sparse representation for general m-currents at a
given geometric resolution (spectral length) in terms of a sum of discrete Dirac
delta m-currents. Currently, the LDDMM evolution of this representation is only
done indirectly via an approximative scheme [5, Rem. 4.13] as depicted in Figure
1 (left) for m = 2, because it would otherwise require the computation of the
Jacobian of the diffeomorphism, which is a challenge when discretizing the wind
using Gaussian kernels [8, 9, 19]. Furthermore, one looses the connectivity of the
input mesh structure in this case. However, this is not a significant problem,
since the connectivity can be recovered by applying the final displacement field
to the input meshes afterwards.







Fig. 1. Usual discrete 2-current deformation (left) versus the direct approach (right)
In this paper, we study the direct evolution of Dirac delta m-currents (right
of Figure 1). We show that the direct approach allows to uniformly treat m-
currents for m = 0, . . . , 3 (Sec. 2), which to the best of our knowledge has
not been shown before. We show also how to compute the Jacobian in this
setting by using finite elements (FEM) to discretize the wind in the LDDMM
framework (Sec. 3). Since the compactly supported basis functions are fixed
in space the computation is significantly simplified. Although equidistant grids
can of course be incorporated, we also in contrast to [3] consider locally refined
meshes and exploit the decoupling of the wind and current discretization for
an adaptive current representation, giving a significant reduction of degrees of
freedom (Sec. 4). Based on our results, the increased spatial flexibility of adaptive
FEM may be exploited in the future by implementing hierarchical schemes, error
estimators and non-constant spatial anisotropic diffusity.
2 Continuous Matching Problem
For given shapes S, T ⊂ R3 we aim at constructing a sufficiently smooth bijection
φ of R3 such that the distance between φ(S) and T is minimal. Here we fix the
formalisms to describe the matching problem as an optimization task.
2.1 Currents
Currents are mathematical tools suited for describing geometrical objects such
as points, space curves, surfaces and volumes embedded in R3. Their precise
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definition from [7, 14] requires notation for differential forms taken from [15].
Let for m = 0, 1, 2, 3 the set Dm := C∞c (R3, ΛmR3) denote the vector space of
all C∞ differential m-forms on R3 with compact support. A m-current is an
element of Dm, the dual space of Dm. The elementary Dirac delta m-currents
δu1∧...∧umx ∈ Dm act on ω ∈ Dm as
δu1∧...∧umx (ω) = ω(x)(u1 ∧ ... ∧ um) .
Following the discussion in [5, Sect. 1.5.1] it turns out that for the purpose of
matching currents the testspace of all C∞ differential m-forms is not suited due
to a missing bound in variation. Moreover the space D0 can be identified with
scalar C∞c functions on R
3. For m = 1 and m = 2 the space Dm is isomorph to
the space of vector-valued C∞c functions from R3 to R3. An element of D3 can
be written as a scalar C∞c function times the determinant form on R
3.
Both aspects motivate the use of Reproducible Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS)
Wm as testspaces.
Definition 1. Let dm = 1 for m ∈ {0, 3} and dm = 3 for m ∈ {1, 2}. For
m = 0, 1, 2, 3 letWm denote the dense span of dm-vectorfields of the form ω(x) =
km(x, y)a, where x, y ∈ R3, a ∈ Rdm and km(x, y) = exp(−‖x − y‖2/σ2m). The
space Wm can be equipped with the inner product 〈km(·, x)a, km(·, y)b〉Wm =
a∗km(x, y)b. Here the symbol ∗ denotes the transpose operation.
An m-current in R3 is a continuous linear functional on Wm. Wm denotes
the vector space of all m-currents in R3.
For x ∈ R3 and attribute a ∈ Rdm we define the elementary Dirac delta
m-currents δax ∈ Wm acting on ω ∈Wm as δax(ω) = a∗ω(x).
The above inner product induces a norm on Wm, which can be computed effi-
ciently via FGT even for a large number of linear combinations of the above basis
functions. The chosen Gaussian kernel km can be considered as Green’s function
for some differential operator LW (see [1, 6, 8]). With the above objects at hand
the Riesz representation theorem provides a unique operator KmW : Wm → Wm
reflecting the canonical isometry between Wm and Wm defined via
〈KmW f, g〉Wm = 〈f, g〉Wm,Wm = f(g)
for all f ∈ Wm and g ∈ Wm. It provides for the m-current Sm the Riesz
representant KmWSm as unique dm-vectorfield on R3.
2.2 Homeomorphisms and Diffeomorphisms
Let Ω be an open bounded subset of R3 and consider functions vt : Ω̄ → R3
that vanish on ∂Ω. For given final time T > 0 and a time-dependent wind





t ) with φ
v
0(x) = x . (1)
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In what follows it will be useful to define the trajectory xt := φ
v
t (x) for some fixed
space point x ∈ R3 and the map φvst := φvt ◦ (φvs)−1, describing the movement of
a particle starting in x at time s towards φvst(x) at time t. It is well known (see
[21, Thm. C.3]), that (1) is uniquely solvable when for some x0 ∈ Ω the integral∫ T
0 ‖vt(x0)‖R3+Lip(vt) dt is bounded. Furthermore its solution φ
v
t : R
3 → R3 is a
homeomorphism of Ω for all times t ∈ [0, T ]. Under more restrictive assumptions
onto the spatial smoothness of the wind, i.e. vt ∈ C10 (Ω,R3) ∀t ∈ [0, T ] and∫ T
0
‖vt‖1,∞ dt <∞ the unique solution of (1) is even a diffeomorphism of Ω for
all times t ∈ [0, T ] (see [21, Thm. 8.7]). For convenience we look for the wind
vt in some Hilbert space V . Such spaces can be constructed by defining inner
products associated to differential operators. Let therefore L : V → L2(R3) be
a differential operator and equip the Hilbert space V with the inner product
〈vt, g〉V = 〈Lvt, Lg〉L2 = 〈L∗Lvt, g〉V ∗,V . Here L∗ denotes the adjoint operator.
For this work we use
S := L∗L = (−div(σ2V∇) + I)k = (−σ2VΔ+ I)k (2)
and k = 1 or k = 2 giving the Sobolev spaces Hk (see [8]). For given f ∈ V ∗
we consider solutions vt ∈ V of Svt = f with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions for vt (and v
′
t if k = 2). Here the real parameter σV > 0 balances
between smoothing and data fitting of the right hand side f . For other choices of
L∗L and boundary conditions see [12]. Dealing with natural boundary conditions
is also possible, but requires a sufficiently large domain to keep all trajectories
therein. Analogous to KmW we introduce the isometry operator KV : V
∗ → V . A
mathematically equivalent approach of constructing V consists in defining KV
via the Green’s function kV (x, y) of L
∗L, see for instance [8, 9, 19, 20].
2.3 Diffeomorphic Deformation of Currents
For m = 0, 1, 2, 3 let currents Sm ∈Wm be given. Let φ denote a diffeomorphism
on R3 and dxφ the Jacobian of φ at x. The pushforward φ(Sm) ∈ Wm of
Sm under φ is rigorously defined in [15] via the pullback of differential forms.
For our purpose it is sufficient to mention that if Sm is associated to a sub-
manifold in R3 its pushforward φ(Sm) under φ corresponds to the deformed sub-
manifold φ(Sm). This important property justifies to write also φ(Sm) ∈ Wm.
The explicitly calculated pushforwards for elementary Dirac delta m-currents
taken from [5, Table 1.2] are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Pushforwards of Dirac delta m-currents under φ
m = 0 d0 = 1 c ∈ R φ(δcx) = δcφ(x)
m = 1 d1 = 3 τ ∈ R3 φ(δτx) = δdxφ(τ)φ(x)
m = 2 d2 = 3 n ∈ R3 φ(δnx ) = δ|dxφ|dxφ
−∗(n)
φ(x)
m = 3 d3 = 1 ρ ∈ R φ(δρx) = δ|dxφ|ρφ(x)
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Let some wind v be given and consider the family (φvt )t of diffeomorphisms
generated via (1). The following theorem describes the direct evolution of m-
current attributes am ∈ Rdm under (φvt )t, where ′ denotes the time derivative.















xs . Their components are given via the ODEs
x′t = vt(xt) with x(0) = x0
τ ′t = (dxtvt)τt with τ(0) = τ0
n′t = nttr(dxtvt)− (dxtvt)∗nt with n(0) = n0
ρ′t = ρttr(dxtvt) with ρ(0) = ρ0 .
Proof. Abbreviating Jt = dx0φ
v
t and At = dxtvt there holds (see [1]) J
′
t = AtJt
with J(0) = I3. Observing the evolution of the Wronskian [13, Thm. 2.14] or via












where tr(A) denotes the trace of a matrix A and A−∗ = (A−1)∗. Now from
Table 1 we read out
xt = φ
v
t (x0) , τt = Jtτ0 , nt = |Jt|J−∗t n0 , ρt = |Jt|ρ0 .




′ = vt(φvt (x0)) = vt(xt)
τ ′t = J
′
tτ0 = AtJtτ0 = Atτt
n′t = |Jt|′J−∗t n0 + |Jt|(J−∗t )′n0 = |Jt|tr(At)J−∗t n0 − |Jt|A∗t J−∗t n0
= nttr(At)−A∗tnt
ρ′t = |Jt|′ρ0 = |Jt|tr(At)ρ0 = ρttr(At),
which proves the assertion. 
Remark 1. The authors emphasize the striking advantage that Theorem 1 en-
ables to find the final position and attribute of a Dirac delta m-current without
computing the Jacobian of the deformation. The appearing ODEs only involve
the Jacobian of the velocity fields, which will be given in a closed form in any
case.
2.4 Optimization Problem in Function Space
Let source Sm ∈ Wm and target current T m ∈ Wm be given for m = 0, . . . , 3.
For given wind v we define the deformed current Smt := φvt (Sm) at time t.
Matching means the minimization of the distance of the deformed source current
at final time SmT with its target current T m, i.e. minimizing the dual norm
‖φvT (Sm)− T m‖Wm = ‖SmT − T m‖Wm in the space of m-currents.
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Given a regularization parameter γ > 0 and matching weights ωm ≥ 0 we







ωm‖φvT (Sm)− T m‖2Wm → min . (3)
Here the first summand involves the kinetic energy of the wind. The existence of a
solution for (3) is proven in [10], however it is generally not unique [2]. Following
[9] the gradient of J in L2([0, T ], V ) at fixed v is given by (∇J)t = 2γvt+2KV (ft),




ωm〈Smt ,∇(KmW (SmT − T m) ◦ φvtT )∗u〉Wm,Wm ∀u ∈ V .
For further discussion concerning the choice of the gradients metric we refer the
reader to [1]. With the above quantities at hand one is able to state a steepest
descent optimization algorithm in the function space of velocity fields v.
3 Discrete Matching Problem
3.1 Discretization of the Wind by Finite Elements (FE)




kV (xj,t, x)αj,t (4)
have been considered. Here αj,t ∈ R3 are the time-dependent momentum vectors
and kV denotes a Gaussian kernel with some global kernel parameter σV > 0,
describing the coherent movement of neighboring particles. In order to apply
Fast Gauss Transform (FGT) for efficient evaluation, σV is necessarily a con-
stant. Although (4) can be proven to be the optimal wind parameterization, the
spatial movement of non-compactly supported basis functions along trajectories
xj,t may cause numerical difficulties. Too small distances between them cause
a redundant or badly conditioned description of the velocity field while the ab-
sence of trajectories in a part of the domain produces almost no wind there for
small kernel sizes. The trajectory density varies during optimization and hence
is difficult to control. Because the trajectories’ starting points are the spatial
components of the Dirac delta source currents the number of trajectories is fixed
and hence a notion of adaptivity for the velocity field can hardly be introduced.
Finally, as mentioned in Sect. 2.2, C∞ smoothness is not required to solve the
evolution equation.
In [16] and [17], some of the above mentioned drawbacks are overcome by
incorporating multiple kernel shapes at different scales σV .
Similar to the particle-mesh method proposed in [3], we follow another sub-
optimal approach completely decoupling the discretization of the space of m-
currents Wm from the spatial velocity space V . Keeping in mind that fast point
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evaluation of the wind is essential for performance, we consider adaptive hexa-
hedral grids for Ω with hanging nodes saved as an octree. Over such hexahedral
grids we construct either C1 conforming Hermite finite elements of third order
or simpler C0 conforming Lagrange finite elements of first order. The wind for





In contrast to radial basis functions, locally constant functions are contained in
the ansatz space and allow to represent local or even global translations with
few degrees of freedom (DOF). Due to the compactly supported basis functions
there is no need for an approximate evaluation like FGT with further unknown
tolerance parameters. Since the basis functions are fixed in space, the underlying
mesh provides a natural clustering which can be exploited via a smart parallel
octree search algorithm for point evaluation. Furthermore this approach provides
a multilevel wind hierarchy with a fraction of DOFs on the coarsest mesh level
completely decoupled from the m-current discretization. These advantages also
appear in the particle-mesh method with tensor-products of cubic B-splines for
instance. But since we do not apply FFT for wind evaluation, we are more flexible
with adaptive meshes and do not require a box domain. Moreover non-constant
anisotropic diffusity σV (x) ∈ R3×3 may be incorporated in future.
A difficulty arises in the computation of the L2([0, T ], V )-gradient. It perma-
nently involves the solution of a second (k = 1) or fourth (k = 2) order elliptic
PDE in every time-step and every iteration. It is clear that one should employ
suited preconditioners and / or multigrid solvers. Using existing FE libraries lim-
its implementation overhead. We chose libMesh [11], which provides conforming
C1 finite elements on adaptive hexahedral meshes.
The development of adaptive mesh refinement is beyond the scope of this
work. Here, we provide a proof of concept that adaptive grids can easily be in-
corporated. Therefore we simply geometrically refine near Sm∪T m considered as
subsets of R3 equally for all times. More sophisticated error indicators suggest-
ing refinements could be the scalar fields |KmW (SmT − T m) ◦ φvtT |, |vt| or |L∗Lvt|.
The latter one measures the smoothness of vt. Moreover thinking of hierarchical
error estimators one could compute ‖v1t − Ihv1t ‖L2(Q) or even ‖v1t − v0t ‖L2(Q) on
hexahedrons Q, where vi denote the numerical solutions for the Ci conforming
FE discretization and Ih is the usual Lagrange interpolation operator.
All appearing ODEs are numerically integrated via the explicit method of
Heun on an equidistant decomposition of the time interval [0, T ].
3.2 Current Compression and Direct Evolution




xi ∈ Wm we use the
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) proposed in [6]. This method iteratively
selects the most important points xi and computes corresponding attributes ai
(i.e. ci, τi, ni, ρi) of a general m-current via a greedy algorithm. It has the
advantage of compressing the current information for a characteristical spectral
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length σm > 0 towards a fraction. This enables the design of highly efficient
numerical solution algorithms. The approximation error in OMP is controlled
by a threshold parameter and the grid size of a uniform testgrid.
The obvious drawback of loosing the connectivity between vertices (for m ≥
1) can be compensated by applying the obtained optimal diffeomorphism to all
connected vertices whenever it is required. This only requires one additional
forward flow computation at the end.
In [19, Sec. 3.2] two methods to deform a 2-current Ŝ2 under a family of
diffeomorphisms (φvt )t are described. In contrast to all previous work, we will
pursue the direct approach motivated by Theorem 1. For 2-currents, only 1
instead of 3 trajectories is needed to evolve the normal n0 (Fig. 1). In general,
the direct approach requires only one trajectory per attribute, hence decreasing
the number of variables in the computation, whereas in the indirect case an
artificial m-simplex with m+ 1 vertices is attached.
Remark 2. To quote Rem. 4.13 in [5] the direct evolution of current attributes is
closer to the analytical concept of currents and is particularly suited for OMP,
where no connectivity between the points is provided. But [5] indicates the need
of Jacobi matrices (as they arise in Theorem 1) as a disadvantage for numerical
implementation. At least for the gradient computation in the next section we
benefit from the simpler structure of vt in (5), which in Lemma 2 enables easy
evaluations of dxtvt =
∑n
j=1 αj,t∇ϕj(xt)∗ and hence tr(dxtvt), (dxtvt)w and
(dxtvt)
∗w for a vector w ∈ R3. Note that all sums over j are local sums due to
the compact support of the basis functions ϕj .
3.3 Discrete Optimization Problem and its Gradient
Let a(·, ·) denote the bilinear form corresponding to the elliptic differential
operator S from (2). We define the sparse symmetric, positive definite ma-
trix S := [a(ϕi, ϕj)]
n
i;j=1 using the FE basis {ϕj}j from Sect. 3.1. Moreover
we introduce the block vectors αt := [αi,t]
n









i=1. This notation allows to write the matching terms as
















ωm‖φvT (Ŝm)− T̂ m‖2Wm → min








m(xT , aT ) → min . (6)
The analytical computation of the gradient at given αt becomes manageable
though the simpler wind representation (5). Numerically the computation is
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more involved due to presence of Hessians of basis functions. But these are
easily provided via the already mentioned libMesh library.
Theorem 2. The gradient of Ĵ in the L2-metric is










with ϕmt = [ϕj(xi,t)Idm ]i=1...sm;j=1...n














The proof is postponed to the appendix. The remaining quantities∇xTEm,∇aTEm, ∂αgmt , ∂xgmt
and ∂ag
m
t from Theorem 2 for each m are specified in the next two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let fm(x) =
∑sm
i=1 km(xi,T , x)ai,T −
∑rm
j=1 km(yj , x)bj. There hold

















T (dxT fm(xT )) η
∇xTEm = 2(dxT fm(xT ))∗aT
= 2
(∑sm
i=1(∇2km(xi,T , xT ))a∗i,T −
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where Hϕj (xi,t) denote the Hessian of ϕj at xi,t.
Proof. The proof for all cases of m can easily be adapted from the case m = 2.
























where diag[v] = [δijvi]
s
i;j=1 for v ∈ Rs and δij denotes the Kronecker delta. 
Corollary 1. If ωm = 0 for m > 0 Theorem 2 simply provides
(∇Ĵ)t = 2γSαt + ω0(ϕ0t )∗∇xTE0 .
Remark 3. The L2([0, T ], V )-gradient of Ĵ is immediately obtained by applying
S−1 from the left in equation (7).
4 Numerical Experiments
Since the numerical implementation is not yet fully tested, we postpone the
investigation of the cases m > 0 and only consider the case m = 0, i.e. ωi = δi0.
The surfaces S and T are depicted in Fig. 2. To both of them we apply the
OMP with σ0 = 8 towards Ŝ with s0 = 1746 points and T̂ with r0 = 2141
points, which are sketched as set of spheres of diameter 8 in Fig. 3.
Fig. 2. S (dark green), T (light red) Fig. 3. Ŝ (green), T̂ (red), grid
We solve the discrete matching problem (6) on Ω = (0, 346.56)×(0, 205.76)×
(0, 256.96) with γ = 0 and tuned σV . For Lagrange FE (k = 1) on a hexahedral
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adaptive grid from Fig. 3 having 568 nodes (133 of them are hanging nodes) we
choose σV = 100. The result ST is shown in Fig. 4. Secondly we solve problem
(6) with Hermite FE (k = 2) on a uniform coarse grid having 120 nodes, whose
solution is shown in Fig. 5 for σV = 15. Finally in Fig. 6 we compare our results
with the software ExoShape1, generating C∞ wind via ansatz (4) with σV = 30.
The greyscale highlights the term distx∈ST (x, T ). One should keep in mind,
that with γ = 0 the deformation norm vanishes in the example, but different
differential operators are still present for velocity field evaluation. Although a
proper comparison between all methods should use the same deformation norm
‖ · ‖V , Exoshape does not easily support its change.
Fig. 4. ST for C0 wind Fig. 5. ST for C1 wind Fig. 6. ST for C∞ wind
A quantitative comparison between all different wind discretizations is issue
of Table 2. Therein the column DOFs denote the number of freely choosable
vectors αj,t for fixed t. All methods provide acceptable matches with respect
to the fixed level of detail σ0 = 8. Especially the surface ST corresponding to
C1 wind is also visually closest to T although it is obtained via less wind DOFs
compared to the approach from Exoshape. This fact stresses the potential of sub-
optimal, albeit simpler wind parameterizations and decoupling the discretization
of the spaces Wm from V .
Table 2. One-sided surface distances between ST and T for m = 0
vt DOFs mean stddev rms max
C0 1·(568-133) = 435 1.18 1.14 1.64 11.33
C1 8·120 = 960 0.95 0.91 1.32 9.16
C∞ 1746 0.97 0.93 1.34 9.70
no wind, distx∈S(x, T ) 5.08 3.87 6.39 21.05
Appendix
In the following we prove Theorem 2.
1 http://www-sop.inria.fr/asclepios/projects/Health-e-Child/ShapeAnalysis/
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Proof. First we consider the variation of the kinetic energy, i.e. ωm = 0 for all
m. One directly calculates
(∇Ĵ)t = 2γSαt . (8)
Let us now consider the contrary case, i.e. γ = 0. We aim to compute ∇αEm
for some fixed m. Variation of E = Em w.r.t. αt in direction α̃t gives








ϕsα̃s ds . (10)
From Theorem 1 the evolution of m-current attributes can be written as
a′t = g(αt,xt, at) = gt with a(0) = a0 . (11)
Its variation in direction α̃t satisfies
ã′t = (∂αgt)α̃t + (∂xgt)x̃t + (∂agt)ãt with ã(0) = 0 .
It remains to express ãt. We therefore introduce the flow
dFst
dt = (∂agt)Fst with


































α̃t dt . (12)




































α̃t dt . (13)
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Since FstFts = I and
dF∗st
ds = −(∂ags)∗F ∗st we have in particular the integral form
F ∗ts = I +
∫ s
t (∂agu)





























∗ζs ds . (15)
Collecting (8), (13), (14) and (15) yields the assertion. 
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Abstract. Quantitative motion analysis from echocardiography is an
important yet challenging problem. We develop a motion estimation al-
gorithm for echocardiographic image sequences based on diffeomorphic
image registration in which the velocity field is spatiotemporally smooth.
The novelty of this work is that instead of optimizing a functional of
velocity field which consists of similarity metrics between a reference
image to each of the following images (first-to-follow), we optimize a
functional which is a sum of similarity metrics of each two consecutive
images (frame-to-frame). This method can reduce the bias effect of us-
ing a single image as reference. It also improves registration accuracy
since consecutive frames usually have higher dependency than frames
far away. We validate our method by using both simulated images with
known ground truth and in vivo pig heart images with sonomicrome-
try. Tests indicate that our frame-to-frame motion estimation method is
more accurate than first-to-follow method.
1 Introduction
Quantitative analysis of cardiac deformation and motion is important for study-
ing heart function. Many illnesses related to ischemia or infarct can be recognized
from the motion and deformation abnormalities [1]. Techniques to discriminate
the abnormal motion and accurately locate regions with motion abnormality are
critical to identify the disease and to evaluate the treatment. Echocardiography
(echo) is the most widely used image modality because it is non-ionizing, real-
time, cost-effective and convenient. With the development of the new transducer
array technology, 3D echo can now provide real-time images of the whole heart
[2]. However, due to the low signal-noise-ratio, general methods for motion es-
timation do not work well on echo images. In addition, the 4D (3D+t) data is
acquired with a compromise that both the spatial and temporal resolutions are
reduced comparing to 2D+t sequences. As a result, 3D motion analysis from
echo sequences remains a challenging problem.
Cardiac motion analysis algorithms can be classified into three categories:
model-based, feature-based and voxel-based methods. Lots of cardiac models
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have been proposed for motion analysis and segmentations [3]. Surface models
such as super-quadrics are used for motion analysis by fitting the model with
a sequence of images [4, 5], however, these models only estimate the deforma-
tion on the model surfaces. Comaniciu et al. [6] proposed a Kalman filter based
shape tracking method by using information fusion framework with a probabilis-
tic subspace model constraint. In this work, a shape model needs to be learned
and the motion estimation is limited along the contour points. Volumetric mod-
els such as dynamic finite elements have been used to estimate the deformation
inside the myocardium [7, 8]. Wang et al. [9] tracked myocardial surface points
by maximizing the likelihood of a combined surface and a two-steps motion
prediction model. Both the initial myocardial surface detector and the motion
prediction model need to be learned in advance. Generally speaking, deformable
model based methods needs prior knowledge related to the models and their
generation needs some sort of human interaction. Feature-based methods use
landmarks such as the tagged lines to fit the deformable model such as 4D B-
spline [10]. However, in echocardiography due to lack of stable landmarks in
the myocardium and artificial features such as the tagged line are not available,
feature-based method is difficult to estimate the deformation by using trustable
correspondence. Voxel-based methods require no manual intervention, they esti-
mate spatially dense transformations from all image voxels directly. This method
can be implemented as an automatic method and we focus our work on this ap-
proach. Voxel based image registration methods such as optical-flow [11] and
B-spline based methods [12, 13] have been proposed for cardiac motion analy-
sis from echo images. However, the motion analysis problem is simplified into
a series of independent pairwise image registrations and the temporal motion
smoothness is not considered. To enforce the temporal consistency of particle
motion, many temporal models have been used. Carbayo et al. [14] proposed a
spatiotemporal deformation model for cardiac motion tracking. A 2D+t B-spline
transformation with spatiotemporal smoothness is used with the first frame as
the reference. A 3D+t extension is proposed by Metz et al. [15] and the average
image is used as the reference. Particle trajectory constraint such as polynomial
modeling has been used to regularize the spatiotemporal motion smoothness
[16]. Diffeomorphic image registration is a method which the transformation
is implicitly spatiotemporally smooth. The transformation between two images
is defined as the end point of a velocity field flow which will be obtained by
optimization of an energy functional of it. It has a very useful characteristic
in computational anatomy that the transformation is one-to-one mapping and
topology preserving [17]. This large deformation topology preserving property
is preferred in cardiac motion analysis because of the fact that the deformation
from the reference frame (usually the end of diastolic) to the mostly contracted
frame (the end of systolic) is so large that deformation models without topology
preserving constraint may cause the transformation to fold over or tear apart,
which is not physically plausible. Beg et al. [18] proposed a large deformation
diffeomorphic metric mapping algorithm (LDDMM) in which the smooth veloc-
ity field is estimated by optimizing a sum of squared difference (SSD) energy.
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Khan et al. [19] extended the LDDMM method to analyze the anatomical shape
evolution in an image sequence. De Craene et al. [20] proposed a method in
which the velocity field is defined as temporal piecewise continuous 3D B-spline
functions and the B-spline control parameters are estimated by optimization
of a parameterized energy function. In a following work [21], the velocity field
is defined as a 3D+t spatiotemporal B-spline model to reduce B-spline control
points in temporal direction. In both methods, the optimal velocity field mini-
mizes the summed dissimilarity metrics between the first frame and each of the
unwarped subsequent frames, which we call them first-to-follow methods. It has
been presented theoretically and experimentally that speckle pattern will change
under large deformation [22] and that registration of frames further away from
the reference is less accurate due to speckle de-correlation [12]. We propose a
diffeomorphic registration method with a spatiotemporally smooth velocity field
which minimizes the summed SSDs of the unwarped consecutive frames (frame-
to-frame method). Our registration method is tested with simulated and in-vivo
pig datasets, the results show that the accuracy is improved over first-to-follow
method.
2 Method
2.1 Diffeomorphic Image Sequence Registration
A diffeomorphism flow is a dynamic system with each of the diffeomorphism
to be a state in a differentiable manifold [23]. We define a flow φ(x, t), t ∈
[0, T ],x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rd(d = 2, 3) with its smooth velocity field v(x, t) by using the
differential equation of dφdt = v(φ(x, t), t). It has been proven in [24] that if
v(x, t) is smooth enough with a differential operator L in a Sobolev space V ,
then the transformation φ(x, t) will be a group of diffeomorphisms with t varying
from 0 to T . The diffeomorphic image registration is stated as a variational
problem, that given two images I0 and I1, to find an optimal velocity field v̂
which minimizes an energy functional consisting of a sum of squared difference
(SSD) and a geodesic distance metric between φ(x, 0) and φ(x, T ) [18]:







(I0(x)− I1(φ(x, T )))2dx, (1)
with λ being the weight to balance these two energies. If we have a sequence
of Nf images to be registered, the similarity metric consists of the SSD of the
difference between a reference frame I0 and each of the deformed subsequent
frames Ik(φ(x, tk)), k = 1, 2, ..., Nf . Then the mathematical form can be in a
similar form as [19]:









(I0(x)− Ik(φ(x, tk)))2dx. (2)
This scheme has two disadvantages: first, the speckle de-correlation between
far away frames are high which may cause correspondence ambiguity between
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the two images; second, it take longer time to converge since the difference
between reference frame to far away frames is bigger than that of the consecutive
frames. Instead of optimizing each deformed subsequent frames to be similar
to the reference frame, we propose a variational energy which minimizes the
difference between every two deformed consecutive frames Ik−1(φ(x, tk−1)) and
Ik(φ(x, tk)):









(Ik−1(φ(x, tk−1))− Ik(φ(x, tk)))2dx,
(3)
we denote the two energy terms in Eqn.(3) as Ereg and Essd respectively. This
method will find a flow of diffeomorphisms which have the shortest geodesic
path in the manifold and simultaneously minimizes summed errors of each two
neighboring images. This will improve the accuracy of the transformation since
the neighboring frames generally have higher intensity correlation than those
which are not neighbors. It can also reduce the chance that the transformation
is biased due to noise in the reference images. Our frame-to-frame method is
different from the method which simply estimates the diffeomorphisms between
consecutive frames and then composites together. In our method, minimizing
the difference between two consecutive frames jointly optimizes all the velocity
field before and between the time of these two frames.
The direct solution for this variational framework is expensive. Alternatively,
a parameterized representation of the velocity field is used [25], where the ve-
locity field is represented as a series of B-spline functions and the displacement
field can be expressed as the forward Euler integral of velocity field. We use a
spatiotemporally smooth B-spline function to represent the velocity field. It is
defined as v(x, tk) =
∑
ci;kβ(x−xi), with ci;k being the B-spline control vectors
at tk located on a uniform grid of xi, β(x−xi) is the 3D B-spline kernel function
which is the tensor product of the 1-D B-spline functions. Define φk = φ(x, tk)
the transformation at time step tk, we assume the velocity is piecewise constant
within a time step, then we have φk = φk−1+v(φk−1, tk−1)Δt, with φ0(x) = x,
k = 1, 2, ..., Nt, with Nt being the total number of time steps of the velocity field.
Without loss of generality, we can have Δt = 1. In our test, we use one time step
in velocity field between two neighboring frames since the deformation between
them is usually small, that is Nt = Nf . However, our method easily generalizes
to multiple time steps between frames if the deformation between two consecu-
tive frames is large. The energy functional will be a parameterized function of
ci;k and it can be optimized by using a steepest descent method.
2.2 Regularization
In order to assure the φ(x, t) to be diffeomorphic, we need to define v(x, t) to
be spatiotemporally smooth under a differential operator L. The linear operator
we choose is: L = ∇2v + wt dvdt , with ∇2(·) being a Laplacian operator and wt a
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constant weight. In the discrete time form of velocity field, the time integral of the











vk−1Δt) − vk−1|2, with vk = v(x, k). The first term makes the velocity field
spatially smooth which is denoted as Esr . The second term keeps the particle
velocity smooth and it is denoted as Etr. The overall effect is to keep the velocity
field spatiotemporally smooth.
2.3 Optimization
We use a steepest descent method to optimize the parameterized function. The
derivative of the total registration energy with respect to the transformation
parameters will be calculated analytically. The derivative of the similarity metric














being the Jacobian matrix of transformation at time step k with
respect to the ith B-spline coefficient in k′th frame. It can be calculated with
chain rule and it is zero when k′  k. For detailed computation refer to [21].
For the derivative of the spatial and temporal regularization energies with








m(x − xi), (5)
with Ω′ being the local support of the B-spline kernel function, and β
′′
m(·) being
the second derivative of the B-spline function with respect to mth component.






(2 ∗ vi,m;k − vi,m;k−1 − vi,m;k+1)β(x − xi). (6)
The registration energy can be optimized by starting from initial position and
descending along the negative gradient direction at each iteration until there is
no significant decrease.
2.4 Implementation
In our implementation, we use a series of B-spline transformations with grid
spacing of 10 in each dimension to represent the velocity field. The values of λ
and wt are set to be 0.1 and 0.5. The algorithm is implemented with Matlab
under a windows XP 64 bit system on a machine with 2.13GHz Xeon 8 cores
CPU and 6GB memory. It takes about 1 hour to register a 3D (3 minutes for a
2D) sequence with 20 frames.
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3 Experiment and Data
We use both simulated and real data to validate our algorithm. In the simulated
data experiment, a longitudinal view of a diastolic left ventricle (LV) image with
size of 274 × 192 is used as the reference image. This frame is then deformed
with a series of continuous displacement field functions. The deformations are
symmetrical along the long axis of the LV to simulate the myocardial contraction
effect along radial and longitudinal directions. The displacement functions are
in form of: fx(i)=axsin
π(x−xc)
2rd









16 ), with xc, rd the axis center coordinate and the average axial radius
of LV, yapex and ybase the height of base and apex planes, Nf and i the number
of frames and the frame index, and ax, ay are the magnitudes of displacement
fields. An image sequence with Nf + 1 frames is generated when i varies from 0
to Nf to simulate the cardiac motion in one cycle.
We carry out two experiments for the simulated data. In the first experiment,
three sequences with 20 frames each are simulated with multiplicative speckle
noise of variance 0.06, 0.08 and 0.10 added. The reference frame and the 10th
frame with speckle noise variance 0.10 are shown together with the ground truth
displacement field in Fig.1. In the second simulated experiment, we first generate
20 frames without deformation by adding independent speckle noise of variance
0.10 to the reference frame. Then each of the frame Ii will have a percentage p
pixels replaced with the intensity at the same position in frame Ii−1. By updating
noisy image one by one we assure that the two consecutive frames to have noise
overlap ratio of p. Each frames will then be deformed by using the ground truth
displacement fields. We simulate two sequences with overlap ratio of 0.2 and 0.4
respectively.








Fig. 1. The reference frame and the 10th frame in speckle variance 0.1 test and the
displacement field (only displacement field inside a bell-shaped mask is displayed).
A real world dataset is acquired from an open-chest pig by using a Philips
IE33 system. For validation, we installed six sonomicrometers in the heart wall.
The distances between each pair of the sonomicrometers are recorded with the
image sequences and are used as ground truth to compare with the tracked
distance in the echo images. The images are resampled into volume sequences of
160 × 100 × 128 with voxel size 1mm×1mm×1mm. The crystal coordinates in
the reference frame are manually denoted.
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4 Result
In the first simulated experiment, we compare our frame-to-frame method with
the first-to-follow method by tracking the trajectories of the points in the my-
ocardial wall during the motion process. The estimated trajectories of four ex-
ample points from a small region of the myocardium for speckle noise variance
0.06 test are shown in Fig.2, where the ground truth trajectories are overlaid
for comparison. We can see generally coordinates of the points in each time step
in our method are closer to the ground truth position than the first-to-follow
method.










Fig. 2. Points trajectories in the first-to-follow method (left) and the frame-to-frame
method (right). The ground truth trajectories (blue) are overlaid with the estimated
curves (multiple color) for comparison. The arrow shows the velocity at each time step.
In Fig.3 we illustrate the motion estimation errors in both x and y coordinates
in noise level 0.08 dataset. We can see that the motion estimation errors of x and
y coordinates in most of frames in our method are closer to zero than those of
the first-to-follow method. The figure also shows that our method has a smaller
error variance in both coordinates. The mean of magnitude of errors in the three
noise variance levels in frame-to-frame method are 0.23, 0.26 and 0.32, while in
first-to-follow method they are 0.38, 0.45 and 0.56 respectively.
In the second test, the motion estimation errors in y coordinates for two
methods are shown in Fig.4. The results are similar for x coordinate errors. We
can see the results of frame-to-frame method are better than those in first-to-
follow method in means and standard deviations of errors. We can see for the
frame-to-frame method, when the intensity correlation between two images is
increased, the mean and variance of the registration error are decreased. In the
results of first-to-follow methods, the error mean does not change obviously when
the correlation between consecutive frames are increased.
In the in-vivo open-chest pig test, we compare the performance of the two al-
gorithms by computing the correlations over time between the algorithm-derived
pair-wise distances with sonomicrometry, shown in Table.1. Sonomicrometry pro-
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Fig. 3. The motion estimation errors in x (left) and y (right) coordinates of frame-to-
frame method and first-to-follow method. The error bars shows the standard deviation
of the errors in each frames. The horizontal lines represent the curves of zero mean
transformation errors to help comparison.











































Fig. 4. The motion estimation errors in y coordinates of frame-to-frame method and
first-to-follow method. The left and right figures show the results of 20 and 40 percent
noise overlap tests. The horizontal lines show the zeros mean transformation errors.
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vide the ground truth distances between each two of the crystals. We can clearly
see the improvement of our proposed method.
Table 1. The correlations between the estimated pair-wise distances and those from
the sonomicrometry, with frame-to-frame method (numbers to the left) and the first-
to-follow method (numbers to the right). Numbers 1-6 index the six sonomicrometry
markers.
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1.0/1.0 0.936/0.907 0.901/0.885 0.913/0.902 0.948/0.923 0.859/0.831
2 0.936/0.907 1.0/1.0 0.881/0.856 0.927/0.904 0.887/0.838 0.951/0.916
3 0.901/0.885 0.881/0.856 1.0/1.0 0.825/0.786 0.902/0.905 0.819/0.788
4 0.913/0.902 0.927/0.904 0.825/0.786 1.0/1.0 0.937/0.919 0.934/0.902
5 0.948/0.923 0.887/0.838 0.902/0.905 0.937/0.919 1.0/1.0 0.918/0.873
6 0.859/0.831 0.951/0.916 0.819/0.788 0.934/0.902 0.918/0.873 1.0/1.0
5 Conclusion
We propose a large deformation diffeomorphic registration method by minimiz-
ing the difference between every consecutive images. Simulation test shows that
our frame-to-frame method has a higher estimation accuracy of motion than
the first-to-follow method. Validation with sonomicrometry also shows that our
motion estimation result has higher consistency with real data.
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Abstract. The growth by random iterated diffeomorphisms (GRID)
model seeks to decompose large deformations, caused by growth, anomaly,
or anatomical differences, into smaller, biologically-meaningful compo-
nents. These components are spatially local and parametric, and are
characterized by radial deformation patterns around randomly-placed
seeds. A sequential composition of these components, using the group
structure of diffeomorphism group, models the cumulative deformation.
The actual decomposition requires estimation of GRID parameters from
observations of large growth, typically from 2D or 3D images. While past
papers have estimated parameters under certain simplifying assump-
tions, including that different components are spatially separated and
non-interacting, we address the problem of parameter estimation under
the original GRID model that advocates sequential composition of ar-
bitrarily interacting components. Using a gradient-based approach, we
present an algorithm for estimation of GRID parameters by minimizing
an energy function and demonstrate its superiority over the past additive
methods.
Keywords: Large deformation, GRID model, parameter estimation
1 Introduction
The mathematical and statistical modeling of diffeomorphic deformations over
time is an important problem with a variety of applications ranging from med-
ical diagnostics to evolutionary biology. The use of medical images, especially
the MRI images of human parts, in studying anatomical structures is a growing
area of research by itself. Here one uses 2D and/or 3D images taken across time,
species, or specimens to compare to extract salient differences in anatomical
structures, and to analyze and model their variations both within and across
biological classes. These differences may result from standard biological growth,
abnormalities, inter-specimen variability, or other reasons. In terms of image-
based analysis of anatomical structures, the study of shapes of anatomical parts
has become a central idea. For instance, one can use longitudinal image data for
tracking biological growth [11, 9, 19, 4, 3] in fetus brains and evaluating tumor
growth. A major difficulty in solving such problems is the high dimensional-
ity of image data. The diffeomorphic deformation when estimated from image
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sequences can be very high dimensional and not amenable to standard tools
from multivariate statistics. Some current methods simplify this analysis by us-
ing simplistic measures like lengths, sizes, or areas as indicators of overall shape
changes. Some others use relatively simple geometrical models, such as spheres
or ellipsoids, to represent shapes in parametric forms and to study the evolution
of parameters during growth.
We start with the basic question of how to represent large deformations
in a mathematical framework. There is a large body of work on represent-
ing differences in imaged objects using deformations of background space [2,
12, 7, 20, 1, 13]. This approach utilizes diffeomorphisms of the underlying coor-
dinate systems to represent and measure shape and other differences. Let an
image be I : [0, 1]d → IR, where d = 1, 2, 3. A deformation is then a mapping
Φ : [0, 1]d → [0, 1]d, with the resulting deformed image is I ◦ Φ : [0, 1]d → IR.
Thus, a point on an anatomical landmark is always observed with the same color
intensity; it simply moves to a different location under the deformation. The goal
is to use Φ to model, understand and analyze large deformations. These deforma-
tions are typically very high dimensional and do not permit standard statistical
analysis directly. Therefore, some tools for reducing dimensionality become im-
portant. One can apply some standard dimension reduction algorithms, such
as PCA, but it is difficult to interpret the resulting representation in biological
terms. Durrleman et al. [5] proposed a parametric way of representing large dif-
feomorphisms by forcing the instantaneous velocity fields to take a parametric
form. One starts with a finite number of so-called control points and for each of
them specifies a vector that defines the deformation at that point. The vector
field over the whole domain is obtained using a Kernel-based interpolation. This
approach provides a data-driven sparse parametric method to estimate the large
diffeomorphic deformation.
Motivated by the need for biologically-interpretable decompositions of large
deformations, Grenander [8] introduced the Growth as Random Iterated Dif-
feomorphisms (GRID) model. It highlights the role of gene control in biologi-
cal growths and uses a combination of local, structured deformations to form
the large composite deformations. This model has been studied extensively, but
mostly from a perspective of synthesis and asymptotics. Some authors proposed
a “thermodynamic limit equation” that approximates the growth pattern in a
macroscopic way [16, 15]. Portman et al. [14] further developed the GRID model
by analyzing the growth patterns at microscopic levels. In addition to synthesis,
one is also interested in the inverse problem where we want to decompose large
biological growth into smaller biologically-interpretable units. Grenander et al.
[18, 8] studied this inverse problem albeit in a limited context. The estimation
of growth components was done in two steps: (1) estimate the full deformation
between a pair of images that represents biological growth, (2) estimate parame-
ters for growth components under the GRID model, with a major simplification
that different components are spatially local and do not interact with each other.
With this assumption, the cumulative growth becomes a simple superimposition
of different components and one can use standard projection procedures to esti-
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mate component parameters. In this paper we seek a solution to the problem of
parameter estimation under the original GRID model, without assuming spatial
independence of components. This model is different from Durrleman et al. [5]
in the sense that it is the individual diffeomorphisms that take the parametric
forms, rather than the instantaneous velocity fields. This results in different local
deformations around the focal points. For example, in our method the diffeomor-
phism around a seed is restricted to be radial while in Durrleman et al. [5] there
is no such structure.
The estimation follows the two steps as Grenander et al. [8]. In the first step,
the full deformation Φ is estimated using the shape matching technique of [10].
As for the second step, since there is a concatenation of deformation associated
with different components, the time-ordering of the components becomes im-
portant. Due to the nonlinear effect of compositions, it is not possible to solve
for GRID parameters using linear methods. This general estimation problem
is posed as an optimization problem with a gradient-based minimization of the
cost function. The difficulty of getting trapped in local solutions is handled using
clever initializations of the gradient algorithm.
2 Grenander’s GRID Model
We start by describing the general GRID model as introduced by Grenander
[6]. In this model the overall large deformation is modeled as a composition of
a sequence of local, elementary deformations. At time t, the elementary growth
is a diffeomorphism φt : [0, 1]
d → [0, 1]d such that the point x moves to φt(x).
The full deformation is then expressed in the form of the composition of iterated
diffeomorphisms.
Φtnt1 ≡ φtn ◦ · · · ◦ φt2 ◦ φt1 (1)
The next step in the GRID model is to simplify diffemorphic components by
expressing each φt in a parametric form. Here the elementary deformation φt is:
(1) assumed to be centered at a point of activation called a growth seed xseed,
and (2) the growth around the seed is assumed to be radial. Therefore, it is
easier to express this local deformation using polar coordinates centered at the
seed xseed: (r, τ) −→ (ρ (r, τ) , τ) with r = 0 denoting the seed. Furthermore,
the model assumes that the change in radial distance can be decomposed into
two independent parts: ρ (r, τ) = r + R (r)A (τ). Here, A : S1 → R is called
the angular deformation function (ADF) and R : IR+ → IR+ is called the radial
deformation function (RDF). These individual deformation functions are allowed
to take the following forms:




2/c2 , r ≥ 0, c > 0
(r/c)
p−1
e−(r/c), r ≥ 0, p, c > 0 .
(2)
In both cases the deformation is zero at the seed (r = 0), increases steadily
with r, reaches a peak, and then decreases for a further increase in r. The
“zone” of influence of a seed is determined by the parameter c.
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, τ ∈ S1, α ∈ IR, and σ > 0.
(3)
The first case provides an isotropic deformation, the second provides a uni-
modal deformation with a well-defined growth/decay direction, while the
last one provides a sinusoidal variation.
In this paper we will use R(r) = re−r
2/c2 and will study two choices for ADFs:
(1) A(τ) = a, and (2) A(τ) = aeκ cos(τ−τ0). It has been shown that the resulting
φt is a diffeomorphism as long as −1 < A (τ) < 2.2408 [8]. Each such φt is now
characterized by the following set of parameters: θ = [ξ, a, c, κ, τ0] ∈ IR6, where
ξ ∈ IR2 is the seed location.
Problem Statement: Having chosen the model, the estimation problem can
be described as follows. Let Φ represent the observed deformation associated
with a growth experiment, observed over a time interval [0, T ]. The goal now
is to estimate n, the number of diffeomorphism components and the associated
parameters θj ∈ IR6 for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
This problem has been studied by several papers in the past. However, a
common simplifying assumption in the past papers is that different seeds are
placed away from each other so that there is no or negligible interaction between
the corresponding deformations. In this case, the total displacement field Ψ(x) =
Φ(x) − x can be written as a superposition of the displacements resulting from
individual seeds:
Ψ tnt1 ≡ ψtn + · · ·+ ψt2 + ψt1 , (4)
where ψt(x) = φt(x) − x. This is a very restrictive assumption and reduces the
efficacy of the GRID model. The additive model has several problems, including
the fact that the set of diffeomorphisms is not a group under the additive model.
In the context of biological growth, it is difficult to interpret growth components
under the assumption that there is no spatial interaction between them. Also,
as shown in Fig. 1, the results of these different models, composite versus ad-
ditive models are quite different for the same components. It is also illustrated
that, for the composite model, the ordering of components is also important in
determining the cumulative deformation. In this paper, we study the problem
of parameter estimation under the composite model (Eqn. 1) and compare the
results with those obtained under the additive model (Eqn. 4).
3 Our Approach
In this section we formulate the problem of parameter estimation as minimization
of a certain objective function. The goal is to estimate difeomorphic components




Fig. 1: Cumulative deformation for composite models with: (a) Φ = φ2 ◦ φ1, (b)
Φ
′
= φ1 ◦ φ2, and additive model (c) Φ
′′
= x+ψ1 +ψ2, for the same φ1 and φ2.
In the remaining panels, we show Φ
′ −Φ (4th panel), and Φ′′ −Φ (5th panel) as
vector fields.
φ1, φ2, . . . , φn such that their order composition is as closed to the given Φ as
possible. In order words, we can use a distance between Φ and (φn ◦ · · · ◦ φ1) as
the objective function. Although the choice of a geodesic distance in the space
of diffeomorphisms (under a suitable Riemannian metric) seems like a natural




‖Φ(x) − (φn ◦ · · · ◦ φ1)(x)‖2dx . (5)
We justify the use of L2 distance, over the geodesic distance, with the argument
that minimization under one distance often leads to a minimizer under the other.
It is rather difficult to solve for all the parameters (for all the seeds) simul-
taneously. Indeed, the expression for cumulative deformation with just two local
deformations gets complicated. Therefore, we take a sequential approach and
add one local deformation to the model at a time. Let φ(k) = φk ◦φk−1 ◦ · · · ◦φ1
be the cumulative deformation generated by first k seeds. Define two energy
functions associated with this partial inference problem:
E(k+1) =
∫ ∥∥∥Φ(x) − (φk+1 ◦ φ(k))(x)∥∥∥2 dx
and
Ẽ(k+1) =
∫ ∥∥∥Φ(x) − φ(k)(x) − ψk+1(x)∥∥∥2dx .
E(k+1) denotes the energy under the composite model for k + 1 seeds while
Ẽ(k+1) denotes a similar energy except that the contribution from the last seed
is considered additive. (Since this last seed is additive, it is relatively easier to
solve for its parameters by minimizing Ẽ(k+1).) Our iterative approach is to
solve for the parameters of φk+1 to minimize E
(k+1), for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, and
we will do so using a gradient approach. Similar to any gradient-based solution,
the initialization of parameters becomes very important. For the purpose of
improving initialization, we will solve for the parameters of φk+1 under Ẽ
(k+1)
first and use these values as initial conditions in optimization of E(k+1).
We summarize the iterative procedure for estimating GRID parameters.
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Algorithm 1 Set k = 0.
1. Given the current estimated parameters for the k-seed composite model, {θj}k =
{(ξj , aj , cj , κj , τ0,j) | j = 1, . . . , k}, compute the cumulative deformation φ(k).
2. Find θk+1 = (ξk+1, ak+1, ck+1, κk+1, τ0,k+1) for the (k + 1)
th seed by min-
imizing Ẽ(k+1). Use these values as initial condition for parameters of the
(k + 1)th seed.
3. For each possible permutation group of the set {1, 2, . . . , k+ 1}, perform the
following. Update each set of parameters {θj}k+1 using the gradient method
to minimize E(k+1). Finally, choose the permutation/parameters that result
in the minimum E(k+1).
4. Test the significance of the (k + 1)th seed. If it is found significant, set k =
k + 1 and go to step 1; if not, stop.
Note that even though the complexity of the composed deformation φ(k) and
thus E(k) increases with the number of seeds (or local elementary deformations),
we still have analytical expressions for the gradients using the chain rule. It is
important to note that all the previous seeds are re-estimated/updated as new
seeds are added to the deformation. Thus, although this process is iterative, it
is not incremental.
We have studied two cases for estimating ADFs:
1. Constant ADF: In the first case, we simplify the discussion by first assum-
ing that A(τ) = a for all τ ∈ S1. In this model, the partial derivatives of











































































, for j = 1, . . . , k, are given in the appendix. Similar
expressions can also be derived for the gradient of Ẽ(k) wrt the GRID pa-
rameters and those expressions are, as expected, simpler compared to the
gradient given above.
2. Non-isotropic ADF: In the general case where the ADF is non-isotropic,
we represent it using a scaled von-Mises density (the second term in Eqn.
3) and is parameterized by (a, κ, τ0). For every deformation φj , the two
additional parameters κj and τ0,j are initialized in two steps. First, the ADF
is estimated non-parametrically by integrating the deformation along each
direction, as was done in [8]. Then, the parameters κ and τ0 are estimated
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from the nonparametric estimate using moment matching. The estimation is
similar to estimating the parameters of von-Mises density from a sample by
treating the non-parametric estimation as a weighted sample[17]. After these
parameters are initialized, they are estimated using the gradient method,
similar to the other parameters, with the gradient expression given in the
appendix.
The last remaining item in Algorithm 1 is the test of significance of an in-
cremental local deformation. In order to test the significance of the model with
one more seed, several general methods for model selection may apply. Possible
methods includes partial F test, AIC or BIC, and adjusted R2. In this paper,
a model is selected based on the adjusted R2. It is a modification of R2, which
denotes the coefficient of determinant, that adjusts for the number of model
parameters. Given any two estimated models, the model with the larger value
of adjusted R2 is preferred. In the experiments, we add one more seed if the
improvement of adjusted R2 is larger than a small cutoff value.
Since this method is based on a gradient search, it is difficult to claim a global
solution. In principle, the solution obtained in the parameter space is a local one.
However, there are some advantages to using this approach. Firstly, since the
gradients of the energy function are available analytically, the gradient iterations
are computationally fast. Secondly, for relatively small number of seeds in the
model, the search over different orderings is efficient and gets us out of several
local solutions.
4 Experimental Illustrations
Here we demonstrate the use of our framework for decomposing large cumulative
deformations into smaller, parametric components using Algorithm 1. We will
use both the simulated and real data to illustrate the estimation process, and
will compare our results with those obtained using the additive model.
4.1 Synthetic Data
In order to validate estimation method for the composite model, we perform
two experiments on the following types of synthetic data: (1) a 2D deforma-
tion with constant ADF, and (2) 2D deformation with non-constant ADF. In
these experiments, a cumulative deformation is simulated using Eqn. 1 for an
arbitrary number of local deformations, each with arbitrary parameters, and a
white Gaussian noise is added at the end to form the observed deformation Φ.
Example 1: Fig. 2 shows the estimation results for the isotropic model. It
shows the true underlying deformation (a), made up of n = 2 seeds, its noisy
observation Φ (b) and several different GRID estimates from the observed Φ (c-
e). Firstly, we estimate GRID components as described in Algorithm 1, with the
result shown as Φ̂c in (e). Then, we reverse the order of two estimated seeds and
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try to optimize their parameters, with the result shown as Φ̂′c in (c). The result
of estimated deformation under the additive model is shown as Φ̂a in (d). To
highlight the differences between different estimated deformations we also show
their differences in the remaining panels. The Table 1 provides a quantification
of estimation performance. It compares the energy E and estimated parameters
for the three models, with the true values. Since the energy for Φ̂c is same as
that for true underlying parameters, it shows the superiority of that estimation
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Fig. 2: Experiment with isotropic ADF: (a) synthetic deformation; (b)noisy ob-
servation Φ, and different estimated deformations (c) Φ̂
′
c; (d)Φ̂a, and (e)Φ̂c. The
differences (f) Φ̂c − Φ, (g)Φ̂
′










True 0.0334 0.6500 0.4500 1.0000 0.1500 0.5000 0.6000 0.8000 0.1000
Estimated Φ̂c 0.0334 0.6500 0.4502 1.0045 0.1498 0.4995 0.6006 0.7947 0.0998
Reverse order Φ̂′c 0.0576 0.5070 0.5930 0.7072 0.0956 0.6478 0.4525 1.0108 0.1527
Additive Φ̂a 0.0548 0.6496 0.4507 1.0262 0.1501 0.5172 0.5827 0.7352 0.1004
Table 1: Estimation results for Example 1.
Example 2: Similarly, Fig. 3(a) shows an experiment involving seeds with non-
isotropic ADFs. In this case we show the synthetic deformation (a) , its noisy
version Φ (b), and the estimated deformation under the composite model Φ̂c
(c). For further evaluation of this estimation, we show the true displacement
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Fig. 3: Experiment with non-isotropic ADF: (a)synthetic deformation; (b) noisy
observation Φ; (c) estimated deformation map Φ̂; (d)true displacement field Ψ ;










True 0.0330 0.6700 0.4000 1.0000 0.2000 0.3200 0.6000 1.0000 0.2000
Composite 0.0333 0.6677 0.4014 1.0004 0.1975 0.3233 0.5980 1.0248 0.1948
κ1 τ0,1 κ2 τ0,2
True 2.0000 2.3562 5.0000 5.4978
Composite 1.9200 2.3379 4.9050 5.4865
Table 2: Estimation Results for Example 2.
Ensemble Results: Beyond individual examples, we have exhaustively com-
pared performances of the composite and the additive models using many real-
izations. Here we use 20 sets of data that are simulated from the 2D composite
model with constant ADF and the parameters are then estimated using both
the models. The results are summarized in Fig. 4. Panel (a) is a histogram of
which model, composite or additive, is closer to the true deformation. Positive
number indicates that the composite model outperforms the additive one, and
vice-versa. We can see that for most data sets the composite model outperforms
the additive model. Panel (b) presents a close up view of the parameter biases
and variances. Each line represents the bias for one parameter. If the estimates
equals the true parameters, the line will be all horizontal lines with y = 0. The
top plot shows the biases from the additive model and the bottom one is for the
composite model. The lines for composite model are all around zero with the
ones for additive model having larger variation.
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Fig. 4: (a) Relative errors under two models:
‖Φ̂a−Φ‖−‖Φ̂c−Φ‖
‖Φ̂a−Φ‖ ; (b) Parameter
estimation bias: top: θ̂a − θ, bottom: θ̂c − θ.
4.2 Estimation of GRID Component for Image Data
This method is applied to analysis of differences in human brains observed using
MRI scans. In this case we perform the following experiment. We take two image
scans as I and J , which are two slices of MRI of the same z coordinates from
different subjects, and use a shape-based technique [10] to estimate a cumulative
deformation Φ from I to J . This Φ is in the set of diffeomorphisms from [0, 1]2
to itself and minimizes a certain cost function involving I ◦ Φ and J . Then, we
use Algorithm 1, to estimate components of this deformation under the GRID
model. We present two examples of this idea.
Example 1: Fig. 5 shows an example of images I and J and the deformation Φ
that deforms I to match with J . In addition to plotting the maps x → Φ(x) as
a surface mesh, one can also plot the displacement vector field Ψ(x) = Φ(x) −
x for better visualization. Shown in the remaining panels are the estimated
displacement vector Ψ̂ , showing the ordered sequence of displacement fields with
the GRID components that were found using Algorithm 1, and a couple of ways
of comparing the estimated deformations with the true deformations.
Example 2: Fig. 6 shows another example of estimating GRID parameters for
deformation estimated from MRI images.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a method to decompose and estimate the pa-
rameters in GRID based decomposition of anatomical deformations. The method
preserves the iterative structure of the GRID model and gives an analytical form
of the gradient for parameter estimation. Experimental results show that impacts
from faraway seeds can be approximated by additive seeds model and composite
model can not add much to it; however, as for seeds that are close to each other
and have interaction, our method improves the estimation for large deformation
as well as the model parameters.
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φ̂1 − id φ̂2 ◦ φ̂1 − id φ̂3 ◦ φ̂2 ◦ φ̂1 − id Ψ̂ = φ̂4 ◦ · · · ◦ φ̂1 − id Ψ




























































































φ̂1 − id φ̂2 ◦ φ̂1 − id φ̂3 ◦ φ̂2 ◦ φ̂1 − id Ψ̂ = φ̂4 ◦ · · · ◦ φ̂1 − id Ψ
Fig. 6: Estimation of GRID components for deformation between MRI images.
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that are required in gradient computation are given as follows.









































































When the ADF takes parametric forms of the second type, the gradient of the
energy function with respect to the two parameters κj and τ0,j for j = 1, · · · , k
is calculated in the similar way as the other parameters. The partial derivatives
from the one time deformation is shown as below.
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Abstract. We propose a novel method to apply Teichmüller space the-
ory to study the signature of a family non-intersecting closed 3D curves
on a general genus zero closed surface. Our algorithm provides an efficient
method to encode both global surface and local contour shape informa-
tion. The signature - Teichmüller shape descriptor - is computed by sur-
face Ricci flow method, which is equivalent to solving an elliptic partial
differential equation on surfaces and is quite stable. We propose to apply
the new signature to analyze abnormalities in brain cortical morphom-
etry. Experimental results with 3D MRI data from ADNI dataset (12
healthy controls versus 12 Alzheimer’s disease (AD) subjects) demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method and illustrate its potential as a
novel surface-based cortical morphometry measurement in AD research.
1 Introduction
Some neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), are charac-
terized by progressive cognitive dysfunction. The underlying disease pathology
most probably precedes the onset of cognitive symptoms by many years. Efforts
are underway to find early diagnostic biomarkers to evaluate neurodegenerative
risk presymptomatically in a sufficiently rapid and rigorous way. Among a num-
ber of different brain imaging, biological fluid and other biomarker measurements
for use in the early detection and tracking of AD, structural magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) measurements of brain shrinkage are among the best established
biomarkers of AD progression and pathology.
In structural MRI studies, early researches [30, 9] have demonstrated that
surface-based brain mapping may offer advantages over volume-based brain map-
ping work [2] to study structural features of the brain, such as cortical gray
matter thickness, complexity, and patterns of brain change over time due to
disease or developmental processes. In research studies that analyze brain mor-
phology, many surface-based shape analysis methods have been proposed, such
as spherical harmonic analysis (SPHARM) [11, 4], minimum description length
approaches [7], medial representations (M-reps) [24], cortical gyrification index
[32], shape space [21], metamorphosis [33], momentum maps [25] and conformal
invariants [34], etc.; these methods may be applied to analyze shape changes
or abnormalities in cortical and subcortical brain structures. Even so, a stable
method to compute a global intrinsic transformation-invariant shape descriptors
would be highly advantageous in this research field.
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Here, we propose a novel and intrinsic method to compute the global correla-
tions between various surface region contours in Teichmüller space and apply it
to study brain morphology in AD. The proposed shape signature demonstrates
the global geometric features encoded in the interested regions, as a biomarker
for measurements of AD progression and pathology. It is based on the brain
surface conformal structure [18, 1, 13, 37] and can be accurately computed using
the surface Ricci flow method [35, 20].
1.1 Related work
In brain mapping research, volumetric measures of structures identified on 3D
MRI have been used to study group differences in brain structure and also to
predict diagnosis [2]. Recent work has also used shape-based features [21, 33, 25],
conformal invariants [34], analyzing surface changes using pointwise displace-
ments of surface meshes, local deformation tensors, or surface expansion factors,
such as the Jacobian determinant of a surface based mapping. For closed sur-
faces homotopic to a sphere, spherical harmonics have commonly been used for
shape analysis, as have their generalizations, e.g., eigenfunctions of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator in a system of spherical coordinates. These shape indices are
also rotation invariant, i.e., their values do not depend on the orientation of the
surface in space [30, 11, 28]]. Chung et al.[4] proposed a weighted spherical har-
monic representation. For a specific choice of weights, the weighted SPHARM is
shown to be the least squares approximation to the solution of an anisotropic heat
diffusion on the unit sphere. Davies et al. performed a study of anatomical shape
abnormalities in schizophrenia, using the minimal distance length approach to
statistically align hippocampal parameterizations [7]. For classification, Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or principal geodesic analysis can be used to find
the discriminant vector in the feature space for distinguishing diseased subjects
from controls. Tosun et al. [32] proposed the use of three different shape mea-
sures to quantify cortical gyrification and complexity. Gorczowski [12] presented
a framework for discriminant analysis of populations of 3D multi-object sets. In
addition to a sampled medial mesh representation, m-rep [24], they also consid-
ered pose differences as an additional statistical feature to improve the shape
classification results.
For brain surface parameterization research, Schwartz et al. [26] and Tim-
sari and Leahy [31] computed quasi-isometric flat maps of the cerebral cortex.
Hurdal and Stephenson [18] reported a discrete mapping approach that uses cir-
cle packings to produce ”flattened” images of cortical surfaces on the sphere,
the Euclidean plane, and the hyperbolic plane. Angenent et al. [1] implemented
a finite element approximation for parameterizing brain surfaces via conformal
mappings. Gu et al. [13] proposed a method to find a unique conformal mapping
between any two genus zero manifolds by minimizing the harmonic energy of
the map. The holomorphic 1-form based conformal parameterization [37] can
conformally parameterize high genus surfaces with boundaries but the result-
ing mappings have singularities. Other brain surface conformal parametrization
methods, the Ricci flow method [35] and slit map method [36] can handle surfaces
with complicated topologies (boundaries and landmarks) without singularities.
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Wang et al. [34] applied the Yamabe flow method to study statistical group
differences in a group of 40 healthy controls and 40 subjects with Williams syn-
drome, showing the potential of these surface-based descriptors for localizing
cortical shape abnormalities in genetic disorders of brain development.
Conformal mappings have been applied in computer vision for modeling the
2D shape space by Sharon and Mumford [27]. The image plane is separated by
a 2D contour, both interior and exterior are conformally mapped to disks, then
the contour induces a diffeomorphism of the unit circle, which is the signature
of the contour. The signature is invariant under translations and scalings, and
able to recover the original contour by conformal welding. Later, this method
is generalized to model multiple 2D contours with inner holes in [22]. To the
best of our knowledge, our method is the first one to generalized Sharon and
Mumford’s 2D shape space to 3D surfaces.
1.2 Our Approach
For a 3D surface, all the contours represent the ’shape’ of the surface. Inspired
by the beautiful research work of Sharon and Mumford [27] on 2D shape anal-
ysis (recently it has been generalized to model multiple 2D contours [22]), we
build a Teichmüller space for 3D shapes by using conformal mappings. In this
Teichmüller space, every 3D contour (a simple closed curve) is represented by a
point in the space; each point denotes a unique equivalence class of diffeomor-
phisms up to a Möbius transformation. For a 3D surface, the diffeomorphisms of
all the contours form a global shape representation of the surface. By using this
signature, the similarities of 3D shapes can be quantitatively analyzed, there-
fore, the classification and recognition of 3D objects can be performed from their
observed contours.
We tested our algorithm in some segmented regions on a set of brain left
cortical surfaces extracted from 3D anatomical brain MRI scans. The proposed
method can reliably compute signatures on two cortical functional areas by com-
puting the diffeomorphisms of each observed contour. Using the signature as the
statistics, our method achieve about 92% accuracy rate to discriminate a set of
AD subjects from healthy control subjects.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to apply contour diffeomor-
phism to brain morphometry research. Our experimental results demonstrated
that this novel and simple method may be useful to analyze certain functional
areas, and it may shed some lights on understanding detecting abnormality re-
gions in brain surface morphometry. Our major contributions in this work
include:
1. A new method to compute Teichmüller shape descriptor, in a way that gen-
eralized a prior 2D domain conformal mapping work [27].
2. The method is theoretically rigorous and general. It presents a stable way
to calculate the diffeomorphisms of contours in general 3D surfaces based on
Ricci flow.
3. It involves solving elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs), so it is nu-
merically efficient and computationally stable.














(c) conformal maps D1, D2, D3 (d) diffeomorphism signature
Fig. 1. Diffeomorphism signature via uniformization mapping for a genus zero surface
with 3 simple closed contours γ1, γ2, γ3 in (a), which correspond to the boundaries
c1, c2, c3 of the circle domains D1, D2, D3 in (c), respectively. These three contours are
also mapped to the boundaries of the base circle domain D0 in (b). The curves in (d)
demonstrate the diffeomorphisms for the three contours.
4. The shape descriptors are global and invariant to rigid motion and conformal
deformations.
Pipeline. Figure 1 shows the pipeline for computing the diffeomorphism sig-
nature for a surface with 3 closed contours. Here, we use a human brain hemi-
sphere surface whose functional areas are divided and labeled in different color.
The contours (simple closed curves) of functional areas can be used to slice
the surface open to connected patches. As shown in frames (a-c), three con-
tours γ1, γ2, γ3 are used to divide the whole brain (a genus zero surface S) to
4 patches S0, S1, S2, S3; each of them is conformally mapped to a circle domain
(e.g., disk or annuli), D0, D1, D2, D3. Note that γ1 is the contour of the joint
functional areas of precuneus and posterior cingulate. One contour is mapped to
two unit circles in two mappings. The representation of the shape according to
each contour is a diffeomorphism of the unit circle to itself, defined as the map-
ping between periodic polar angles (Angle1, Angle2), Angle1, Angle2 ∈ [0, 2π].
The proper normalization is employed to remove Möbius ambiguity. The diffeo-
morphisms induced by the conformal maps of each curve form a diffeomorphism
signature, which is the Teichmüller coordinates in Teichmüller space. As shown
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in (d), the curves demonstrate the diffeomorphisms for three contours; the area
distance is defined as the metric for shape comparison and classification.
2 Theoretical Background
In this section, we briefly introduce the theoretical foundations necessary for the
current work. For more details, we refer readers to the classical books [10, 16].
2.1 Surface Uniformization Mapping
Conformal mapping between two surfaces preserves angles. Suppose (S1,g1) and
(S2,g2) are two surfaces embedded in R
3, g1 and g2 are the Euclidean induced
Riemannian metrics. A mapping φ : S1 → S2 is called conformal, if the pull back
metric of g2 induced by φ on S1 differs from g1 by a positive scalar function:
φ∗g2 = e2λg1, where λ : S1 → R is a scalar function, called the conformal factor.
For example, all the conformal automorphisms of the unit disk form the
Möbius transformation group of the disk, each mapping is given by
z → eiθ z − z0
1− z̄0z
.
All the conformal automorphism group of the extended complex plane C∪ {∞}
is also called Möbius transformation group, each mapping is given by
z → az + b
cz + d
, ad− bc = 1, a, b, d, c ∈ C.
By stereo-graphic projection, the unit sphere can be conformally mapped to the
extended complex plane. Therefore, the Möbius transformation group is also the
conformal automorphism group of the unit sphere.
A circle domain on the complex plane is the unit disk with circular holes.
A circle domain can be conformally transformed to another circle domain by
Möbius transformations, z → eiθ z−z01−z̄0z . All genus zero surfaces with boundaries
can be conformally mapped to circle domains:
Theorem 21 (Uniformization) Suppose S is a genus zero Riemannian sur-
face with boundaries, then S can be conformally mapped onto a circle domain.
All such conformal mappings differ by a Möbius transformation on the unit disk.
This theorem can be proved using Ricci flow straightforwardly. Therefore, the
conformal automorphism group of S Conf(S) is given
Conf(S) := {φ−1 ◦ τ ◦ φ|τ ∈Möb(S2)}.
2.2 Teichmüller Space
Definition 22 (Conformal Equivalence) Suppose (S1,g1) and (S2,g2) are
two Riemannian surfaces. We say S1 and S2 are conformally equivalent if there
is a conformal diffeomorphism between them.
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All Riemannian surfaces can be classified by the conformal equivalence relation.
Each conformal equivalence class shares the same conformal invariants, the so-
called conformal module. The conformal module is one of the key component for
us to define the unique shape signature.
Definition 23 (Teichmüller Space) Fixing the topology of the surfaces, all
the conformal equivalence classes form a manifold, which is called the Teichmüller
space.
For example, all topological disks (genus zero Riemannian surfaces with sin-
gle boundary) can be conformally mapped to the planar disk. Therefore, the
Teichmuller space for topological disks consists of a single point.
Suppose a genus zero Riemannian surface S has n boundary components
{γ1, γ2, · · · , γn}, ∂S = γ1 + γ2 + · · · + γn, φ : S → D is the conformal mapping
that maps S to a circle domain D, such that (a). φ(γ1) is the exterior boundary
of the D; (b) φ(γ2) centers at the origin; (c) The center of φ(γ3) is on the imag-
inary axis. Then the conformal module of the surface S (also the circle domain
D) is given by Mod(S) = {(ci, ri)|i = 1, 2, · · · , n}. This shows the Teichmüller
space of genus zero surfaces with n boundaries is of 3n − 6 dimensional. The
Teichmüller space has a so-called Weil-Peterson metric [27], so it is a Rieman-
nian manifold. Furthermore it is with negative sectional curvature, therefore, the
geodesic between arbitrary two points is unique.
2.3 Surface Ricci Flow
Surface Ricci flow is the powerful tool to compute uniformization. Ricci flow
refers to the process of deforming Riemannian metric g proportional to the
curvature, such that the curvature K evolves according to a heat diffusion pro-
cess, eventually the curvature becomes constant everywhere. Suppose the metric




Surface Ricci flow conformally deforms the Riemannian metric, and converges to
constant curvature metric [3]. Furthermore, Ricci flow can be used to compute
the unique conformal Riemannian metric with the prescribed curvature.
Theorem 24 (Hamilton and Chow [3]) Suppose S is a closed surface with
a Riemannian metric. If the total area is preserved, the surface Ricci flow will
converge to a Riemannian metric of constant Gaussian curvature.
2.4 Teichmüller Shape Descriptor
Suppose Γ = {γ0, γ1, · · · , γn} is a set of non-intersecting smooth closed curves
on a genus zero closed surface. Γ segments the surface to a set of connected
components {Ω0, Ω1, · · · , Ωn}, each segment Ωi is a genus zero surface with
boundary components. Construct the uniformization mapping φk : Ωk → Dk
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to map each segment Ωk to a circle domain Dk, 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Assume γi is the
common boundary between Ωj and Ωk, then φj(γi) is a circular boundary on the
circle domain Dj , φk(γi) is another circle on Dk. Let fi|S1 := φj◦φ−1k |S1 : S1 → S1
be the diffeomorphism from the circle to itself. We called the the diffeomorphism
fi the signature of γi.
Definition 25 (Signature of a Family of Loops) The signature of a family
non-intersecting closed 3D curves Γ = {γ0, γ1, · · · , γk} on a genus zero closed
surface is defined as: S(Γ ) := {f0, f1, · · · , fk}∪{Mod(D0),Mod(D1), · · · ,Mod(Dk)}.
The following main theorem plays fundamental role for the current work.
Note that if a circle domain Dk is disk, its conformal module can be omitted
from the signature.
Theorem 26 (Main Theorem) The family of smooth 3D closed curves Γ on
a genus zero closed Riemannian surface is determined by its signature S(Γ ),
unique up to a conformal automorphism of the surface η ∈ Conf(S).
The proof of Theorem 26 can be found in the appendix section.
The theorem states that the proposed signature determine shapes up to a
Möbius transformation. We can further do a normalization that fixes ∞ to ∞
and that the differential carries the real positive axis at ∞ to the real positive
axis at ∞, as in Sharon and Mumford’s paper [27]. The signature can then
determine the shapes uniquely up to translation and scaling.
The shape signature S(Γ ) gives us a complete representation for the space of
shapes. It inherits a natural metric. Given two shapes Γ1 and Γ2. Let S(Γi) :=
{f i0, f i1, · · · , f ik} ∪ {Mod(Di0),Mod(Di1), · · · ,Mod(Dik)} (i = 1, 2). We can define
a metric d(S(Γ1), S(Γ2)) between the two shape signatures using the natural
metric in the Teichmüller space.Our signature is stable under geometric noise.
Our algorithm depends on conformal maps from surfaces to circle domains using
discrete Ricci flow method.
3 Algorithm
In this section, we explain each step of the pipeline in Figure 1 in details.
3.1 Circular Uniformization Mapping
We apply discrete Ricci flow method [20] to conformally map the surfaces onto
planar circle domains φk : Sk → D. The surface is represented as a triangle mesh
Σ. A discrete Riemannian metric is represented as the edge length.
We associate each vertex vi with a circle (vi, γi), where γi is the radius. Let




= (K̄i −Ki), (1)
where K̄i is the user defined target curvature and Ki is the curvature induced
by the current metric. The discrete Ricci flow has exactly the same form as the
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smooth Ricci flow, which conformally deforms the discrete metric according to
the Gaussian curvature. The computation is based on circle packing metric [20].
Suppose Σ is a genus zero mesh with multiple boundary components. The
uniformization conformal mapping φ : Σ → D, where D is the circle domain,
can be computed using Ricci flow by setting the prescribed curvature as follows:
(a) The geodesic curvature on the exterior boundary is +1 everywhere; (b) the
geodesic curvature on other boundaries are negative constants; (c) the Gaussian
curvature on interior points are zeros everywhere.We use this method to compute
conformal mapping, and get conformal module and shape descriptor. The main
challenge is that the target curvature is dynamically determined by the metric.
The metric is evolving, so is the target curvature. The detailed algorithm is
reported in [38].
3.2 Computing Shape Descriptor
After the computation of the conformal mapping, each connected component is
mapped to a circle domain. We define an order for all the loops on the surface,
this induces an order for all the boundary components on each segment. Then
by the definition for the conformal module of a circle domain, we normalize
each circle domain using a Möbius transformation, then compute the conformal
modules directly. For those segments, which are simply connected and mapped
to the unit disk, we compute its mass center, and use a Möbius transformation
to map the center to the origin.
Each loop on the surface becomes the boundary components on two segments,
both boundary components are mapped to a circle under the uniformization
mapping. Then we compute the signature directly.
4 Experimental Results
We demonstrate the efficiency and efficacy of our method by analyzing the hu-
man brain cortexes of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and healthy control subjects.
The brain surfaces are represented as triangular meshes; a half brain with 100K
triangles. We implement the algorithm using generic C++ on windows XP plat-
form, with Intel Xeon CPU 3.39 GHz, 3.98 G RAM. The numerical systems are
solved using Matlab C++ library. In general, the signature calculation on each
half brain surface with 2 or 3 contours on each half takes less than 1 minute to
compute, even on complicated domains.
Data and preprocessing. The experimental data include 12 Alzheimer disease
patients and 12 healthy control subjects. The structural MRI images were from
the AD Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI [19, 23]. We used Freesurfer’s automated
processing pipeline [6] for automatic skull stripping, tissue classification, surface
extraction, cortical and subcortical parcellations. It calculates volumes of in-
dividual grey matter parcellations in mm3 and surface area in mm2. It also
provides surface and volume statistics for about 34 different cortical structures,
and also computes geometric characteristics such as curvature, curvedness, local
foldedness for each of the parcellations [8]. In this work, we studied segmented
surface regions for group difference analysis.









(a) superior view (b) inferior view
(c) dleft = 3.15022 (d) dright = −5.65014
Fig. 2. Diffeomorphisim signature (dleft, dright) of a healthy control brain cortex. Each
(left and right) half brain is a genus zero surface with 2 contours.
Quantitative analysis. Figure 2 shows an example of diffeomorphism signatures
for a brain cortical surface. We selected two contours on the left and the right
half brain cortical surfaces, which correspond to superior temporal and the joint
areas of precuneus and posterior cingulate. Early researches [17, 14] have indi-
cated that these two areas may have significant atrophy in AD group. These two
contours segment a brain hemisphere surface to 3 patches; one topological annu-
lus (called the base domain), two topological disks. The base domain with two
boundaries is mapped to an annulus, one boundary to exterior unit circle, the
other one to the inner concentric circle. The diffeomorphism signature for each
contour is plotted as a monotonic curve within the square [0, 2π]× [0, 2π]. The




is used as the metric to represent the global shape of both contours. So the
signature of the whole brain surface is represented as a pair (dleft, dright) for
combining the left-hemisphere and right-hemisphere brain shape signatures. The
method was tested on 12 AD subjects and 12 healthy subjects, with mean sig-
natures (3.6827,−7.12957) and (5.2752,−5.6036), respectively. Figure 3 shows
that with a simple linear discriminant analysis (LDA) model, there were only
two subjects that were not correctly classified. It demonstrates that the proposed
global diffeomorphism signature of contours is very efficient and may be effective
to differentiate the shapes within healthy control and AD subject groups.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of diffeomorphism signature for 12 AD (in red) and 12 healthy
control (CTL) (in blue) subjects. Each point denotes the diffeomorphism signature
value (dleft, dright) for a whole brain surface, computed as in Figure 2.
Discussion. The proposed work is based on surface Ricci flow research. Comput-
ing the conformal module is equivalent to solving an elliptic partial differential
equation on surfaces. According to PDE theory, the solution is smoother than
its boundary conditions, so the solution process is quite stable.
For surface-based AD research, the state-of-the-art work has used cortical
thickness as the measurement [29, 5]. However, recent research [39] indicated
that the commonly used cortical thickness and cortical area measurements are
genetically and phenotypically independent. The biological meaning of the pro-
posed shape signature is closely related to brain atrophy so it is more related to
cortical area changes. Our method provides a unique and intrinsic shape feature
to study brain morphometry changes caused by brain atrophy. It studies the
sensitivity and reproducibility of shape features computed in the entire brain
surface domain. The gained insights help improve our understanding to AD re-
lated pathology and discover the precise etiology of the grey matter changes. The
preliminary results demonstrated that the shape signature provides a reasonably
good discriminant power for AD biomarker research. We currently studied the
superior temporal area, which is directly related to medial temporal lobe atro-
phy. The method can be equally applied to other regions as well. In future, we
may study/compare other functional areas in the medial temporal lobe.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method that computes the global shape sig-
natures on specified functional areas on brain cortical surfaces in Teichmüller
space. In the future, we will further explore and validate other applications of
this global correlation shape signature in neuroimaging and shape analysis re-
search.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 26
proof See Figure 4. In the left frame, a family of planar smooth curves Γ = {γ0,
· · · , γ5} divide the plane to segments {Ω0, Ω1, · · · , Ω6}, where Ω0 contains the
∞ point. We represent the segments and the curves as a tree in the second frame,
where each node represents a segment Ωk, each link represents a curve γi. If Ωj
is included by Ωi, and Ωi and Ωj shares a curve γk, then the link γk in the tree
connects Ωj to Ωi, denoted as γk : Ωi → Ωj . In the third frame, each segment
Ωk is mapped conformally to a circle domain Dk by Φk. The signature for each
closed curve γk is computed fij = Φi ◦ Φ−1j |γk , where γk : Ωi → Ωj in the tree.
In the last frame, we construct a Riemann sphere by gluing circle domains Dk’s
using fij ’s in the following way. The gluing process is of bottom up. We first
glue the leaf nodes to their fathers. Let γk : Di → Dj , Dj be a leaf of the tree.
For each point z = reiθ in Dj, the extension map: Gij(re
iθ) = refij(θ).
We denote the image of Dj under Gij as Sj. Then we glue Sj with Di. By
repeating this gluing procedure bottom up, we glue all leafs to their fathers.
Then we prune all leaves from the tree. Then we glue all the leaves of the new
tree, and prune again. By repeating this procedure, eventually, we get a tree
with only the root node, then we get a Riemann sphere, denoted as S. Each
circle domain Dk is mapped to a segment Sk in the last frame, by a sequence
of extension maps. Suppose Dk is a circle domain, a path from the root D0 to
Dk is {i0 = 0, i1, i2, · · · , in = k}, then the map from Gk : Dk → Sk is given by:
Gk = Gi0i1 ◦Gi1i2 ◦ · · · ◦Gin−1in . Note that, G0 is identity. Then the Beltrami
coefficient of G−1k : Sk → Dk can be directly computed, denoted as μk : Sk → C.
The composition Φk ◦G−1k : Sk → Ωk maps Sk to Ωk, because Φk is conformal,
therefore the Beltrami coefficient of Φk ◦G−1k equals to μk.
We want to find a map from the Riemann sphere S to the original Riemann
sphere Ω, Φ : S → Ω. The Beltrami-coefficient μ : S → C is the union of μk’s
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each segments: μ(z) = μk(z), ∀z ∈ Sk. The solution exists and is unique up to a
Möbius transformation according to Quasi-conformal Mapping theorem [10].
Note that, the discrete computational method is more direct without ex-
plicitly solving the Beltrami equation. From the Beltrami coefficient μ, one can
deform the conformal structure of Sk to that of Ωk, under the conformal struc-
tures of Ωk, Φ : S → Ω becomes a conformal mapping. The conformal structure
of Ωk is equivalent to that of Dk, therefore, one can use the conformal structure
of Dk directly. In discrete case, the conformal structure is represented as the an-
gle structure. Therefore in our algorithm, we copy the angle structures of Dk’s
to S, and compute the conformal map Φ directly.
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Abstract. In this paper we consider planar conformal deformations,
motivated by the warps that Wentworth Thompson used to deform im-
ages of one species into another. We study an equation for geodesic mo-
tion on the infinite dimensional Fréchet manifold Con(D,R2) of confor-
mal embeddings of the disk into the plane. We demonstrate that solutions
may be represented as sheets, and use the sheet ansatz to derive a nu-
merical discretization scheme. We also show that the equation admits
totally geodesic solutions corresponding to scaling and translation, but
not to affine transformations.
1 Introduction
The use of diffeomorphic transformations in both image registration and shape
analysis is now common and utilised in many machine vision and image analysis
tasks. One image or shape is brought into alignment with another by deforming
the image until some similarity measure reaches a minimum. The deformation
is computed as a geodesic with respect to some metric on the diffeomorphism
group. For a general treatment and an overview of the subject see [1] and refer-
ences therein.
The standard approach to the deformation method is to first perform an
affine registration (principally to remove translation and rotation), and then
to seek a diffeomorphic warp of the image. However, in what is arguably the
most influential demonstration of the application of warping methods – D’Arcy
Wentworth Thompson’s seminal book ‘On Growth and Form’ [2] – Thompson
transforms images of one species into another using relatively simple warps, so
that the gross features of the two match. In a recent review of his work, biologist
Arthur Wallace says:
This theory cries out for causal explanation, which is something the great
man eschewed. [. . . ] His transformations suggest coordinated rather than piece-
meal changes to development in the course of evolution, an issue which almost
completely disappeared from view in the era of the ‘modern synthesis’ of evolu-
tionary theory, but which is of central importance again in the era of evo-devo.
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[. . . ] All the tools are now in place to examine the mechanistic basis of trans-
formations. Not only do we have phylogenetic systematics and evo-devo, but,
so obvious that it is easy to forget, we have computers, and especially, in this
context, advanced computer graphics. We owe it to the great man to put these
three things together to investigate the mechanisms that produce the morpholog-
ical changes that he captured so elegantly with little more than sheets of graph
paper and, of course, a brilliant mind. [3]
Figure no. in [2] Transformation group
515 x 7→ ax, y 7→ y
513.2 x 7→ ax, y 7→ by
509, 510, 518 x 7→ ax, y 7→ cx + dy (shears)
521–22, 513.5 x 7→ ax + by, y 7→ cx + dy (affine)
506,508 x 7→ ax, y 7→ g(y)
511 x 7→ f(x), y 7→ g(y)
517–20, 523, 513.1, 513.3, 513.4, 513.6, 514, 525 conformal
524 ‘peculiar’
Table 1. Transformation groups used in some transformations in Chapter XII, ‘On
the Theory of Transformations, or the Comparison of Related Forms’, of [2]
We draw attention to two key aspects of Thompson’s examples: (i) the trans-
formations are as simple as possible to achieve what he considers a good enough
match (see Table 1); and (ii) the classes of transformations that he considers all
forms groups (or pseudo groups), either finite or infinite dimensional. Mostly, he
uses conformal transformations, a constraint he is reluctant to give up3.
In terms of diffeomorphic image matching, Figs. 506, 508 and 511 of [2] are
related to the one-dimensional diffeomorphism group, and hence to the Camassa–
Holm family of equations [4]; but the groups usually studied in the literature are
the full diffeomorphism group (two functions of two variables) and the volume-
preserving group (one function of two variables). Conformal maps are defined
by two functions of one variable: a drastically reduced dimensionality.
For applications in image registration we therefore suggest to vary the group
from which warps are drawn as well as the metric. If a low-dimensional group
gives a close match, then it should be preferred over a similar match from a
higher-dimensional group; if necessary, local deformations from the full diffeo-
3 “It is true that, in a mathematical sense, it is not a perfectly satisfactory or perfectly
regular deformation, for the system is no longer isogonal; but[. . . ] approaches to
an isogonal system under certain conditions of friction or constraint.” ([2], p. 1064)
“[. . . ] it will perhaps be noticed that the correspondence is not always quite accurate
in small details. It could easily have been made much more accurate by giving
a slightly sinuous curvature to certain of the coordinates. But as they stand, the
correspondence indicated is very close, and the simplicity of the figures illustrates
all the better the general character of the transformation.” (ibid., p. 1074).
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morphism group can be added later. In this paper we consider the case of con-
formal transformations.
Although the composition of two conformal maps R2 → R2 is conformal, it
need not be invertible: we need to restrict the domain. The invertible conformal
maps D → D do form a group, the disk-preserving Möbius group, but it is
only 3 dimensional. We are therefore led to consider the infinite dimensional
configuration space Con(D,R2) of planar conformal embeddings of the closed
unit disk D into the plane. This is not a group, but it is a pseudo group.
2 Derivation of the Weak Geodesic Equation
In this section we give a derivation of the weak form of the governing equation.
Let g denote the Euclidean metric on R2, i.e., in Cartesian coordinates we
have g = dx ⊗ dx + dy ⊗ dy. Then (D, g) is a compact Riemannian mani-
fold with boundary. The linear space C∞(D,R2) of smooth maps D → R2 is
a Fréchet space (see [5, Sect. I.1] for details on the Fréchet topology used).
The set Emb(D,R2) of smooth embeddings of the disk into the plane is an
open subset of C∞(D,R2) and has the structure of a Fréchet manifold (see [5,
Sect. I.4.1]). The subspace C∞c (D,R2) = {φ ∈ C∞(D,R2);φ∗g = Fg, F ∈
F(D)} of maps preserving the metric up to a scalar function is topologically
closed in C∞(D,R2). Furthermore, it holds that the set of conformal embeddings
Con(D,R2) = C∞c (D,R2)∩Emb(D,R2) is a Fréchet submanifold of Emb(D,R2).
For standard planar template matching equations, one introduces a positive-
definite quadratic Lagrangian function (corresponding to a weak Riemannian
structure) on the infinite dimensional manifold Diff(D) = Emb(D,D). However,
as mentioned above, the set Diffc(D) of disk preserving conformal maps is small,
so we consider instead Con(D,R2) as configuration manifold. The Riemann map-
ping theorem asserts that Con(D,R2) contains a rich set of maps: for any simply
connected domain U ⊂ R2 we can find ϕ ∈ Con(D,R2) such that ϕ(D) = U,
and ϕ is then unique up to the disk-preserving Möbius transformations. That
is, ϕ must be an element of a unique co-set [ϕ] ∈ Con(D,R2)/Diffc(D), where
Diffc(D) acts on Con(D,R2) by composition from the right. Thus, it holds that
Con(D,R2)/Diffc(D) is equivalent to the well known shape space Emb(D,R2)/Diff(D),
so we expect that the equation studied in this paper will be relevant not only
for conformal image matching, but also for planar shape matching4. Also, as
developed in [6], a planar shape may, by conformal mappings, be represented by
a fingerprint in Diff(S1), which suggests that Diff(S1) may be used for co-sets.
Since Con(D,R2) is open in the linear space C∞c (D,R2) its tangent bundle is







g(ϕ̇ ◦ ϕ−1, ϕ̇ ◦ ϕ−1) dA (1)
4 This is only true in R2: for higher dimensions the set of conformal embeddings of
the unit ball B is very small, and it does not hold that Con(B,Rn)/Diffc(B) and
Emb(B,Rn)/Diff(B) are equivalent.
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where dA = dx∧dy is the standard Euclidean area form on R2 associated with g.
Note that ϕ−1 is well-defined as a map ϕ(D) → D and that the Lagrangian
is well-defined on the full embedding manifold Emb(D,R2). It is quadratic in
ϕ̇ and positive-definite, thus determining a (weak) Riemannian metric. When
restricted to the submanifold Diff(D) of Emb(D,R2), this metric coincides with
the metric used in the L2 template matching equation (TME). Further, Diffc(D)
is a right symmetry group: if φ ∈ Diffc(D) then L(ϕ ◦ φ, ϕ̇ ◦ φ) = L(ϕ, ϕ̇). In
turn, this implies that we obtain a reduced variational principle with respect
to the reduced variable ξ = ϕ̇ ◦ ϕ−1 ∈ Xc(ϕ(D)), where Xc(ϕ(D)) denotes the
set of conformal vector fields (whose flow is conformal). However, we still need
to keep track of the correct domain ϕ(D), which corresponds to the “shape
space” element in Con(D,R2)/Diffc(D), so the complete set of reduced variables
consists of a domain U ∈ R(R2) (where R(R2) is the Fréchet manifold of simply
connected compact planar regions, see [5, Sect. I.4.3]), and a conformal vector
field ξ ∈ Xc(U) defined on this domain. Thus, the reduced phase space is the
Fréchet tangent bundle X(R(R2)) over R(R2), such that the fibre over U is the
vector space Xc(U) of conformal vector fields (see [7] for details). For ξ, η ∈ X(U)
let 〈ξ, η〉U :=
∫
U

















〈ξε, ξε〉Uε dt (2)
where ϕε is a variation of an extremal curve t 7→ ϕ(t) in Con(D,R2) and
(Uε, ξε) := (ϕε(D), ϕ̇ε ◦ ϕ−1ε ).
Since a general variation of t→ ϕ(t) is of the form exp(εη) ◦ ϕ (where t 7→ η(t)
















where £η denotes the Lie derivative along η. Plugging this into (2) yields the
weak form of a planar conformal template matching equation (PCTME) to be
studied in this paper: ∫ 1
0
〈ξ, η̇ + 2£ηξ + div(η)ξ〉U dt = 0 (3)
for all variations t 7→ η(t) ∈ X(U(t)), where t 7→ U(t) fulfills the “compatibility”
equation U̇ = ξ(∂U) and U(0) = D, i.e., the domain is transported along the flow
generated by ξ. In practice, however, we do not solve for the domain variable U,
but instead we immediately solve the reconstruction equation ϕ̇ = ξ ◦ϕ, and use
the fact that U = ϕ(D).
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2.1 The Complex Form
By identifying R2 with C the space Xc(U) is identified with the space of holomor-
phic functions in the complex domain U ⊂ C. Likewise, C∞c (D,R2) is identified
with the space of holomorphic function on D ⊂ C, and Con(D,R2) with the space
of injective holomorphic functions on D. We therefore identify ϕ, ϕ̇ as holomor-
phic functions on D, and ϕ−1, ξ as holomorphic functions on ϕ(D). The complex
derivative of a holomorphic function is denoted by a prime, e.g., ξ′ for z 7→ ξ′(z).
When working with complex entries, it is useful to express the weak form (3)
in terms of the Hermitian inner product 〈〈ξ, η〉〉U =
∫
U
ξη dA instead of the real-
valued inner product.
Direct calculation yields that g(ξ,div(η)ξ) + ig(ξ,div(iη)ξ) = 2ξη′ξ. Using
this and the fact that 〈〈ξ, η〉〉ϕ(D) = 〈ξ, η〉ϕ(D) +i〈ξ, iη〉ϕ(D) we obtain the complex
weak form of the PCTME (3) as (where we write ϕ(D) instead of U to indicate
that we choose to simultaneously solve the reconstruction equation ϕ̇ = ξ ◦ ϕ,
instead of only solving for U)∫ 1
0
〈〈ξ, η̇ + 4η′ξ − 2ξ′η〉〉ϕ(D) dt = 0. (4)
We investigate a sheet ansatz for this equation in Section 4, leading to a
numerical discretization, but first we consider a set of special solutions to this
equation, by identifying a totally geodesic submanifold of Con(D,R2).
3 Totally Geodesic Submanifolds
Recall that a submanifold N ⊂ M of a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is totally
geodesic with respect to (M, g) if geodesics in N (with respect to g restricted
to N) are also geodesics in M . For a thorough treatment of totally geodesic
subgroups of Diff(M) (with respect to various metrics), see [8].
Consider the Fréchet submanifold of linear conformal transformations
Lin(D,R2) =
{
ϕ ∈ Con(D,R2);ϕ(z) = cz, c ∈ C
}
.
Proposition 1. Lin(D,C) is totally geodesic in Con(D,C).
Proof. If t 7→ ϕ(t) is a path in Lin(D,C), i.e., ϕ(z) = cz with c ∈ C, then
ξ = ϕ̇ ◦ ϕ−1 is of the form ξ(z) = az with a ∈ C. Now, let t 7→ (ϕ, ξ) fulfill the
variational equation (4) for each variation of the form η(z) = bz with b ∈ C. We
need to show that t 7→ (ϕ, ξ) then fulfills the equation for any variation of the
form η(z) = ezk (since the monomials span the space of holomorphic functions).
Thus,
〈〈ξ, η̇ + 4η′ξ − 2ξ′η〉〉ϕ(D) = 〈〈ϕ′ · ξ ◦ ϕ), ϕ′ · (η̇ + 4η′ξ − 2ξ′η) ◦ ϕ〉〉D
= |c|4〈〈az, ḃzk + 4kbazk − 2abzk〉〉D.
(5)
where in the first line we use the conformal change of variables formula for
integrals. Now, since the monomials are orthogonal with respect to 〈〈·, ·〉〉D the
expression vanish whenever k 6= 1, which concludes the proof. ut
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From equation (5) we may derive a differential equation for the totally
geodesic solutions in Lin(D,C) in term of the variables (c, a) corresponding to
ϕ(z) = cz and ξ(z) = az. Indeed, choosing k = 1 and plugging equation (5) into






























where we have used that b vanish at the endpoints, and in the last line we use
that ċ = ac, which follows since ϕ̇ = ξ ◦ ϕ. Hence, the governing equations for




where c(0) = 1 (since ϕ(z) = z initially). We can see that if a(0) is real, then
both a and c stay real, so that the smaller submanifold of pure scalings is also
totally geodesic. However, pure rotations are not totally geodesic.
By using again the weak form (4) of the governing equation one can further
show that the submanifold of translations is not totally geodesic in Con(D,C).
Nor is the submanifold of affine conformal transformations. The result is some-
what surprising, given that these types of basic transformations are totally
geodesic for the L2–TME and H1α–TME
5, if boundary conditions are set up
to allow them [8]. In fact, from a template matching point of view, where basic
transformations should preferably be totally geodesic, our result indicates that
the metric we have picked is not ideal.
4 Sheet Ansatz
The L2–TME and H1α–TME are known to admit solutions corresponding to
totally geodesic submanifolds described by momentum particles or sheets [9].
These special solutions can be used for structure preserving numerical discretiza-
tion [10,11]. Since the ansatz is non-smooth (the momentum is a traveling
peakon), it cannot describe solutions to the conformal equation studied here.
However, in this section we show that it is possible to express solutions to the
PCTME (4) with a different sheet ansatz, using a reproducing kernel.
Let O ⊂ C be an open bounded complex region. Then A2(O) = {f ∈
L2(O); f is holomorphic} is a Hilbert space with the inner product 〈〈·, ·〉〉O (called
5 Also called the EPDiff equation or the averaged template matching equation.
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a Bergman space, see [12, Ch. 1]). For any z ∈ O it holds that point-wise evalua-
tion Ez : ξ 7→ ξ(z) is continuous with respect to 〈〈·, ·〉〉O. Thus, by the Riesz rep-
resentation theorem there exists a unique kz ∈ A2(O) such that f(z) = 〈〈f, kz〉〉O
for every f ∈ A2(O). Let U = O be the closure of O. Since Xc(U) ⊂ A2(O) it
clearly holds that ξ(z) = 〈〈ξ, kz〉〉U for all ξ ∈ Xc(U) (however, notice that it does
not hold that kz ∈ Xc(U)). The function defined by KU(z, w) = kz(w) is called
the reproducing kernel (or sometimes the Bergman kernel function) for the do-
main U. On the interior of U this function is analytic in z and anti-analytic in






which follows by a change of variables in the integral over ϕ(D). When working
with kernels in practice, e.g., for numerical purposes, this formula is very useful

















where pϕ ∈ C∞c (D,C) and 0 < ρ < 1 is a fixed constant. We introduce the
periodic functions γ, pγ : S
1 → C defined by γ(s) = ϕ(ρeis) and pγ(s) = pϕ(ρeis),
so that ξ(z) =
∫ 2π
0
pγKϕ(D)(z, γ)ds. One may think of γ(s) as just a notational
shortcut, but it has other significance: by expanding ϕ as a Taylor series with
coefficients (ck)
∞
k=0, we see that the periodic curve γ(s) only has positive Fourier
coefficients, which are given by (ρkck)
∞
k=0. An equivalent statement is to say that
the Fourier coefficients of γ(s) are the Taylor coefficients of z 7→ ϕ(ρz). Exactly
the same relation holds between pγ and pϕ. This observation can be used in the
numerical discretization to accelerate the evaluation of the right-hand side using
fast Fourier transformations.

































where we use the evaluation property of the kernel in the second line and the
fact that t 7→ η(t) vanish at the endpoints in the third. Next, using that γ̇(s) =
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where γ′ denotes the derivative of γ with respect to s. Thus, by inserting the
ansatz (8) we obtain a weak formulation of the PCTME, equivalent to (4), in
terms of the variables γ and pγ . This form involves an integral operator, since ξ
is related to γ, pγ by the ansatz (8).
In contrast to the L2–TME and H1α–TME, any solution to the PCTME can
be represented by the sheet ansatz, since any ϕ can be reconstructed from γ by
the Fourier transformation.
A nice feature of the weak formulation (9) is that the test function η is
isolated, i.e., without derivatives. This allows us to use the fundamental lemma
of calculus of variations to get rid of the outermost time integral (so we get a
condition at each fixed point in time). However, we do not immediately obtain
a strong formulation, because the test function η must be holomorphic, so we
cannot use the fundamental lemma of calculus of variations for the inner integral
without introducing a projection operator. Since the trigonometric monomials
eiks are orthogonal with respect to the s–integral, the projection is given by
neglecting negative Fourier coefficients. Hence, let χ+ : Z→ R be the sequence
χ+(k) =
{
1 if k ≥ 0
0 if k < 0
and let F denote the Fourier operator taking a 2π–periodic function to its Fourier
series. Then the projection operator is given by P = F−1χ+F (where χ+ is acing
by element-wise multiplication). We now obtain a strong integral formulation of

















In this section we describe a method for numerical discretization of equations (10).
The idea is to represent the dynamic variables γ(s) and pγ(s) by truncated pos-
itive Fourier series, or, equivalently, truncated Taylor series of z 7→ ϕ(ρz) and
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z 7→ pϕ(ρz). Thus, our finite set of dynamic variables are c = (ck)n−1k=0 ∈ Cn and
pc = (pk)
n−1
k=0 ∈ Cn such that










For the discretization we insert these into the right-hand side of equation (10) and
compute the first n positive Fourier coefficients, which then gives an ordinary
differential equation for (c,pc) ∈ C2n. We now describe how this discretized
right-hand side is computed efficiently.
1. Compute γ = (γ(0), γ(π/n), . . . , γ(π(2n − 1)/n)) from c. (Notice that γ
has length 2n.) Since γ(s) = ϕ(ρeis) and c are the Taylor coefficients of
z 7→ ϕ(ρz), we obtain γ from the inverse FFT as γ = 2n IFFT(c+), where
c+ = (c, 0, . . . , 0) is zero-padded to get the same length as γ (since in the
FFT the last half of the vector corresponds to negative frequencies).
2. Compute pγ = (pγ(0), . . . , pγ(π(2n−1)/n)) from pc. By the same argument
we have pγ = 2n IFFT(pc).
3. Compute γ′ = (γ′(0), γ′(2π/n), . . . , γ′(2π(n − 1)/n)). Since the Fourier co-
efficients of γ(s) are given by c, we have γ′ = 2n IFFT(ik+ · c+) where
k = (0, 1, . . . , n− 1) and k+ · c+ denotes element-wise multiplication.
4. Compute ξ = (ξ(γ0), . . . , ξ(γ2n−1)). From the ansatz (8) and the equation






















f(σ)g(s− σ)dσ = (f ∗ g)(s)
πγ′(s)
.
Thus, using that a convolution becomes element-wise multiplication in the
Fourier domain, we get ξ = 2nπ IFFT(f̂ ·ĝ)/γ
′ where ĝ = (0, ρ2, . . . , ρ2(n−1)(n−
1), 0, . . . , 0), which follows by computing the Taylor coefficients of G(z), and
f̂ = FFT(pγ/γ′)/2n (divisions are carried out element-wise).
5. Compute ċ. Using again the correspondence between Taylor and Fourier
coefficients, we get ċ = FFT(ξ)−/2n, where the FFT(ξ)− means that we
only keep the first n elements. Thus, we have now computed the first half of
the right-hand side.
6. Compute ṗc. From the second equation in (10) we get
ṗc = FFT(2ξ · IFFT(ik+ · f̂))− − 5ik · FFT(ξ · pγ/γ′)−/2n.
Note that the projection (corresponding to the operator P in equation (10))
occurs in the above computation since we only keep elements corresponding
to positive frequencies.
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We have now computed the full right-hand side (ċ, ṗc). By using a time-
stepping method for ODEs (e.g., a Runge-Kutta method), a numerical method
for equation (10) is obtained. Each evaluation of the right-hand side requires
element-wise operations and 9 FFTs on vectors of length 2n, which leads to
complexity O(n log(2n)).
6 Experimental Results
In this section we study the dynamical behaviour of some solutions to the
PCTME. First, we look at the solutions corresponding to the totally geodesic
submanifold derived in Section 3. Thereafter, we use the numerical method de-
rived in Section 5 to study other solutions. In particular, we study the spectrum
of small perturbations of a totally geodesic solution.
6.1 Totally Geodesic Solutions
Let ϕ0(z) = z be the identity maps, and let ϕ1(z) = c1z where c1 ∈ C\{0}.
Since both ϕ0 and ϕ1 belong to the totally geodesic submanifold Lin(D,C), the
geodesic from ϕ0 to ϕ1 stays in Lin(D,C). In Fig. 1 the geodesics for c1 =
0.2 (scaling of the disk) and c1 = e
1.6πi (rotation of the disk) are shown. The
solutions confirm what we earlier noticed, that pure scalings are totally geodesic
(the curve ϕ(t) remains a scaling for each t) whereas the geodesic corresponding





c1 = 0.2 c1 = e
1.6πi
Fig. 1. Geodesic curve from ϕ0(z) = z to ϕ1(z) = c1z for different values of c0.
The mesh lines show how the unit circle evolves. Notice that the scaling geodesic
stays a scaling (left figure), whereas the rotation geodesic picks up some scaling
during its time evolution (right figure).
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6.2 Development of Cusps in Finite Time
The L2–TME is known to develop singularities in finite time. Originally, we
expected solutions to the PCTME be more “well behaved” due to the holomor-
phic constraint. However, experiments with the numerical method derived in
Section 5 indicates that the same phenomenon still occurs despite of the con-
straint. For example, Fig. 2 shows an experiment with initial data of the form
ϕ̇0(z) = a2z
2. A cusp develops in the solution, which leads to a breakdown of
the dynamics.
Fig. 2. Time evolution of the PCTME with initial conditions of the form ϕ0(z) = z
and ϕ̇0(z) = a2z
2. From left to right the plots show the development of a cusp.
Thus, the geodesic curve ceases to exist in finite time.
6.3 Spectral Behaviour
In Fig. 3 the time evolution of the absolute values of pc, computed with the
numerical method in Section 5, are shown in two plots. Dark colours corresponds
to low order coefficients, and light colours to high order coefficients. In the top
plot, initial data corresponding to a totally geodesic solution in Lin(D,C) are
used. In the bottom plot, this initial data is perturbed ϕ̇0(z) = a1z+δ(z), where
δ(z) is a small perturbation of the first five Taylor coefficients.
Notice in both plots that the initially suppressed coefficients grow exponen-
tially fast, which indicates that the totally geodesic solutions are not stable.
Also, notice that the growth rate increases with the order, which indicates that
the PCTME is ill-conditioned, as is also the case for the L2–TME. Again, our
investigation indicates that the dynamics of the PCTME is similar to that of the
L2–TME. We plan to carry out a more thorough investigation of the spectral
behaviour, by using both analytical and numerical techniques.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied a geodesic equation on the manifold of planar con-
formal embeddings. We showed that that the equations have a totally geodesic
submanifold corresponding to linear conformal maps. We also showed that the
submanifold of affine conformal maps is not totally geodesic. Numerical exper-
iments indicates that the dynamic behaviour of the equation is similar to that
of the L2–TME.






Fig. 3. Time evolution of the absolute values of pc for a totally geodesic solution
computed with the numerical method. (Top): without perturbation, (bottom): a
random perturbation of size ∼ 10−4 of initial data for the first five coefficients.
In future work we will study the spectral behaviour more thoroughly. Also,
as an approach for obtaining more well behaved dynamics, we will consider
other metrics, in particular H1α. We will also look into more advanced numerical
techniques for solving the equations.
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Abstract. The aim of computational anatomy is to develop models
for understanding the physiology of organs and tissues. The diffeomor-
phic non-rigid registration is a validated instrument for the detection
of anatomical changes on medical images and is based on a rich math-
ematical background. For instance, the “large deformation diffeomor-
phic metric mapping” framework defines a Riemannian setting by pro-
viding an opportune right invariant metric on the tangent space, and
solves the registration problem by computing geodesics parametrized
by time-varying velocity fields. In alternative, stationary velocity fields
have been proposed for the diffeomorphic registration based on the one-
parameter subgroups from Lie groups theory. In spite of the higher com-
putational efficiency, the geometric setting of the latter method is more
vague, especially regarding the relationship between one-parameter sub-
groups and geodesics. In this study, we present the relevant properties
of the Lie groups for the definition of geometrical properties within the
one-parameter subgroups parametrization, and we define the geomet-
ric structure for computing geodesics and for parallel transporting. The
theoretical results are applied to the image registration context, and dis-
cussed in light of the practical computational problems.
1 Introduction
Main objective of the computational anatomy is to develop suitable statistical
models on several subjects for understanding the physiology of organs and tis-
sues. In particular, the longitudinal observations from time series of images are
an important source of information for understanding the developmental pro-
cesses and the dynamics of pathologies. Thus, a reliable method for comparing
different longitudinal trajectories is required, in order to develop population-
based longitudinal models.
Non-rigid registration is a validated instrument for the detection of anatomi-
cal changes on medical images, and it has been widely applied on different clinical
contexts for the definition of population-based anatomical atlases ([14],[9],[3]).
However, in case of longitudinal data, the optimal method for comparing defor-
mation trajectories across different subjects is still under discussion. In fact, the
methods for integrating the subtle inter-subject changes into the group-wise anal-
ysis have an important impact on the accuracy and reliability of the subsequent
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results. The aim is to preserve as much as possible the biological informations
carried on by the different subjects, while allowing a precise comparison in a
common geometric space.
Among the different techniques proposed for the comparison of longitudinal
trajectories ([12],[2],[4]), parallel transport represents a promising method which
relies on a solid mathematical background. Basically, it consists in transport-
ing the infinitesimal deformation vector across different points by preserving its
properties with respect to the space geometry, such as the parallelism.
The parallel transport has been introduced for the first time in medical
imaging with the LDDMM setting [16]. LDDMM solves the image registra-
tion problem by using a Riemannian framework in which the deformations are
parametrized as diffeomorphisms living in a suitable space, once provided an op-
portune right-invariant metric [10]. The registration problem is solved by com-
puting the diffeomorphisms lying on the geodesics of the space parametrized by
time-varying velocity fields under the Riemannian exponential. The setting al-
lows the computation of the parallel transport along geodesics at the cost of a
computationally intensive scheme, and this limitation prevents the application
on high resolution images or large datasets.
A more efficient solution to the image diffeomorphic registration problem
was introduced by the stationary velocity field (SVF) setting [1]. In this case,
the diffeomorphisms are parametrized as one-parameter subgroups by station-
ary velocity fields through the Lie group exponential. This restriction allows an
efficient numerical scheme for the computation but it does not directly rely on
any geometric assumption on the underlying space. This implies that some im-
portant mathematical properties are not guaranteed, for instance whether the
one-parameter subgroups are still geodesics or if the space is metrically com-
plete. In spite of this lack of knowledge, the framework was found very efficient
and reliable in many applications in different contexts ([8],[7],[13]) and, in [6], a
framework based on the Schild’s Ladder has been proposed for the evaluation of
the parallel transport with the SVF.
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between Lie groups and Rieman-
nian geometry and we highlight many interesting properties that might provide
the SVF setting with part of the geometrical solidity required. In Section 2 we
present the relevant properties of the Lie groups and the relationship with the
Riemannian setting for the definition of the geodesics and the parallel transport.
In Section 3, the results are introduced and discussed for the image registra-
tion context, while in Section 4 we show how these theoretical insights provide
a clean, precise, and numerically efficient solution for the parallel transport of
deformation trajectories on time series of images.
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2 Lie Group and covariant differentiation
This section will recall the conceptual basis for the definition of the parallel
transport along the one-parameter subgroups.
Let G an arbitrary finite dimensional Lie group and let g the associated Lie
algebra defined here with the tangent space at the identity TidG. We define the
left translation La as the mapping La : g 7→ ag, and we say that a vector field
X ∈ T (G) is left invariant if DLa(X)b = (X)ab.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between left-invariant vector fields and
elements of the Lie algebra g, which associates to each X ∈ g the vector field
defined as X̃(g) = DLgX. The left-invariant vector fields are complete and their
associated flow ϕt is such that ϕt(g) = gϕt(id). The association X 7→ ϕ1(id) of
g into G is called Lie group exponential and denoted by exp. In particular, the
map exp defines the one-parameter subgroup associated to the vector X and has
the following properties:
– ϕt(id) = exp(tX), for each t ∈ R
– exp((t+ s)X) = exp(tX)exp(sX), for each t, s ∈ R
It can be shown that the Lie group exponential is a diffeomorphism from a neigh-
borhood of 0 in g to a neighborhood of id in G.
We are going to illustrate the transport of vectors along the exponential path
exp(tX), and in particular the analogies with the classical Riemannian parallel
transport defined for geodesics.
An affine connection on G is an operator which assigns to each X ∈ T (G) a
linear mapping ∇X : T (G)→ T (G) such that
∇fX+gY = f∇X + g∇Y (1)
∇X(fY) = f∇X(Y) + (Xf)Y (2)
A vector field X is parallel transported along a curve γ(t) if ∇γ̇(t)X = 0 for
each t. In particular, a path γ(t) on G is then said geodesic if ∇γ̇ γ̇ = 0. The
definition generalizes the concept of “straight lines”, by requiring to the tangent
vector of the path to be covariantly constant.
Given a point p ∈ G and a vector X ∈ TpG, there exist a unique geodesic
γ(t, p,X) such that at the instant t = 0 passes through p with velocity X. We de-
fine therefore the Riemannian exponential as the application exp : G×T (G)→ G
given by expp(X) = γ(1, p,X).
If, as in the euclidean case, we want to associate to the straight lines the prop-
erty of minimizing the distance between points, we need to provide the group G
with a Riemannian manifold structure, i.e. with a metric operator g on the tan-
gent space. In this case there is a unique symmetric connection compatible with
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the metric in the sense that, for each X,Y,Z ∈ T (G) the following conditions
hold:
X g(Y,Z) = g(∇XY,Z) + g(X,∇XZ) (Compatibility wrt the metric)
∇XY −∇YX = [X,Y] (Torsion free)
With the choice of this special connection, called Levi-Civita connection, the
corresponding geodesics (Riemannian geodesics) γ(t) are the length minimizing
path.
2.1 Relationship between Riemannian geodesic and one-parameter
subgroups
Given a vector X on TidG, we can therefore define two curves on G passing
through id and having X as tangent vector, one given by the Lie group expo-
nential exp and the other given by the Riemannian exponential expId. When do
they coincide?
The connection ∇ on G is left-invariant if, for each left translation La
(a ∈ G), we have ∇DLaX(DLaY) = DLa∇X(Y).
A left-invariant connection ∇ on a space G is a Cartan connection if, for
any element of the Lie algebra X ∈ g, the one-parameter subgroups and the
Riemannian geodesics coincide, i.e. exp(tX) = exp(t, id,X) [11].
For each left-invariant connection ∇ we can univoquely associate a product α






where X̃, Ỹ are the unique left-invariant vector fields induced by the tangent
vectors X,Y. We note here that a bilinear for can be uniquely decomposed
as α = α′ + α′′, where α′ = 12 (α(X,Y ) + α(Y,X)) is commutative, while
α′′ = 12 (α(X,Y )− α(Y,X)) is skew-symmetric.
We deduce that the condition for ∇ to be a Cartan connection is to satisfy
α(X,X) = 0 or, equivalently, to be skew-symmetric, for instance by assigning
α(X,Y) = λ[X,Y] (3)
In this case, the zero curvature connections are given by λ = 0, 1 (with torsion
T = −[X,Y] and T = [X,Y] respectively) and are called left and right Cartan
connections.
The choice of λ = 12 lead to the symmetric (or mean) Cartan connection ∇XY =
1
2 [X,Y], with curvature C = −
1
4 [[X,Y],Z] and torsion-free. This connection is
the average between left and right Cartan connection. Therefore the Cartan
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connections of a Lie group are:













2.2 Parallel Transport on Cartan connections
Once described the conditions for the one-parameters subgroups to be geodesics,
it is natural to ask how to parallel transport along these paths, and each Cartan
connection lead to a specific parallel transport method.
For the left Cartan connection, the unique fields that are covariantly constant
are the left-invariant vector fields, and the parallel transport is induced by the
left multiplication, i.e. ΠL : TpG→ TqG is defined as
ΠL(X) = DLqp−1X (4)
Conversely, the right-invariant vector fields are covariantly constant with re-
spect to to the right invariant connection. As above, the parallel transport is
given by the differential of the right translation ΠR(X) = DRp−1qX . Finally,
for the symmetric Cartan connection the parallel transport is given by the com-
bination of the left and right transports. In fact it can be shown [5] that the
parallel transport of X along the curve exp(tY) is




3 Application to image registration
The Lie group theory is of relevant interest in the image registration context. For
instance, the Lie group exponential has been already used for the diffeomorphic
registration parametrized by stationary velocity fields. Of course, when moving
to the infinite dimensional group of the diffeomorphisms, some caution is required
for the generalization of the standard Lie theory and further research is still
needed in order to quantify the impact of using such mathematical framework.
However, the effectiveness of the SVF parametrization in terms of registration
accuracy and computational efficiency encourage the adoption of the SVF as a
valid instrument for the computational anatomy.
Given that one-parameter subgroups are geodesics for all the Cartan connections,
we can implement the associated parallel transport for the SVF. Given the left
and right actions on diff(M),
Lfg = f ◦ g Rfg = g ◦ f
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we have
DLf ' Df · g DRf ' g ◦ f
We can therefore provide an explicit closed form formula for the parallel trans-
port with respect to the canonical Cartan connections. In particular, if X is a
vector to be transported, and exp(tY) is the one-parameter subgroup we have:
ΠLY(X) = Dexp(Y) ·X (6)











Remark 1. The geodesics given by the Cartan connection are intrinsically differ-
ent from the metric Riemannian ones, in the sense that the underlying connection
is different from the Levi-Civita one. In particular the geodesics are not related
to a positive definite from in TG× TG. As consequence the space is not metri-
cally complete, i.e. not all the elements of the space G might be reached by the
one-parameter subgroups. The effect of such geometric property in the image
registration context requires further investigation, in order to characterize the
transformations that cannot be parametrized by SVF. However, we observe that
in the image registration we are not interested in recovering “all” the possible
diffeomorphisms, but only those which lead to admissible anatomical transfor-
mations.
Remark 2. From the computational point of view, we notice that among the
three transport methods, ΠR requires the simple resampling of the velocity field,
while both ΠL and ΠS involve the computation of the Jacobian Matrix. The
involvement of high order terms can raise accuracy problems, especially in case
of noisy data and numerical approximations. We can alleviate the computational
inaccuracy by taking advantage of the scaling properties of the one-parameter











) ◦ . . . ◦ exp(Y
n
).
we can derive an iterative scheme for the Jacobian computation.
In fact, given a suitable first approximation Dexp(Y)[0] ' DYn for an opportune
scaling factor n, we have the iterative formula




Thanks to the iterative scheme (9) the Jacobian is updated for a sufficient num-
ber of small steps along the one-parameter subgroup. Thus, the scheme avoids
the computation of high order quantities on the final deformation field, that could
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introduce biases due to the discretization inaccuracy. In fact, the derivatives here
are more robustly computed only for an opportunely scaled velocity field, and
the iterative formula evaluates the final Jacobian by successive resampling and
multiplications. Although the resampling scheme has an important impact on
the final computational accuracy, in the following it will be performed by simple
scalar interpolation.
4 Transport of longitudinal atrophy
4.1 Synthetic experiment on a simplified geometry
A synthetic progression of longitudinal atrophy was simulated on a simplified
geometry, represented by a 3D gray matter sphere S0 enclosing a white/black
matter region. The atrophy was simulated by decreasing the gray layer thickness
on four subsequent time points to generate the sequence Si, i = 1−4 (Figure 2).
The longitudinal trajectories of deformation fields exp(Xi) were then evaluated
by registering the images to the baseline with the Log-Demons algorithm [15].
The sequence of deformations exp(Xi) was then transported on a target el-
lipsoidal geometry E0 along the inter-subject deformation exp(Y) such that
exp(Y) ∗ S0 = E0. The transport methods that we tested were:
– ΠR,
– ΠL and ΠS with the iterative scheme,
– the conjugate action Conj(exp(Xi)) = exp(Y)exp(Xi)exp(Y)−1.
Moreover, the velocity fields Xi were transported with the Schild’s Ladder,
which operates along the “diagonal” inter-subject deformations exp(Yi) such
that exp(Yi) ∗ Si = E0 (Figure 1).
The methods were quantitatively assessed by evaluating the features of in-
terest in the ellipsoid gray layer: the average L2 Norm of the transported sta-
tionary velocity field and the Jacobian determinant, log-Jacobian determinant
and Elastic energy of the associated deformation fields. Since we are interested
in preserving the interesting features of the transported trajectories, the trans-
ported quantities were compared to the original values in the reference sphere
space. Moreover, the stability of the methods was tested by checking the scalar
spatial maps associated to the features.
Results Table 1 shows the accuracy of the transport methods in the preser-
vation of the measure of changes in the gray matter layer. Among the different
methods, the transport ΠR was the most accurate in preserving the average
measures, while the Schild’s Ladder performed better on the Log-Jacobian.
From the inspection of the related scalar log-Jacobian maps (Figure 2), the
transport ΠL is the less stable and leads to noisy maps. Moreover, we notice
that the areas of expansions does not fit the boundary of the ellipsoid. On the
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Fig. 1. Synthetic example: Intra and inter-subject variations from the sphere source
space to the ellipsoid target space with related deformations.
other hand, the transport ΠR leads to smooth maps of changes, consistent with
the target geometry, while the transport ΠS lies “in between”, as one could
reasonably expect. The Schild’s Ladder lead to smooth maps as well, although
the inner spherical shape seems corrupted for higher deformations. This could
explain the lower performance on the quantitative measurements for the time
points 3 and 4. Finally, the log-Jacobian maps associated to the conjugate actions
are smooth but fail to preserve the target ellipsoidal geometry, especially for the
higher deformations.
Table 1. Average measures of changes on the gray matter layer. Top-row (Source
Space): changes measured on the reference sphere at each time point 1−4. Bottom-rows:
changes measured from the transported longitudinal deformations on the ellipsoid. For
the conjugate action it was not possible to compute the L2 Norm of the associated
stationary velocity field, since it acts on deformation fields.
L2 Norm Log Jacobian Jacobian Elastic energy
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Source Space 2.97 9.85 22.68 44.62 -4.77 -9.54 -14.76 -19.14 0.68 0.47 0.35 0.37 3.47 3.93 4.5 5.23
ΠL 3.02 9.57 22.14 42.32 -5 -9.82 -14.88 -20.43 0.69 0.51 0.43 0.45 3.51 4.01 4.67 5.53
ΠR 2.94 10 22.81 44.58 -4.70 -9.36 -14.51 -19.18 0.69 0.49 0.36 0.37 3.49 3.9 4.44 5.15
ΠS 3.3 11.17 25.7 50.37 -5.74 -11.2 -17.13 -23.65 0.67 0.50 0.42 0.48 3.58 4.2 4.99 6.05
Schild’s Ladder 3.65 10.74 24.3 51.49 -4.83 -9.86 -14.65 -19.11 0.71 0.51 0.45 0.49 3.57 4.14 4.84 6.21
Conjugate / / / / -2.6 -5.5 -9.18 -13.93 0.8 0.63 0.47 0.32 3.43 3.83 4.36 5.04
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5 Conclusions
The study shows how the straightforward application of the Lie group theory to
the diffeomorphic registration can lead to simple and efficient solutions for the
transport of deformations. In particular the one-parameters subgroups are the
geodesics with respect to the Cartan connections, and this mathematical setting
leads to a closed form solution for the parallel transport. The geodesic of the
Cartan connections generally differ from those of the Riemannian framework like
the LDDMM, in the sense that they are not defined from a metric on the tangent
space, and consequently the parallel transport is not related to the preservation
of metric properties.
The present study highlights the trade-off between the choice of proper mathe-
matical constructions and the related numerical implementation. In fact, among
the parallel transports from the Cartan connections, the right one showed greater
accuracy and smoothness, due to the simple computational requirements. How-
ever, the transport ΠR operates according to a specific geometry corresponding
to the right Cartan connection. In this case, we are working in a zero-curvature
space with torsion, while from the theoretical point of view it might be prefer-
able to work with respect to a symmetric connection which leads to torsion-free
spaces. At this purpose, further studies are required in order to clarify the ef-
fects in the image registration context of imposing a specific connection, and
for defining more robust numerical schemes for the computation of high order
quantities.
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Fig. 2. Top row: Spherical source and ellipsoidal target geometrical references. From
top to bottom: Longitudinal atrophy sequence in the spherical space, associated log-
Jacobian determinant scalar maps, and log-Jacobian determinant maps associated to
the different methods of transport.
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Abstract. This paper introduces a regression method for modeling the
relationship between a manifold-valued random variable and a real-valued
independent parameter. The principle is to fit a geodesic curve, param-
eterized by the independent parameter, that best fits the data. Error in
the model is evaluated as the sum-of-squared geodesic distances from
the model to the data, and this provides an intrinsic least squares crite-
rion. Geodesic regression is, in some sense, the simplest parametric model
that one could choose, and it provides a direct generalization of linear
regression to the manifold setting. A hypothesis test for determining the
significance of the estimated trend is also developed. While the method
can be generally applied to data on any manifold, specific examples are
given for a set of synthetically generated rotation data and an application
to analyzing shape changes in the corpus callosum due to age.
1 Introduction
Regression analysis is a fundamental statistical tool for determining how a mea-
sured variable is related to one or more potential explanatory variables. The most
widely used regression model is linear regression, due to its simplicity, ease of
interpretation, and ability to model many phenomena. However, if the response
variable takes values on a nonlinear manifold, a linear model is not applicable.
Such manifold-valued measurements arise in many applications, including those
involving directional data, transformations, tensors, and shape. For example, in
biology and medicine it is often critical to understand processes that change
the shape of anatomy. The difficulty is that shape variability is inherently high-
dimensional and nonlinear. An effective approach to capturing this variability
has been to parameterize shape as a manifold, or shape space.
Several works have studied the regression problem on manifolds. Jupp and
Kent [6] propose an unrolling method on shape spaces. Regression analysis on
the group of diffeomorphisms has been proposed as growth models by Miller [10],
nonparametric regression by Davis, et al. [3], and second order splines by Trouvé
and Vialard [12]. Finally, Shi, et al. [11] proposed a semiparametric model with
multiple covariates for manifold response data. None of these methods provide a
direct generalization of linear regression to manifolds. The purpose of this paper
is to develop such a generalization, called geodesic regression, which models the
relationship between an independent scalar variable with a dependent manifold-
valued random variable as a geodesic curve. Like linear regression, the advantages
of this model are its simplicity and ease of interpretation. As will be shown, the
geodesic regression model also leads to a straightforward generalization of the R2
statistic and a hypothesis test for significance of the estimated geodesic trend.
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2 Multiple Linear Regression
Before formulating geodesic regression on general manifolds, we begin by review-
ing multiple linear regression in Rn. Here we are interested in the relationship
between a non-random independent variable X ∈ R and a random dependent
variable Y taking values in Rn. A multiple linear model of this relationship is
given by
Y = α+Xβ + ε, (1)
where α ∈ Rn is an unobservable intercept parameter, β ∈ Rn is an unob-
servable slope parameter, and ε is an Rn-valued, unobservable random variable
representing the error. Geometrically, this is the equation of a one-dimensional
line through Rn (plus noise), parameterized by the scalar variable X. For the
purposes of generalizing to the manifold case, it is useful to think of α as the
starting point of the line and β as a velocity vector.
Given realizations of the above model, i.e., data (xi, yi) ∈ R × Rn, for
i = 1, . . . , N , the least squares estimates, α̂, β̂, for the intercept and slope are
computed by solving the minimization problem




‖yi − α− xiβ‖2 . (2)





xi yi − x̄ ȳ∑
x2i − x̄2
,
α̂ = ȳ − x̄ β̂,
where x̄ and ȳ are the sample means of the xi and yi, respectively. If the errors
in the model are drawn from distributions with zero mean and finite variance,
then these estimators are unbiased and consistent.
M
yi
(x f ) = Exp(p, xv) 
p
v
Fig. 1. Schematic of the geodesic regression model.
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3 Geodesic Regression
Let y1, . . . , yN be points on a smooth Riemannian manifold M , with associated
scalar values x1, . . . , xN ∈ R. The goal of geodesic regression is to find a geodesic
curve γ on M that best models the relationship between the xi and the yi. Just
as in linear regression, the speed of the geodesic will be proportional to the in-
dependent parameter corresponding to the xi. Estimation will be set up as a
least-squares problem, where we want to minimize the sum-of-squared Rieman-
nian distances between the model and the data. A schematic of the geodesic
regression model is shown in Figure 1.
Before formulating the model, we review a few basic concepts of Riemannian
geometry. We will write an element of the tangent bundle as the pair (p, v) ∈ TM ,
where p is a point in M and v ∈ TpM is a tangent vector at p. Recall that for any
(p, v) ∈ TM there is a unique geodesic curve γ, with initial conditions γ(0) = p
and γ′(0) = v. This geodesic is only guaranteed to exist locally. When γ is defined
over the interval [0, 1], the exponential map at p is defined as Expp(v) = γ(1).
In other words, the exponential map takes a position and velocity as input and
returns the point at time 1 along the geodesic with these initial conditions. The
exponential map is locally diffeomorphic onto a neighborhood of p. Let V (p) be
the largest such neighborhood. Then within V (p) the exponential map has an
inverse, the Riemannian log map, Logp : V (p) → TpM . For any point q ∈ V (p)
the Riemannian distance function is given by d(p, q) = ‖Logp(q)‖. It will be
convenient to include the point p as a parameter in the exponential and log
maps, i.e., define Exp(p, v) = Expp(v) and Log(p, q) = Logp(q).
Notice that the tangent bundle TM serves as a convenient parameterization
of the set of possible geodesics on M . An element (p, v) ∈ TM provides an
intercept p and a slope v, analogous to the α and β parameters in the multiple
linear regression model (1). In fact, β is a vector in the tangent space TαRn ∼= Rn,
and thus (α, β) is an element of the tangent bundle TRn. Now consider an M -
valued random variable Y and a non-random variable X ∈ R. The generalization
of the multiple linear model to the manifold setting is the geodesic model,
Y = Exp(Exp(p,Xv), ε), (3)
where ε is a random variable taking values in the tangent space at Exp(p,Xv).
Notice that for Euclidean space, the exponential map is simply addition, i.e.,
Exp(p, v) = p+ v. Thus, the geodesic model coincides with (1) when M = Rn.
3.1 Least Squares Estimation
Consider a realization of the model (3): (xi, yi) ∈ R×M , for i = 1, . . . , N . Given
this data, we wish to find estimates of the parameters (p, v) ∈ TM . First, define









Following the ordinary least squares minimization problem given by (2), we
formulate a least squares estimator of the geodesic model as a minimizer of the
above sum-of-squares energy, i.e.,
(p̂, v̂) = arg min
(p,v)
E(p, v). (5)
Again, notice that this problem coincides with the ordinary least squares problem
when M = Rn.
Unlike the linear setting, the least squares problem in (5) for a general mani-
fold M will typically not yield an analytic solution. Instead we derive a gradient
descent algorithm. Computation of the gradient of (4) will require two parts:
the derivative of the Riemannian distance function and the derivative of the
exponential map. Fixing a point p ∈ M , the gradient of the squared distance








dp Exp dv Exp
Fig. 2. Jacobi fields as derivatives of the exponential map.
The derivative of the exponential map Exp(p, v) can be separated into a
derivative with respect to the initial point p and a derivative with respect to
the initial velocity v. To do this, first consider a variation of geodesics given by
c1(s, t) = Exp(Exp(p, su1), tv(s)), where u1 ∈ TpM defines a variation of the
initial point along the geodesic η(s) = Exp(p, su1). Here we have also extended
v ∈ TpM to a vector field v(s) along η via parallel translation. This variation
is illustrated on the left side of Figure 2. Next consider a variation of geodesics
c2(s, t) = Exp(p, su2 + tv), where u2 ∈ TpM . (Technically, u2 is a tangent to the
tangent space, i.e., an element of Tv(TpM), but there is a natural isomorphism
Tv(TpM) ∼= TpM .) The variation c2 produces a “fan” of geodesics as seen on the
right side of Figure 2.
Now the derivatives of Exp(p, v) with respect to p and v are given by
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where Ji(t) are Jacobi fields along the geodesic γ(t) = Exp(p, tv). Jacobi fields
are solutions to the second order equation
D2
dt2
J(t) +R(J(t), γ′(t)) γ′(t) = 0, (6)
where R is the Riemannian curvature tensor. For more details on the derivation
of the Jacobi field equation and the curvature tensor, see for instance [2]. The
initial conditions for the two Jacobi fields above are J1(0) = u1, J
′
1(0) = 0 and
J2(0) = 0, J
′
2(0) = u2, respectively. If we decompose the Jacobi field into a
component tangential to γ and a component orthogonal, i.e., J = J> + J⊥, the
tangential component is linear: J>(t) = u>1 + tu
>
2 . Therefore, the only challenge
is to solve for the orthogonal component.
Finally, the gradient of the sum-of-squares energy in (4) is given by




† Log(Exp(p, xiv), yi),
∇v E(p, v) = −
N∑
i=1
xi dv Exp(p, xiv)
† Log(Exp(p, xiv), yi),
where we have taken the adjoint of the exponential map derivative, e.g., defined
by 〈dp Exp(p, v)u,w〉 = 〈u, dp Exp(p, v)†w〉. As we will see in the next section,
formulas for Jacobi fields and their respective adjoint operators can often be
derived analytically for many useful manifolds.
3.2 R2 Statistics and Hypothesis Testing
In regression analysis the most basic question one would like to answer is whether
the relationship between the independent and dependent variables is significant.
A common way to test this is to see if the amount of variance explained by the
model is high. For geodesic regression we will measure the amount of explained
variance using a generalization of the R2 statistic, or coefficient of determination,
to the manifold setting. To do this, we first define predicted values of yi and the
errors εi as
ŷi = Exp(p̂, xiv̂),
ε̂i = Log(ŷi, yi),
where (p̂, v̂) are the least squares estimates of the geodesic parameters defined
above. Note that the ŷi are points along the estimated geodesic that are the best
predictions of the yi given only the xi. The ε̂i are the residuals from the model
predictions to the true data.
Now to define the total variance of data, y1, . . . , yN ∈M , we use the Fréchet















From the definition of the residuals, it can be seen that the unexplained vari-





2. Using these two variance definitions, the generalization of the
R2 statistic is then given by





Fréchet variance coincides with the standard definition of variance when M =
Rn. Therefore, it follows that the definition of R2 in (7) coincides with the R2
for linear regression when M = Rn. Also, because Fréchet variance is always
nonnegative, we see that R2 ≤ 1, and that R2 = 1 if and only if the residuals
to the model are exactly zero, i.e., the model perfectly fits the data. Finally, it
is clear that the residual variance is always smaller than the total variance, i.e.,
var(ε̂i) ≤ var(yi). This is because we could always choose p̂ to be the Fréchet
mean and v = 0 to achieve var(ε̂i) = var(yi). Therefore, R
2 ≥ 0, and it must lie
in the interval [0, 1], as is the case for linear models.
We now describe a permutation test for testing the significance of the esti-
mated slope term, v̂. Notice that if we constrain v to be zero in (5), then the
resulting least squares estimate of the intercept, p̂, will be the Fréchet mean
of the yi. The desired hypothesis test is whether the fraction of unexplained
variance is significantly decreased by also estimating v. The null hypothesis is
H0 : R
2 = 0, which is the case if the unexplained variance in the geodesic model
is equal to the total variance. Under the null hypothesis, there is no relationship
between the X variable and the Y variable. Therefore, the xi are exchangeable
under the null hypothesis, and a permutation test may randomly reorder the
xi data, keeping the yi fixed. Estimating the geodesic regression parameters for
each random permutation of the xi, we can calculate a sequence of R
2 values,
R21, . . . , R
2
m, which approximate the sampling distribution of the R
2 statistic un-
der the null hypothesis. Computing the fraction of the R2k that are greater than
the R2 estimated from the unpermuted data gives us a p-value.
4 Results
4.1 Regression of 3D Rotations
Overview of Unit Quaternions We represent 3D rotations as the unit quater-
nions, Q1. A quaternion is denoted as q = (a, v), where a is the “real” compo-
nent and v = bi + cj + dk. Geodesics in the rotation group are given simply
by constant speed rotations about a fixed axis. Let e = (1, 0) be the identity
quaternion. The tangent space TeQ1 is the vector space of quaternions of the
form (0, v). The tangent space at an arbitrary point q ∈ Q1 is given by right
multiplication of TeQ1 by q. The Riemannian exponential map is Expq((0, v) ·
q) = (cos(θ/2), 2v · sin(θ/2)/θ) · q, where θ = 2‖v‖. The log map is given by
Logq((a, v) · q) = (0, θv/‖v‖) · q, where θ = arccos(a).
Being a unit sphere, Q1 has constant sectional curvature K = 1. In this case
the orthogonal component of the Jacobi field equation (6) along a geodesic γ(t)













































Fig. 3. Results for simulated rotation data: MSE of the geodesic regression estimates
for the intercept (left) and slope (right) as a function of sample size.
has the analytic solution
J(t)⊥ = u1(t) cos (Lt) + u2(t) sin (Lt) ,
where u1, u2 are parallel vector fields along γ, with initial conditions u1(0) =
J(0)⊥ and u2(0) = J
′(0)⊥, and L = ‖γ′‖. While the Jacobi field equation gives
us the differential of the exponential map, we really need the adjoint of this
operator for geodesic regression. However, from the above equation it is clear
that dp Exp and dv Exp are both self-adjoint operators. That is, the above Jacobi
field equation provides us both the differential and its adjoint.
Geodesic Regression of Simulated Rotation Data To test the geodesic
regression least squares estimation on Q1, synthetic rotation data was simulated
according to the geodesic model (3). The intercept was the identity rotation:
p = (1, 0, 0, 0), and the slope was a rotation about the z-axis: v = (0, 0, 0, π/4).
The xi data were drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 1]. The errors in the
model were generated from an isotropic Gaussian distribution in the tangent
space, with σ = π/8. The resulting data (xi, yi) were used to compute estimates
of the parameters (p̂, v̂). This experiment was repeated 1,000 times each for
sample sizes N = 2k, k = 1, . . . , 8. We would expect that as the sample size
increases, the mean squared error (MSE) in the estimates (p̂, v̂), relative to the












‖v̂i · (p̂−1i p)− v‖
2,
where M = 1,000 is the number of repeated trials, and (p̂i, v̂i) is the estimate
from the ith trial. Notice the multiplication by (p̂−1i p) in the second equation
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is a right-translation of v̂i to the tangent space of p. Figure 3 shows plots of
the resulting MSE for the slope and intercept estimates. As expected, the MSE
approaches zero as sample size increases, indicating at least empirically that the
least squares estimates are consistent.
4.2 Regression in Shape Spaces
One area of medical image analysis and computer vision that finds the most
widespread use of Riemannian geometry is the analysis of shape. Dating back
to the groundbreaking work of Kendall [7] and Bookstein [1], modern shape
analysis is concerned with the geometry of objects that is invariant to rotation,
translation, and scale. This typically results in representing an object’s shape as
a point in a nonlinear Riemannian manifold, or shape space. Recently, there has
been a great amount of interest in Riemannian shape analysis, and several shape
spaces for 2D and 3D objects have been proposed [5, 8, 9, 13]. We choose here to
use Kendall’s shape space, but geodesic regression is applicable to other shape
spaces as well. It could also be applied to spaces of diffeomorphisms, using the
Jacobi field calculations given by Younes [14].
Overview of Kendall’s Shape Space We begin with derivations of the nec-
essary computations for geodesic regression on Kendall’s shape space. A config-
uration of k points in the 2D plane is considered as a complex k-vector, z ∈ Ck.
Removing translation, by requiring the centroid to be zero, projects this point
to the linear complex subspace V = {z ∈ Ck :
∑
zi = 0}, which is equivalent
to the space Ck−1. Next, points in this subspace are deemed equivalent if they
are a rotation and scaling of each other, which can be represented as multipli-
cation by a complex number, ρeiθ, where ρ is the scaling factor and θ is the
rotation angle. The set of such equivalence classes forms the complex projective
space, CP k−2. As Kendall points out, there is no unique way to identify a shape
with a specific point in complex projective space. However, if we consider that
the geodesic regression problem only requires computation of exponential/log
maps and Jacobi fields, we can formulate these computations without making
an explicit identification of shapes with points in CP k−2.
Thus, we think of a centered shape x ∈ V as representing the complex line
Lx = {z · x : z ∈ C\{0} }, i.e., Lx consists of all point configurations with the
same shape as x. A tangent vector at Lx ∈ V is a complex vector, v ∈ V , such
that 〈x, v〉 = 0. The exponential map is given by rotating (within V ) the complex
line Lx by the initial velocity v, that is,
Expx(v) = cos θ · x+
‖x‖ sin θ
θ
· v, θ = ‖v‖. (8)
Likewise, the log map between two shapes x, y ∈ V is given by finding the
initial velocity of the rotation between the two complex lines Lx and Ly. Let
πx(y) = x · 〈x, y〉/‖x‖2 denote the projection of the vector y onto x. Then the
log map is given by
Logx(y) =
θ · (y − πx(y))
‖y − πx(y)‖





















































































Fig. 4. Corpus callosum segmentation and boundary point model for one subject.
Notice that we never explicitly project a shape onto CP k−2. This has the effect
that shapes computed via the exponential map (8) will have the same orientation
and scale as the base point x. Also, tangent vectors computed via the log map
(9) are valid only at the particular representation x (and not at a rotated or
scaled version of x). This works nicely for our purposes and implies that shapes
along the estimated geodesic will have the same orientation and scale as the
intercept shape, p̂.
The sectional curvature of CP k−2 can be computed as follows. Let u,w be
orthonormal vectors at a point p ∈ CP k−2. These vectors may be thought of as
vectors in Ck−1 ∼= R2k−2. Writing the vector w as w = (w1, . . . , w2k−2), define
the operator
j(w) = (−wk, . . . ,−w2k−2, w1, . . . , wk−1).
(This is just multiplication by i =
√
−1 if we take w as a complex vector with the
k − 1 real coordinates listed first.) Using this operator, the sectional curvature
is given by
K(u,w) = 1 + 3〈u, j(w)〉2.
When k = 3, CP 1 is the space of triangle shapes and is isomorphic to the sphere,
S2, and thus has constant sectional curvature, K = 1. For k > 3, CP k−2 has sec-
tional curvature in the interval K ∈ [1, 4]. Furthermore, let u ∈ TpCP k−2 be any
unit length vector. If we decompose the tangent space into an orthonormal basis
e1, . . . , e2k−2, such that e1 = j(u), then we have K(u, e1) = 4 and K(u, ei) = 1
for i > 1. This leads to the following procedure for computing the Jacobi field
equation on CP k−2 along a geodesic γ. Given initial conditions for J(0)⊥ and
J ′(0)⊥, decompose J(0)⊥ = u1 +w1, so that u1 is orthogonal to j(γ
′) and w1 is
tangential to j(γ′). Do the same for J ′(0)⊥ = u2 + w2. As before, extend these
vectors to parallel fields, ui(t), wi(t), along γ. Then the orthogonal component
of the Jacobi field along γ is given by







As was the case for rotations, both dp Exp and dv Exp are self-adjoint operators.
Application to Corpus Callosum Aging The corpus callosum is the major
white matter bundle connecting the two hemispheres of the brain. A midsagittal
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Fig. 5. The input corpus callosum shape data and corresponding subject ages in years.
slice from a magnetic resonance image (MRI) with segmented corpus callosum
is shown in Figure 4. Several studies have shown that the volume of the corpus
callosum decreases with normal aging [4]. However, less is known about how the
shape of the corpus callosum changes with age. Understanding shape changes
may provide a deeper understanding of the anatomical and biological processes
underlying aging. For example, does the corpus callosum shrink uniformly in
size, or do certain regions deteriorate faster than others? This type of question
can be answered by geodesic regression in shape spaces.
To understand age-related changes in the shape of the corpus callosum,
geodesic regression was applied to corpus callosum shape data derived from
the OASIS brain database (www.oasis-brains.org). The data consisted of
MRI from 32 subjects with ages ranging from 19-90 years old. The corpus
callosum was segmented in a midsagittal slice using the ITK SNAP program
(www.itksnap.org). These boundaries of these segmentations were sampled with
128 points using ShapeWorks (www.sci.utah.edu/software.html). This algo-
rithm generates a sampling of a set of shape boundaries while enforcing corre-
spondences between different point models within the population. An example of
a segmented corpus callosum and the resulting boundary point model is shown in
Figure 4. The entire collection of input shapes and their ages is shown in Figure 5
(boundary points have been connected into a boundary curve for visualization
purposes). Each of these preprocessing steps were done without consideration of
the subject age, to avoid any bias in the data generation.
Geodesic regression was applied to the data (xi, yi), where xi was the ith
subject’s age, and yi was the ith subject’s corpus callosum, generated as above
and represented as a point in Kendall’s shape space. First, the average age of the
group, x̄, was subtracted from each xi, which was done to make the intercept
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Fig. 6. Geodesic regression of the corpus callosum. The estimated geodesic is shown
as a sequence of shapes from age 19 (blue) to age 90 (red).
term correspond to the shape at the mean age, rather than the shape at age
zero, which would be far outside the data range. Least squares estimates (p̂, v̂)
were generated according to (5), and using the above calculations for CP k−2.
The resulting estimated geodesic is shown in Figure 6 as a sequence of shapes:
γ̂(tk) = Exp(p̂, (tk−x̄)v̂), for tk = 19, 36, 54, 72, 90. The shape trend shows a very
clear thinning of the corpus callosum, with the largest effects in the posterior
part of the body and in the genu (anterior end).
Finally, the statistical significance of the estimated trend was tested using
the permutation test described in Section 3.2, using 10,000 permutations. The p-
value for the significance of the slope estimate, v̂, was p = 0.009. The coefficient
of determination (for the unpermuted data) was R2 = 0.12. The low R2 value
must be interpreted carefully. It says that age only describes a small fraction of
the shape variability in the corpus callosum. This is not surprising: we would
expect the intersubject variability in corpus callosum shape to be difficult to
fully describe with a single variable (age). However, this does not mean that the
age effects are not important. In fact, the low p-value says that the estimated
age changes are highly unlikely to have been found by random chance.
5 Conclusion
We introduced a geodesic regression analysis method for Riemannian manifolds.
The geodesic regression model is the natural generalization of linear regression
and is parameterized by an intercept and slope term. We also developed a gen-
eralization of the R2 statistic and a permutation test for the significance of the
estimated geodesic trend. There are several avenues for future work. First, the
hypothesis test presented here could be extended to test for group differences,
for example, to test if age-related anatomical changes are different in a disease
population compared to controls. Second, theoretical properties of geodesic re-
gression, such as unbiasedness and consistency, would be of interest. Finally,
regression diagnostics and model selection procedures need to be developed to
assess the appropriateness of a geodesic model for a particular data set.
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Abstract. This paper develops a functional data analysis framework
to model diffusion tensors along fiber bundles as functional responses
with a set of covariates of interest, such as age, diagnostic status and
gender. This framework has a wide range of clinical applications including
the characterization of normal brain development, the neural bases of
neuropsychiatric disorders, and the joint effects of environmental and
genetic factors on white matter fiber bundles. A challenging statistical
issue is how to appropriately handle diffusion tensors along fiber bundles
as functional data in a Riemannian manifold. We propose a statistical
model with varying coefficient functions,called VCTF to characterize the
dynamic association between functional SPD matrix-valued responses
and covariates. We calculate a weighted least squares estimation of the
varying coefficient functions under the Log-Euclidean metric in the space
of SPD matrices. We also develop a global test statistic to test specific
hypotheses about these coefficient functions. Simulated data are further
used to examine the finite sample performance of VCTF . We apply
our VCTF to study potential gender differences and find statistically
significant aspect of the development of diffusion tensors along the right
internal capsule tract in a clinical study of neurodevelopment.
1 Introduction
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI), which can track the effective diffusion of water
in the human brain in vivo, has been widely used to map the microstructure
and organization of fiber tracts and to assess the integrity of anatomical connec-
tivity in white matter [1]. In DTI, the degree of diffusivity and the directional
dependence of water diffusion in each voxel can be quantified by a 3 × 3 sym-
metric positive definite (SPD) matrix, called a diffusion tensor (DT), and its
three eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs {(λk,vk) : k = 1, 2, 3} with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3.
Fiber tracts in white matter can be constructed by consecutively connecting
the principal directions (v1) of DTs in adjacent voxels [2]. Therefore, DTs and
tensor-derived quantities (e.g., fractional anisotropy (FA)) are distributed along
these white matter fiber tracts for each subject. As an illustration, Figure 1 (a)
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presents the right internal capsule tract and Figure 1 (b) presents DTs along
this tract obtained from 10 subject’s, in which each DT is geometrically repre-
sented by an ellipsoid. In this representation, the lengths of the semiaxes of the
ellipsoid equal the square root of the eigenvalues of a DT, while the eigenvectors
define the direction of the three axes. Mathematically, these diffusion tensors
along the fiber tract are functionals of SPD matrices. Our research of interest is
to statistically model SPD functionals as responses with covariates of interest,
such as age and gender, across multiple subjects.
Fig. 1. (a) The right internal capsule tract. (b) The ellipsoidal representation of full
tensors on the fiber tract from 10 selected subjects, colored with FA values.
Statistical approaches have been developed for the statistical analysis of
tensor-derived quantities along fiber tracts. A tract-based spatial statistics frame-
work was developed to construct local diffusion properties along a white matter
skeleton and then perform pointwise hypothesis tests at each grid point of the
skeleton [3]. A model-based framework was developed to construct the medial
manifolds of fiber tracts and then to test pointwise hypotheses based on diffu-
sion properties along the medial manifolds [4]. However, since these two methods
ignore the functional nature of diffusion properties along fiber tracts, they can
suffer from low statistical power in detecting interesting features and in ex-
ploring variability in tract-based diffusion properties. A functional data analysis
framework was used to compare a univariate diffusion property along fiber tracts
across two (or more) populations for a single hypothesis test per tract by using
functional principal component analysis and the Hotelling T 2 statistic [5]. Their
method has two major limitations including only consideration of a univariate
diffusion property and the lack of control for other covariates of interest, such
as age. To address these two limitations, a functional regression framework was
proposed to analyze multiple diffusion properties along fiber tracts as functional
responses with a set of covariates of interest, such as age, diagnostic status and
gender [6]. An alternative approach, called generalized functional linear models,
was developed with a scalar outcome (e.g., diagnostic group) as responses and
fiber bundle diffusion properties as varying covariate functions (or functional
predictors) [7].
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The calculated diffusion properties, which are nonlinear and linear functions
of the estimated three eigenvalues of DT containing inherent bias, may be sub-
stantially different from the true diffusion properties [8]. Numerical simulations
have shown that estimates of the largest eigenvalue in a DT usually overesti-
mate the true value of λ1 and that estimates of the smallest eigenvalue usually
underestimate λ3. These differences between the estimated and true eigenval-
ues subsequently bias the estimation of diffusion properties that are calculated
from the values of these estimated eigenvalues. The sorting bias is pronounced
in three types of degenerate DT including isotropic (λ1 = λ2 = λ3), oblate
(λ1 = λ2 > λ3 ), or prolate ( λ1 > λ2 = λ3). Previous studies have shown that a
major portion of DTs along fiber tracts are prolate tensors [9], and thus directly
comparing these biased diffusion properties along fiber tracts can create ‘statis-
tical artifacts’ including biased parameter estimates and incorrect test statistics
and p−values for hypotheses of interest as shown in Section 3.
To avoid these statistical artifacts, it is important to directly analyze esti-
mated DTs along fiber tracts. There are several advantages of comparing the es-
timated DTs along fiber tracts with covariates. The first one is that the standard
weighted least squared estimates of true DTs are almost unbiased [8]. Moreover,
as shown in Section 3, directly modeling DTs along fiber tracts as a smooth SPD
process allows us to incorporate smoothness constraint to further reduce noise
in the estimated DTs along fiber tracts, which subsequently leads to reduced
noise in estimated diffusion properties along the fiber tracts. Furthermore, the
use of scalar diffusion properties ignores the direction information of DT, and
thus it can lose the statistical power in detecting the differences in DT oriented
in different directions.
There is a growing interest in the DTI literature in developing statistical
methods for direct analysis of DTs in the space of SPD matrices. [10] proposed
several parametric models for SPD matrices and derived the distributions of
several test statistics for comparing differences between the means of the two
(or multiple) groups of SPD matrices. [11] developed a nonparametric estimator
for the common density function of a random sample of positive definite ma-
trices. [12] developed a semi-parametric regression model with SPD matrices as
responses in a Riemannian manifold and covariates in a Euclidean space. [13]
and [14] proposed tensor splines and local constant regressions for interpolating
DTI tensor fields based on the Riemannian metric.
In this paper, we propose a varying coefficient model (VCTF) to use varying
coefficient functions to characterize the association between fiber bundle diffu-
sion tensors and a set of covariates. This model is different from that in [12]
because the former is applicable to DT-valued functional data and consider the
within-subject correlations while the latter is only applicable to data with a DT
response for each subject. Since the space of SPD matrices is a Riemanian man-
ifold, to the best of our knowledge, our VCTF is the first paper for developing
a functional data analysis framework for modeling functional manifold-valued
responses with covariates in Euclidean space. To account for the curved na-
ture of the SPD space, we employ the Log-Euclidean metric in [15] and then
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use a weighted least squares estimation method based on the geodesic distance
under the Log-Euclidean metric to estimate the varying coefficient functions.
Furthermore, we develop global test statistics to test hypotheses on the varying
coefficient functions and use a resampling method for approximating its p-value.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents VCTF and
related statistical inference. Section 3 examines the finite sample performance of
VCTF via simulation studies. Section 4 illustrates an application of VCTF in a
clinical study of neurodevelopment. Section 5 presents concluding remarks.
2 Methodologies
In this section, we present our VCTF for the statistical analysis of DTs along
fiber tracts as functional responses with a set of covariates. To compare DTs in
populations of DTIs, we use the DTI atlas building followed by atlas fiber trac-
tography and fiber parametrization as described in [5] to extract DTI fibers and
establish DTI fiber correspondence across all DTI fiber correspondence across
all DTI datasets from different subjects. For the sake of simplicity, we do not
include these image processing steps here, which have been discussed in details
in [5].
Varying Coefficient Model for Functional SPD data Let Sym+(3) and
Sym(3) be, respectively, the set of 3×3 SPD matrices and the set of 3×3 symmet-
ric matrices with real entries. Let vecs(C) = (c1,1, c2,1, c2,2 · · · , cm1,1, · · · , cm1,m1)T
for any m1 ×m1 symmetric matrix C = (ck,l). Let Ivecs(·) be the inverse oper-
ator of vecs(·) and (al) be a q × 1 vector with the l-th element al. Let C ⊗ D
denote the Kronecker product of two matrices C and D.
Let x ∈ [0, L0] be the arc length of any point on a specific fiber bundle relative
to a fixed end point of the fiber bundle, where L0 is the longest arc length on
the fiber bundle. For the i-th subject, we measure a diffusion tensor, denoted
by Si(xj) ∈ Sym+(3), at the arc length xj ∈ [0, L0] for the j-th location grid
point on the fiber bundle for j = 1, · · · , nG and i = 1, · · · , n, where nG and
n denote the numbers of grid points and subjects, respectively. We consider a
varying coefficient model given as follows:
log(Si(x)) = Ivecs((z
T
i βl(x))) + Ui(x) + Ei(x) for i = 1, · · · , n, (1)
where log(·) denotes the matrix logarithm, Ei(x) ∈ Sym(3) is a 3 × 3 sym-
metric matrix of measurement errors, and Ui(x) ∈ Sym(3) characterizes both
individual matrix variations from Ivecs((zTi βl(x))) and the correlation struc-
ture between log(Si(x)) and log(Si(x
′)) for different x and x′. Moreover, zi and
βl(x) = (β1l(x), · · · , βrl(x))T are, respectively, a r × 1 vector of covariates of
interest with zi,1 = 1 and its associated vector of varying coefficient functions of
x for l = 1, · · · , 6. Model (1) can be regarded as a generalization of varying co-
efficient models, which have been widely studied and developed for longitudinal,
time series, and functional data.
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Let SP(µ,Σ) denote a stochastic process with mean µ(x) and covariance
matrix function Σ(x, x′) for any x, x′ ∈ [0, L0]. It is also assumed that vecs(Ei(x))
and vecs(Ui(x)) are independent and respectively, independent and identical
copies of SP (0, ΣE) and SP (0, ΣU ). Moreover, vecs(Ei(x)) and vecs(Ei(x′)) for
x 6= x′ are assumed to be independent and thus ΣE(x, x′) takes the form of
ΣE(x)1x=x′ .
Weighted Least Squares Estimation To estimate the coefficient functions
in β(x) = (βT1 (x), · · · , βTq (x))T , we develop a weighted least squares estimation
method based on an adaptive local polynomial kernel (LPK) smoothing tech-
nique [16] and the geodesic distance under the Log-Euclidean metric (see [15]
for details). Specifically, using Taylor’s expansion, we can expand βl(xj) at x to
obtain βl(xj) ≈ βl(x) + β̇l(x)(xj − x),
For a fixed bandwidth h(1), we first calculate a weighted least squares esti-




where Kh(1)(·) = K(·/h(1))/h(1) is a rescaled kernel function, K(·) be a kernel
function, such as the Gaussian and uniform kernels [16] and a⊗2 = aaT for any
vector or any matrix a. Then with some calculation, we can have
β̂l(x) = (β̂1k(x), · · · , β̂rl(x))T = [Ir ⊗ (1, 0)]Al(x)), (2)












yh(1)(xj − x)⊗2] with yh(1)(xj − x) = (1, (xj − x)/h(1))T .
We pool the data from all n subjects and select an estimated bandwidth h(1),
denoted by ĥ
(1)
e by minimizing the cross-validation score given by (nnG)
−1 ∑n
i=1∑nG
j=1 tr{[log(Si(xj))−Ivecs((zTi β̂l(xj , h(1))(−i)))]⊗2}, where β̂l(x, h(1))(−i) is the
weighted least squares estimator of βl(x) for the bandwidth h
(1) based on ob-
served data with the observations from the i-th subject excluded. Finally, by
substituting ĥ
(1)
e into (2), we can obtain an estimate of βl(x), denoted by β̂l,e(x).
Combining all β̂l,e(x) leads to β̂e(x) = [β̂1,e(x), · · · , β̂q,e(x)].
Smoothing Individual Functions and Estimating Covariance Matrices
To simultaneously construct the individual function Ui(x), we also employ the
local polynomial kernel smoothing technique. Specifically, using Taylor’s expan-
sion, we can expand Ui(xj) at x to obtain Ui(xj) ≈ Ui(x) + U̇i(x)(xj − x). For
each fixed x and each bandwidth h(2), we calculate the weighted least square
estimator of Ui(x), denoted as Ûi(x), by minimizing an objective function given
by
∑nG
j=1Kh(2)(xj − x)tr{[log(Si(xj))− Ivecs((zTi β̂l,e(xj)))−Ui(x) + U̇i(x)(xj −
x)]⊗2}. With some calculation, it can be shown that the weighted least square
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where K̃0
h(2)
(xj−x, x) = Σ1(h(2), x)−1Kh(2)(xj−x)yh(2)(xj−x) is the empirical
equivalent kernel and Σ1(h
(2), x) =
∑nG
j=1Kh(2)(xj − x)yh(2)(xj − x)⊗2 with
yh(2)(xj − x) = (1, (xj − x)/h(2))T
Let Ri be a matrix with the j-th row vecs(log(Si(xj))) − (zTi β̂l,e(xj))T and
S be a nG × nG smoothing matrix with the (i, j)-th element K̃0h(2)(xj − xi, xi).
We pool the data from all n subjects and select an estimated bandwidth of h(2),
denoted as ĥ
(2)





(1−n−1tr(S))2 . Based on ĥ
(2)
e , we can use (3) to estimate vecs(Ui(x))
and Ui(x), denoted by vecs(Ûi,e(x)) and Ûi,e(x), respectively, for all i. After
obtaining Ûi,e(x), we can estimate the mean function U(x) and the covariance
function ΣU (x, x
′) by using their empirical counterparts.
We construct a nonparametric estimator of the covariance matrix ΣE(x, x)
as follows. Let Êi(xj) = log(Si(xj))− Ivecs((zTi β̂l,e(xj)))−Ûi,e(xj) be estimated
residuals for i = 1, · · · , n and j = 1, · · · , nG. We consider the kernel estimate of
ΣE(x, x) given by








Let Σ̃E(xj , xj) = (n − q)−1
∑n
i=1 vecs(Êi(xj))⊗2. To select an estimated band-
width h(3), denoted by ĥ
(3)





j=1 tr{[vecs(Êi(xj))⊗2−Σ̂E(xj , xj , h(3))(−i)]⊗2Σ̃E(xj , xj)−1]⊗2},
where Σ̂E(x, x, h
(3))(−i) is the weighted least squares estimator of Σ̂E(x, x) based
on observed data with the observations from the i-th subject excluded. Based
on ĥ
(3)
e , we can use (4) to estimate ΣE(x, x), denoted by Σ̂E,e(x, x).
Hypothesis Test In neuroimaging studies, some scientific questions require
the comparison of fiber bundle diffusion tensors along fiber bundles across two (or
more) diagnostic groups and the assessment of the development of fiber bundle
diffusion properties along time. Such questions can often be formulated as linear
hypotheses of β(x) as follows:
H0 : Rβ(x) = b0(x) for all x vs. H1 : Rβ(x) 6= b0(x), (5)
where R is a t× 6r matrix of full row rank and b0(x) is a given t× 1 vector of
functions .
We propose both local and global test statistics. The local test statistic can
identify the exact location of significant grid point on a specific tract. At a
given grid point xj on a specific tract, we test the local null hypothesis H0(xj) :
Rβ(xj) = b0(xj) against H1(xj) : Rβ(xj) 6= b0(xj). We use a local test statistic
Tn(xj) defined by
Tn(xj) = nd(xj)
T {R(Σ̂U (xj , xj)⊗ Ω̂−1Z )R
T }−1d(xj), (6)
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i and d(x) = R(β̂o(x)
T − bias(β̂o(x)T ))− b0(x). Fol-
lowing [17], a smaller bandwidth leads to a small value of bias(β̂o(x)). Moreover,
according to our simulation studies below, we have found that the effect of drop-
ping bias(β̂o(x)) is negligible and therefore, we drop it from now on.
We test the null hypothesis H0 : Rβ(x) = b0(x) for all x using a global test




d(x)T [R(Σ̂U (x, x)⊗ Ω̂−1X )R
T ]−1d(x)dx. (7)
It follows from Theorem 1 [18] along with the continuous mapping theorem
that as both n and nG converges to infinity, we have Tn converges to some
distribution (weighted χ2). Based on this result, we develop a wild bootstrap
method to approximate the p-value of Tn.
3 Simulation Studies
We conducted two sets of Monte Carlo simulations. The first set of simulations
was to evaluate the Type I and II error rates of the global test statistic Tn. The
second set was to compare the power in detecting the group effect using either
whole diffusion tensor or the diffusion properties.
Simulation 1 In the first set of simulations, we evaluated the Type I and II
error rates by simulating diffusion tensors along the right internal capsule tract
(Figure 1 (a) ) according to Si(x) = exp(Ivecs((β1l(x) + β2l(x)×Gi + β3l(x)×
Gagei))+Ui(x)+Ei(x)), where Gagei and Gi, respectively, denote the gestational
age at the scan time and gender of the i-th infant, vecs(Ui(x)) is a Gaussian
process with zero mean and covariance matrix ΣU (x, x
′) and vecs(Ei(x)) is a
Gaussian random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix ΣE(x, x)1(x =
x′). To mimic imaging data, we used the diffusion tensors along the right internal
capsule tract from all the 96 infants in our clinical data to estimate β̂(x) of β(x)
via equation (2), Û(x) of U(x) via equation (3), and Ê(x) of E(x) via Ê(x) =
log(Si(x))− Ivecs((β̂l(x)T z))−Û(x). We fixed all the parameters at their values
obtained from our clinical data, except that we assumed (β31(x), · · · , β36(x)) =
c(β̂31(x), · · · , β̂36(x)), where c is a scalar specified below and (β̂31(x), · · · , β̂36(x))
were estimators obtained from our clinical data. Figure 2 displays the estimated
diffusion tensors using VCTF method when c = 1 . Note that the method did
an excellent job of recovering ground truth.
In neuroimaging studies, some scientific questions require the assessment of
the development of fiber bundles diffusion tensors across time. In this simulation
study, the questions were formulated as the hypotheses test H0 : β31(x) = · · · =
β36(x) = 0 for all x along the right internal capsule tract against H1 : β3l(x) 6= 0
for at least one x on the tract for some l = 1, · · · , 6. We first assumed c = 0 to
assess the Type I error rates for the global test statistic Tn, and then we assumed
c = .2, .4, .6, and .8 to examine the Type II error rates for Tn at different effect
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Fig. 2. Ellipsoidal representations of the true (a), simulated (b) and estimated (c)
diffusion tensors along the the right internal capsule tract, colored with FA values.
sizes. To evaluate the Type I and II error rates at different sample sizes, we let
n = 96. The values of gender and gestational age were set the same as all the
96 infants in our clinical study. Note that the number of grid points on the right
internal capsule equals nG = 112 for both cases.
We applied the VCTF procedure to the simulated diffusion tensors. Par-
ticularly, we approximated the p-value of Tn using the wild bootstrap method
described in the hypothesis test section. For each simulation, the significance
levels were set at α = .05 and .01, and 100 replications were used to estimate
the rejection rates. For a fixed α, if the Type I rejection rate is smaller than α,
then the test is conservative, whereas if the Type I rejection rate is greater than
α, then the test is anticonservative, or liberal.
Figure 3(a) displays the rejection rates for Tn based on the resampling
method for sample size 96) and all effect sizes (c = 0, .2, .4, .6, or .8) at both
significance levels (α = .01 or .05) using full diffusion tensors. The statistical
power for rejecting the null hypothesis increases with the effect size and the
significance level, which is consistent with our expectation.
Simulation 2 In the second set of simulations, the diffusion tensors along the
fiber tract were generated as in the first set of simulation. For each simulated
diffusion tensor, we calculated its FA and MD values. Then we applied the VCTF
procedure for multiple measures to the simulated values of FA, MD, joint FA and
MD, respectively, and then tested the significance of the gestational age effect.
It is observed from Fig. 3 (a)-(c) that the statistical power is much higher when
we use the whole tensor instead of FA and MD. The power is a little higher at
small effect size when we use the joint FA and MD values instead of full diffusion
tensors while at higher effect size, they almost have the same power (Fig. 3(a)
and (d)). However, the Type I error is greater than the .05 significance level
when we use the joint FA and MD values (Fig. 3(d)). It means that the test is
liberal. As mentioned in Section 1, this is because there is some inherent bias in
these calculated diffusion properties.
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Fig. 3. Simulation study: Type I and Type II error rates. Rejection rates of Tn based
on the resampling method are calculated at five different values of c for sample sizes
of 96(solid lines) subjects at the (a) .05 and (b) .01 significance levels using diffusion
tensor, FA values, MD values, joint values of FA and MD.
4 A Real Example
We investigate early brain development by using DTI and our VCTF. We con-
sider 96 healthy infants (36 males and 60 females) whose mean gestational age
was 245.6 days with SD: 18.5 days (range: 192-270 days). A 3T Allegra head
only MR system was used to acquire all the images. The system was equipped
with a maximal gradient strength of 40 mT/m and a maximal slew rate of
400 mT/(m·msec). The DTI images were obtained by using a single shot EPI
DTI sequence (TR/TE=5400/73 msec) with eddy current compensation. The
six non-collinear directions at the b-value of 1000 s/mm2 with a reference scan
(b=0) was applied. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the images, a total
of five scans were acquired and averaged. A weighted least square estimation
method [1] was used to construct the diffusion tensors. Then DTI atlas building
followed by atlas based tractography procedure was employed to process all 96
DTI datasets. A nonlinear fluid deformation based highdimensional, unbiased
atlas computation method is used to carry out a large deformation non-linear
registration [19]. We chose the right internal capsule tract to illustrate the ap-
plicability of our method. Diffusion tensors were extracted along this fiber tract
for all the 96 infants [5].
In this study, we have two specific aims. The first one is to compare diffu-
sion tensors along the selected fiber bundle across the male and female groups
and thus illuminate the gender effect on the development of these fiber bundle
diffusion tensors. The second one is to delineate the development of fiber bundle
diffusion tensor across the gestational age effect. To statistically test the effects,
we applied our VCTF to diffusion tensors along the fiber tract. For the selected
tract, we fitted the VCTF model (1) to the diffusion tensors from all 96 sub-
jects, in which z = (1, gender,Gage)T . Then, we used equation (2) to estimate
the functional coefficients β(x). For the hypothesis testing, we constructed the
global test statistic Tn via equation (7) to test the gender and age effects for
the diffusion tensors. The p value of Tn was approximated using the resampling
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method with G = 1, 0000 replications. Furthermore, we fitted VCTF model to
FA, MD,joint FA and MD, each of three eigenvalues and three eigenvalues to-
gether values along the fiber tract.
In this study, we statistically test the effects of gender and gestational age
on the diffusion tensors along the right internal capsule tract. To test the gender
effect, we calculated the local test statistics Tn(xj) and their corresponding p
values across all grid points on the right internal capsule tract. It is observed
from Figure 4 (a) that most grid points do not have significant − log10(p) values,
which are less than 1.3. Then, we also computed the p-value of the global test
statistic Tn, p = .335 indicating no gender effect. It is observed from Figure
4 (b) that the − log10(p) values of Tn(xj) for testing the gestational age effect
at some grid points of the right tail are greater than 1.5 while a very high
significant gestational age effect was found with the p− value of the global test
statistic, p = .01. This indicates that diffusion tensors along the right internal
capsule tract do not differ significantly between male and female groups but are
significantly associated with the gestational age.We picked a grid point with the
significant p value of Tn(x) and observed that the diffusion tensors become more
spherical with the gestational age (Figure 5). This indicates a decreasing pattern
of diffusion.


























Fig. 4. The − log10(p) values of test statistics Tn(xj) for testing gender (a) or gesta-
tional age (b) effect of diffusion tensors on the right internal capsule tract.
5 Discussion
We have developed VCTF methods for diffusion tensors along fiber tracts in the
Riemannian manifold of SPD matrices under the log-Euclidean metric. From the
application end, VCTF is demonstrated in a clinical study of neurodevelopment
for revealing the complex inhomogeneous spatiotemporal maturation patterns
as the apparent changes in fiber bundle diffusion tensors. We have shown that
this novel statistical tool leads to new findings in our clinical applications.
Another commonly used metric on the Riemannian manifold of SPD matrices
is the Riemannian metric. In contrast, some operations, e.g. average or interpo-
lation of a set of tensors under the Log-Euclidean and Riemannian metrics, are
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Fig. 5. The ellipsoidal representations of (a) Raw diffusion tensor of all 96 infants and
(b) smoothed diffusion tensors changing with the gestational age at one point on the
right internal capsule tract with significant gestational age effect.
theoretically and practically very similar [15]. Moreover, some statistical meth-
ods based on the two metrics have very similar results. However, the Riemannian
metric is affine invariant. Affine invariance is a desirable feature for imaging pro-
cessing, e.g. segmentation. In this scenario, as shown in [13], the method using
the Riemannian metric outperformed the method using the Log-Euclidean met-
ric. So it is interesting to develop VCTF under the Riemannian metric and then
compare the statistical powers of detecting group differences under these two
different metrics.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a geometric approach for comparing
tensor-valued images (tensor fields) that is based on the idea of matching
intrinsically low-dimensional shapes embedded in a higher-dimensional
ambient space. More specifically, instead of regarding the tensor fields as
tensor-valued functions defined on a given (image) domain, we consider
their image graphs. These tensorial image graphs can naturally be re-
garded as submanifolds (shapes) in an ambient space that is the cartesian
product of their domain and the space of tensors. With this viewpoint,
comparisons between tensor fields can naturally be formulated as com-
parisons between their corresponding shapes, and an intrinsic compari-
son measure can be developed based on matching these low-dimensional
shapes. The proposed approach offers great conceptual clarity and trans-
parency, and thorny issues such as parametric invariance and symmetric
registration can be handled effortlessly in this novel framework. Further-
more, we show that the resulting variational framework can be satisfacto-
rily optimized using a gradient descent-based method, and the computed
similarities can be used as the affinity measures in a supervised learning
framework to yield competitive results on challenging classification prob-
lems. In particular, experimental results have shown that the proposed
approach is capable of producing impressive results on several classifica-
tion problems using the OASIS image database, which include classifying
the MR brain images of Alzheimer’s disease patients.
1 Introduction
A central application of computational anatomy is to quantify the difference
between normal anatomy and pathology. In many application problems, this fre-
quently requires comparisons between 3D volumetric images or shapes extracted
from these images. In particular, the difference is often characterized via a sim-
ilarity measure computed by first registering the two different images/shapes
followed by an integration step that sums over the measured difference at cor-
responding pixels/voxels or surfels (surface elements). Due to its simplicity, this
L2-based approach is very popular in the literature, especially for comparing
images and shapes. However, for many applications, tensor fields derived from
the scalar-valued images usually contain more useful information that have fre-
quently been under-utilized until now, and for these applications, comparisons
between tensor fields are important and fundamental. The examples include the
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metric tensor for shape comparison, deformation tensor for morphometry [1],
the diffusivity tensor [2] for diffusion MRI and many others. Therefore, there is
an increasing need for developing a sound and principled approach for comparing
tensor fields, and in this paper we will present one such approach.
The approach taken in this paper is entirely geometrical and it is based on
the fundamental idea of comparing the intrinsic shapes of the tensor fields. More
precisely, suppose Ti, and Tj are P(n)-valued tensor fields defined over an im-
age domain Ω considered as a subset in Rn, where P(n) denotes the space of
symmetric positive-definite n×n matrices (Figure 1). The tensor fields can nat-
urally be regarded as submanifolds in the product space Ω×P(n). Once we have
equipped Ω×P(n) with a Riemannian metric, the geometries of Ti, and Tj are
then naturally defined using the induced metrics. In other words, each tensor
field is considered as a kind of high-dimensional (tensorial) image graph [5]. For
a grey-scale image, its image graph is a submanifold in R3; however, for a tensor
field, its tensorial image graph is contained in a the (nonlinear) ambient space
that typically has dimension greater than three. With this particular viewpoint,
comparisons between tensor fields can be formulated intrinsically as compar-
isons between their corresponding tensorial image graphs, and the method of [4]
can be generalized directly to this higher-dimensional context by computing the
registration between two shapes embedded in the ambient space.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Left: The tensorial image graph of a tensor field defined on R3. The ambient
space is the cartesian product R3 ×P(3). Right: Comparing shapes in R3 ×P(3) can
be realized via a registration map X defined between the two shapes.
The approach outlined above offers several important advantages over the rel-
atively straightforward L2-based approach. First, it is conceptually transparent
and by comparing the shapes (instead of tensor fields) directly on the tensorial
image graphs, the issue of parametrization invariance becomes irrelevant and the
complicated procedures of finding a parametrically invariant representation [2]
can be completely bypassed. Second, the issue of symmetric comparison and reg-
istration [3] is naturally incorporated through the use of intrinsic volume forms
defined on the shapes. Third, while the mathematics is more involved when com-
pared with the L2-based methods, it is still tractable and we have developed a
gradient descent-based method to efficiently optimize the objective function. Fi-
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nally, the proposed approach is also flexible in that it permits different metrics
to define different shapes for a given tensor field. For example, the ambient space
Ω×P(n) can be equipped with several different metrics (for example, the usual
Frobenius metric and affine-invariant metric on P(n)), and our approach can
easily accommodate these different choices.
For validation, we apply the proposed method to classify brain MRI from dif-
ferent population groups contained in the OASIS database [10] which includes
the challenging problem of classifying MR brain scans of patients suffering from
the alzheimer’s disease and that of normal healthy old adults. The MR brain
images are first converted into their corresponding tensor representations, and
pairwise similarities between the resulting tensor fields are computed using the
proposed method. Nonlinear dimensionality reduction of the data is achieved
using a diffusion map [11] with the pairwise similarities as the basic affinity
measures, and the final classification step is carried out efficiently and accu-
rately in a low-dimensional Euclidean space. In terms of better and stronger
classification results, the experimental results reported in section 4 validate the
two novel points advocated in this paper that the tensor field comparisons are
fundamental and important in many applications, and a sound and principled
approach to tensor field comparison can form the basis of algorithmic solutions
to challenging classification problems.
2 Cost Function for Shapes Matching
Shapes can be represented as Rn-dimensional point clouds, triangular meshes,
or parametric or implicit surfaces. In this paper, shapes are considered as para-
metric surfaces. For instance, surfaces in 3-D are represented parameterically by
: f : Ω → R3 ,where Ω is a domain. If we represent images as image graphs in
order to represent images as shapes, the desired parameterization is f : (u, v) →
(x, y, I(x, y)) for 2-D gray scale images or f : (u, v) → (x, y, P (3)(x, y)) for 2-D
3-by-3 symmetric positive definite (SPD) tensor-valued images. More precisely,
an image can be considered as a section of a fiber bundle [5]. Then for a pair of
shapes (S1, S2), a matching problem can be formulated as follows :
D((S1, S2), γ) = min
γ
∫
Dist(S1, S2 ◦ γ)
√
κdΩ, (1)
where S1 and S2 share common domain Ω. On this stage we assume that shapes
are already globally registered. In Eq.(2), Dist(S1, S2) is a point-wise distance
defined in the ambient space between two shapes and
√
κdΩ is volumeform
defined as ||dfp(u) × dfp(v)|| where f : (u, v) → p and
√
κ is invariant under
re-parametrization.
For shape comparison, D((S1, S2), γ) is required to be invariant under re-
parametrization, and symmetric between S1 and S2. Recently, [2] introduces the
notion of q − map as a novel representation for shapes in R3 with the aim of
achieving re-parametrization invariance ofD((S1, S2), γ). However if the ambient
space is not Euclidean, e.g., P(3), it is not clear how to complete the centering
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step in the construction of the q−map in [2]. A similar cost function as Eq.(2)
was proposed earlier in [4] which is designed for matching 3-D face meshes. How-
ever, the proposed matching algorithm is not symmetric and nor is it designed
for matching tensorial image graphs.
In this paper, we introduce a novel symmetric matching framework for low-
dimensional shapes embedded in an ambient space X that generally has dimen-
sion greater than three. Such shapes will be represented by their parameteri-
zations with domains in R2 or R3. Let S1 and S2 be two such surfaces with
parameterizations f1 and f2 defined on two domains Ω1 and Ω2 respectively. We
will use the following cost function to define a similarity measure between these
two shapes
E((S1, S2), γ) = min
γ
∫









κ2dΩ2 are the pull-backs of the volume form on S1, S2
under f1 and f2, respectively. Ω = Ω1, and Jγ is the determinant of the Jacobian
of γ. The details of derivation of Eq.(2) is given in the appendix.
2.1 Tensorial Image Graphs
In this section, we apply our matching framework to tensor-valued images, specif-
ically 3-by-3 3-D SPD tensor-valued images. For this purpose, each tensor-valued
image is represented as a section of a fiber bundle [5] with the map X : R3 →
R
3 × P(3) or X : (u, v, w) → (x(u, v, w), y(u, v, w), z(u, v, w), I(x, y, z)). In this
map, x = u,y = v,z = w and I(x, y, z) ∈ P(3) at each voxel. This parametriza-
tion was introduced by Gur et. al [5] to achieve anisotropic smoothing of 2-D
DTI. In this appplication, the volume form is
√




⎝< Xu,Xu > < Xu,Xv > < Xu,Xw >< Xu,Xv > < Xv,Xv > < Xv,Xw >






⎝ λ+ Tr((I−1Ix)2) Tr((I−1Ix)(I−1Iy)) Tr((I−1Ix)(I−1Iz))Tr((I−1Ix)(I−1Iy)) λ+ Tr((I−1Iy)2) Tr((I−1Iy)(I−1Iz))
Tr((I−1Ix)(I−1Iz)) Tr((I−1Iy)(I−1Iz)) λ+ Tr((I−1Iy)2)
⎞
⎠ , (4)




λ 0 0 0
0 λ 0 0
0 0 λ 0
0 0 0 P
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (5)
where P is the metric in P(3) space. We will call the shapes (submanifolds)
represented by the parametrizationX as the tensorial image graph of the tensor-
valued images I. Representing the tensorial image graphs S1 and S2 by (x1, y1, z1, I1)
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and (x2, y2, z2, I2) respectively, we define Dist((S1, S2), γ) in Eq.(2) by:
Dist((S1, S2), γ) = λ((x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 + (z1 − z2)2) + dist(I1, I2), (6)
and
dist(I1, I2) = Trace(log(I
−1/2
1 R
†(I2 ◦ γ)RI−1/21 )2). (7)
Eq.(7) is voxel-wise Riemannian distance between tensors [6], with R the ma-
trix used to re-orient the tensors (as they undergo a registration). When we
choose Ω as the common domain, (x1, y1, z1) = (u, v, w) and (x2, y2, z2) = (u+
U(u, v, w), v+ V (u, v, w), w+W (u, v, w)), where U, V,W are the components of
the deformation field. In Eq.(7), R is reoriented with respect to the deformation
vector field γ (or U, V,W ) at each voxel. Reorientation of tensors must be carried
out during optimization to and the reorientation transformation is derived from




where Λi’s are the eigenvalues of A.




|∇U |2 + |∇V |2 + |∇W |2dΩ, (8)
and the final cost function, Etot((S1, S2), γ) is given as:
Etot((S1, S2), γ) = (1− α)E((S1, S2), γ) + αEreg , (9)
where α is a small positive scalar.
To efficiently solve the resulting optimization problem, we first discretize the

















where Ui, Vi,Wj , Uki, Vki,Wki are the values of U, V,W at the given discrete
points. We optimize the above cost function with respect to U, V,W using non-
linear conjugate gradient (NCG) method following [9]. To simplify the steps,










puted using the most recently updated deformation vector field, (Ui, Vi,Wi).
3 Application : Classification of MRI data
To apply our matching framework to classification of tensor-valued image data
set, we first convert the input images into their associated tensor-valued images
(tensor fields) and compute pairwise matching. In the second step, we use the
L2 norms of the deformation vector fields, d(Si, Sj) between the two tensorial
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image graphs Si and Sj to build a data graph with Gaussian weights e
−d(Si,Sj)/ε
according to [11]. The corresponding Markov matrix is used to compute the
diffusion maps [11], which provides a dimensionality reduction of the input image
data. The nearest neighbor classifier is then used for classification using the
diffusion distances in the low-dimensional feature space.
3.1 Data Preparation
To create 3-D tensor images from a 3D gray-scale images, we used the OASIS
MRI database [10]. The images in the database are the MR human brain scans of
subjects aged between 18-96 of 416. Each image has a resolution of 208×176×176
voxels. Our goal is to classify the MR image data into different age groups, and
we have chosen the ventricle as the ROI (region of interest) as it captures the
part of brain showing the most significant difference across ages. Fig.2 shows
ROIs from sagittal and longitudinal MR slices acquired from brains of 18, 43
and 81 year old subjects respectively.
Our tensor-valued images are the first fundamental forms (metric tensors) of
image graphs of the 3-D intensity values with map f : R3 → R3 ×R,⎛
⎝< fu, fu > < fu, fv > < fu, fw >< fu, fv > < fv, fv > < fv, fw >
< fu, fw > < fv, fw > < fw, fw >
⎞
⎠ , (11)
and we consider these tensor fields as tensorial image graphs. Fig.3 shows the
tensor-valued images from subjects in Fig.2 according to Eq.11.
3.2 Diffusion Map and Diffusion Distance for Classification
In this paper, we represent the SPD tensor-valued images as sections of a fiber
bundle, therefore we need to find a meaningful geometric description of the
space of sections for classification purposes and diffusion maps can generate
efficient representation of desired geometric structures based on the diffusion
processes.[11] Once we build a graph with Gaussian weights e−d(Si,Sj)/ε and
construct the corresponding Markov matrix, M, then the family of diffusion
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where {Λl}l≥0 and {Ψl}l≥0 are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M respectively
such that 1 = Λ0 > |Λ1| ≥ |Λ2| ≥ . . . and MΨl = ΛlΨl (Ref.), and
s = max{l ∈ N such that|Λl|t > δ|Λ1|t}. (14)
The diffusion map Ψt embeds all data in the set, {Si} into the Euclidean space
Rs and Dt reflects the connectivity in the graph of the data in the set, {Si}
defining the Euclidean distance in Rs : points in the set {Si} are closer if they
are highly connected in the graph.
We set d(Si, Sj) as L2 norm of deformation vector fields, or
∫
(|U |2 + |V |2 +
|W |2)dΩ, after matching and use the diffusion distance as feature of nearest
neighbor classifier in the low dimensional space.
Fig.4 shows Ψ1 vs. Ψ2 plots for classifications between groups. The details of
classification results are reported in next section.
4 Experimental Results
In this section, we report the experimental results on classifications of MR brain
images from the OASIS data set. We divided the subjects into three groups :
the young group with age below 40, the old group with age 60 or above and the
middle-aged group between 41-60. In these experiments, we use a four-fold cross-
validation and leave-one-out validation to determine the classification scores.
In the four-fold cross-validation, the subgroups are randomly selected 50 times
and the maximum, minimum and average classification scores together with
the variances are reported in the first three columns in Table 1. We also test
our method to classify Alzheimer’s disease (AD). We take 70 subjects from old
age group and in the subgroup, 35 of them are diagnosed as AD and rest of
them are control, and we use four-fold and leave-one-out validation tests within
the subgroup[13]. The classifier used in the reduced dimension is the nearest-
neighbor classifier, and the diffusion distance is used as distance measure. The
criterion for determining the dimension of the diffusion map in these experiments
is given by δ = 0.07 in Eq.(14) with t = 1. The metric used for the ambient space
R
3 × P(3) is the product metric of the Euclidean metric on R3 and the affine-
invariant metric on P(3). Furthermore, tensor reorientation [7],[8] is applied to
reorient the tensors after transformation. We note that for three different sets of
classification, the classification rates are uniformly high.
In the second set of experiments, we test the effects of using tensor field
(compared with only scalar field) and the choice of different metric on P(3).
First, we change the metric on P(3) from the affine-invariant metric to the
Frobenius norm (i.e., L2-norm), and four-fold cross-validation results between
young and old age group are reported in the first two columns in Table 2. In
these two columns, we test the effect of tensor reorientation on classifications,
and the results show that for Frobenius norm, the effect is generally small. In the
third column, the images are represented by their image graphs and the shape
comparisons are carried out in the ambient space R3×R instead of R3×P(3). In
this experiment, distances between image graphs are the Riemannian distances
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and λ = 0.000001 in Eq.(6) and α = 0.02 in Eq.(9). We remark that the result
clearly demonstrates that the classification result using only scalar-valued images
(image graphs in R3) is inferior to the one using tensor fields and the affine-
invariant metric on P(3) provide superior classification result compared with
the Frobenius metric.
In Table 3, we show the comparisons between our method and several pre-
viously published classification results on the OASIS database. [12] uses the de-
formation tensor field (computed from registering the image to an atlas) as the
main feature for each image. Submanifold of each age group is constructed from
the training samples and the geodesic distances between subjects and the sub-
manifolds are used as the main discriminative feature for classification. In [13],
alternatively, histograms of deformation vector fields have been used as features,
and the CAVIAR method proposed in [13] takes a adaboost-like approach to in-
tegrate the results from a collection of weak classifiers into a strong classification
result. We remark that our method compared favorably with these methods in
terms of classification rates, and in particular, for the more challenging problem
of classifying brain images of Alzheimer’s disease patients, our method demon-
strates a small but real improvement over these two methods.
Table 1. Scores of leave-one-out and four-fold cross-validation test of four subgroups
randomly selected 50 times. The metric used for the ambient space R3 × P(3) is the
product metric of the Euclidean metric on R3 and the affine-invariant metric on P(3).
Old vs. Young Old vs. Middle Middle vs. Young AD vs. Control
Maximum 100% 100% 100% 100%
Minimum 97.72% 90.77% 87.27% 75.0%
Average 99.25 % 97.6% 94.36 % 94.87%
Standard deviation 0.8384% 2.46% 3.09% 5.55%
Leave-one-out 99.15 % 98.46 % 96.36% 95.32%
Table 2. Scores of leave-one-out and four-fold cross-validation test of four subgroups
randomly selected 50 times between Young and Old samples using Frobenius metric
on P(3) with and without tensor re-orientation. Last column gives the classification
result of using only gray-scale images.
Methods Frobenius with reo. Frobenius without reo. Image Graph
Maximum 100% 100% 98.86%
Minimum 88% 88.63% 88.63%
Average 94.96 % 96.52% 94.29 %
Standard deviation 2.57% 2.15% 2.29%
Leave-one-out validation 97.03% 98.01% 94.89%
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Table 3. Comparison of classification scores with 4-fold validation between classifica-
tion methods
Old vs. Young Old vs. Middle Middle vs. Young AD vs. Control
Image Graphs 99.25% 97.6% 94.36% 94.87%
CAVIAR [13] 99.14 % 98.36 % 97.76% 88.0%
Adaboost [13] 98.75 % 96.80 % 96.0% 90.25 %
Submanifold projection [12] 96.43% 90.23% 84.32% 88.57%
Nearest Neighbor in PCA [12] 92.43% 87.74 % 78.42 % 84.29 %
5 Conclusion
We have proposed a novel geometric approach for comparing tensor-valued im-
ages (tensor fields) that is based on the simple idea of matching the low-dimensional
tensorial image graphs formed by the tensor fields. Our framework provides
a registration method that is both symmetric and invariant under different
parametrization, and the resulting cost function can be satisfactorily optimized
using a gradient descent-based method. We have reported four different classifi-
cation experiments using the OASIS image database, and our method has pro-
duced results that are in par or exceeding the current state-of-the-art results.
In particular, our experiments have shown that tensor fields do indeed contain
subtle information that can be useful for challenging classification problems, and
the experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed method, although
more elaborat and involved compared with L2-based method, is able to access
and utilize this information to obtain good classification results.
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Appendix. Cost Function for Symmetric Matching
If we have two parameterized shapes, S1 and S2 with domain Ω1 and Ω2, then
the cost function for symmetric matching problem is formulated as following :














where φ : Ω1 → Ω2 and ψ : Ω2 → Ω1, and
√
κdΩ is volumeform. If The second
term in the left hand side of Eq(A-1) can be rewritten as following :∫
Ω1
Dist(S2 ◦ ψ−1, S1)
√
κ2(Ω2 ◦ ψ−1)Jψ−1dΩ1, (A-2)
and if we require that Eq(A-1) is symmetric matching, ψ−1 should be φ and
























And κ2 is determinant of K2 given as following :
K2 =
⎛
⎝< S2u2 , S2u2 > < S2u2 , S2v2 > < S2u2 , S2w2 >< S2u2 , S2v2 > < S2v2 , S2v2 > < S2v2 , S2w2 >













⎝< S2u1 , S2u1 > < S2u1 , S2v1 > < S2u1 , S2w1 >< S2u1 , S2v1 > < S2v1 , S2v1 > < S2v1 , S2w1 >
< S2u1 , S2w1 > < S2v1 , S2w1 > < S2w1 , S2w1 >
⎞
⎠ (A-6)
Finally the cost function is given as following :













2 is the determinant of K
′
2.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2. Slices of 3-D MRI images. (a)-(c) : Cross-sectional images of ventricles of 18,
43, and 81 years old respectively. (d)-(f): Longitudinal images of ventricles in the same
order.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. Slices of 3-D tensor images of ventricles created by Eq.(11). (a)-(c) : 18, 43,
and 81 years old respectively.


























































Fig. 4. 2-D plots of diffusion maps: (a) young vs. old, (b) young vs. middle, and (c)
middle vs. old. In each plot, x-axis and y-axis are Ψ1 and Ψ2, respectively
Detecting Long Distance Conditional
Correlations Between Anatomical Regions Using
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Abstract. The conditional correlation patterns of an anatomical shape
may provide some important information on the structure of this shape.
We propose to investigate these patterns by Gaussian Graphical Mod-
elling. We design a model which takes into account both local and long-
distance dependencies. We provide an algorithm which estimates sparse
long-distance conditional correlations, highlighting the most significant
ones. The selection procedure is based on a criterion which quantifies
the quality of the conditional correlation graph in terms of prediction.
The preliminary results on AD versus control population show noticeable
differences.
Keywords: Gaussian Graphical Model, long-distance conditional cor-
relation, sparse dependencies, deformation of Alzheimer’s disease
1 Introduction
It is quite natural to think that any region of the brain depends on all the other
regions at least via some detours. This is equivalent to say that these regions are
all correlated to each other. Several studies [10, 12, 5] have tried to design correla-
tion patterns by computing the correlation matrix given by correlations between
any two regions (using a PCA decomposition for example). Then, they high-
light the most significant or stable ones by thresholding. However, correlations
describe the global statistical dependencies between variables, corresponding to
both direct and indirect interactions. The direct relations between two of these
regions are less numerous and harder to capture but they carry some interesting
information as well. Focusing on these direct dependencies, called conditional
correlations, enables to see which areas directly affect the behaviour of a given
region and avoids the burden given by the indirect interactions.
We want to study the geometric conditional dependencies of a response given
by a real valued signal carried by a discrete grid. A natural approach to estimate
these conditional correlations is given by Gaussian Graphical Modelling (GGM)
?
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to BIRN, National Center for Research Resources (NIH), P01-AG0568 and P01-AG03991 (WU),
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[11, 15, 7]. The response is modelled as a Gaussian random vector.The condi-
tional correlations of the response variables are depicted by a graph. Each node
represents a variable and an edge in the graph is set between two variables if
they are conditionally dependent given all the remaining ones. This corresponds
to a non-zero entry of the inverse covariance matrix called the precision matix.
In the context of medical data, we face two problems with Gaussian Graphical
Modelling. The first one is the high dimension of the data compared to the low
sample size. The second problem is that in this framework, the neighbour points
are very likely to be conditionally correlated since the medical phenomenon
is usually continuous and these local dependencies can be predominant in the
estimated graph possibly hiding any other links. We propose here an algorithm
and a selection criterion which address both questions.
The high-dimension-low-sample-size paradigm is a common issue in medical
imaging.This usually leads to non accurate and non stable statistical analysis.
In our graphical framework, this is equivalent to a high dimensional graph and
small number of measures of the random signal. To face this situation, sparse
representation is well known to be a very powerful tool in Computer Vision and
Pattern recognition [26]. Although we know that the underlying real graph is not
sparse, it is interesting to perform a sparse estimation of its structure [13, 14].
Such an estimation provides both a stable estimate of the conditional dependen-
cies and a selection of the edges with the highest conditional correlations. The
procedure proposed by [15, 13] is based on the LASSO algorithm [21]. In addi-
tion, the elastic net algorithm [27] slightly relaxes this sparse constrain providing
more accurate and robust-to-noise sparsity patterns [9]. This sparsity constraint
is crucial as it prunes the graph keeping a small number of edges.
As noticed above, local dependencies of medical images are predominant
while estimating the conditional correlations. We want to go beyond that and
focus on long-distance dependencies. To show only long distance dependencies,
the authors in [10] post-process their graph merging some nodes and edges when
the nodes are closer than a fixed threshold. However, we want to introduce this
knowledge as a prior to the estimation. We have brought in the algorithm a
neighbourhood prior: knowing that the neighbours are linked, we only look for
the other conditional dependencies which are modelled as sparse. This enables
to highlight the long distance conditional correlations and to gain in term of
statistical accuracy since the estimation of long-distance relations is less affected
by the noise and the neighbours. The prior knowledge is modelled as a neigh-
bouring graph provided by the user. Because the neighbouring graph is given
by the user, it can take into account geographical closeness or some anatomical
proximity given for example by fibres.
The estimation procedure depends on some free parameters. In order to find
suitable values, one can either use a cross-validation [13] or a theoretical analysis
based on a restrictive condition on the data [14]. Unfortunately these choices are
not satisfactory in practice and the final choice is usually done by hand looking
at the estimations. To avoid this subjective choice, Giraud [7] proposes, for the
usual sparse GGM framework, a criterion which optimises the choice of the graph
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depending on its capacity to predict one random variable given the others. We
generalise this criterion to the case of neighbourhood prior.
In Computational Anatomy, learning what characterises the population in
terms of dependencies as in [19] for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is an important as-
pect of the analysis of the pathology. Different but complementary methods have
been used to analyse populations for instance Deformation Based-Morphometry
(DBM) [3], Tensor Based-Morphometry [25] or Feature Based-Morphometry [22].
The general idea is to compute some statistics from a sample of template-to-
subject deformations. Statistical analysis can also be done directly on the de-
formations [3, 6, 2] or by modelling the generation of images [18, 1] showing the
admissible deformations in a population. Although the global deformations give
an interesting interpretation, we may want to know what parts of the shape are
deformed jointly. Our proposed algorithm based on LASSO or elastic net has
been tested on a training set of high dimension data representing some deforma-
tions of a template hippocampus towards 101 patients’ hippocampi. The results
show some correlated regions when dealing with deformations which suggest that
this structure has regions which move together. Moreover, the population is di-
vided into two groups, controls and patients suffering from AD. The comparison
of the estimated graphs of the two groups show some noticeable differences which
may be a new characterisation of AD.











Let us consider p points on a given shape that will compose
the nodes of the graph. On these points, we observe n random
responses such as a discretisation (with p points) of a quan-
tification of template-to-subject deformations. The p nodes of
the graph are thus identified to p random variables denoted
(X1, ..., Xp), this vector is assumed to be distributed as a mul-
tivariate Gaussian Np(0, Σ) (data are re-centred if necessary).
The graph GΣ of conditional dependencies is defined as fol-
lows: there exists an edge between nodes a and b if and only if
the variables Xa and Xb are dependent given all the remain-
ing variables. This will be denoted a
GΣ∼ b. To illustrate the
notion of conditional dependency, let us give a toy example
illustrated in Fig. 1. The traffic jam intensity and the number
of snowmen in town are correlated due to snowstorm. But
conditionally on the height of snow, the number of snowmen
is independent of the intensity of traffic jams. This corresponds to the graph in
Fig 1 with only two edges. In particular, there is no edge between the traffic jam
and snowmen variables.
2.1 Estimation processes
The estimation is done by a regression as presented in [15]. Let Xa be the
ath node of the graph. The goal is to estimate the matrix θ such that: Xa =
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b6=a
θa,bXb + εa where εa is assumed to follow a normal distribution with zero-
mean and variance 1/(Σ−1)a,a. An important property of this modelling is that
θa,b = −Ka,bKa,a where K = Σ
−1 is the precision matrix. Therefore θa,b = 0 is
equivalent to a
GΣ
6∼ b. Let θ.,b be the p-dimensional vector of (θa,b)1≤a≤p and
X−a the (p−1)-dimensional random vector (X1, ..., Xa−1, Xa+1, ..., Xp). The es-
timation of θ is done by minimising an energy (which is actually the negative
penalised log likelihood of the model) given by two terms. The first one is the l2
distance between the observations and their estimation (coming from the Gaus-
sian distribution of the noise). The second term is a prior on the parameters θ to
estimate. In the case we consider, the prior is a Laplacian prior with parameter
λ. This corresponds to an l1 penalty on the energy side. The energy to minimise
is therefore the following:
∀ b ∈ {1, ..., p}, θ̂.,b = argmin
θ.,b
‖Xb −X−bθ.,b‖22 + λ‖θ.,b‖1 . (1)
This regression technique is known as the LASSO algorithm [21]. Introducing a
penalty on the estimated parameter θ enables to estimate it. Indeed, θ may be
of large dimension which prevents from using a small sample size n. Reducing
the estimation to more likely or expected matrices, enables to handle this typical
case in medical imaging.
The minimum argument of this energy is sparse thanks to the l1 penalty.
Besides, it provides a stable estimation in terms of prediction of a variable given
the other ones. Including this constraint on the candidate matrices enables to
really focus on the most important conditional correlations. Therefore predicting
one variable from the others is not much dependent on the training set.
However, one may want to relax slightly this constraint by balancing the
effect of this l1 penalty by an l2 one which has the opposite behaviour. Instead of
looking for sparse matrix with big coefficients, it tends to spread to all elements
in the matrix. This is known as the elastic net algorithm [27] which provides
more accurate sparsity patterns [9]. The energy is:
∀ b ∈ {1, ..., p}, θ̂.,b = argmin
θ.,b
‖Xb −X−bθ.,b‖22 + λ‖θ.,b‖1 + γ‖θ.,b‖22 . (2)
These two algorithms take each node independently one after the other. This
has a drawback considering that we would like to have a symmetric relation
between nodes. Minimising either energy above does not guarantee that θ̂a,b 6= 0
at the same time as θ̂b,a 6= 0. The construction of the graph is therefore not
straightforward. Two natural choices appear to enforce the symmetry [15]. On
the one hand, we can say that only one of θ̂a,b or θ̂b,a needs to be non-zero to set
an edge in the graph between a and b. This yields a
ĜΣ∼ b if and only if θ̂a,b 6= 0
or θ̂b,a 6= 0. On the other hand, we can prefer a harder decision process by saying
that only one of the θ̂a,b or θ̂b,a needs to be zero to remove the edge between a
and b in the graph. This leads to a
ĜΣ∼ b if and only if θ̂a,b 6= 0 and θ̂b,a 6= 0.
Both will be tested in the sequel.
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2.2 Penalised criterion to choose among a family of estimated
graphs
In the two previous energies (1) and (2), there are two parameters which have
to be chosen. This may be very difficult and data depending. A classical choice
is to use cross-validation. Giraud in [7] suggests instead to set a criterion so that
after computing a family of possible graphs with different parameters, it enables
to select the best one with respect to this criterion which aims at answering the
question of how good the network is to predict one variable from the others.
To define the criterion crit(.) we need to introduce a few notations. We as-
sociate to any graph G in Ĝ, the p× p matrix





where ΘG is the set of p× p matrices θ such that θa,b is non-zero if and only if

















where the penalty function is defined by
pen(d) = 1.1× n− d
n− d− 1 EDKhi
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The function EDKhi[d,N, .] is the inverse of the function
















where Fd,N denotes a Fisher random variable with d and N degrees of freedom.
See [7] and [4] for more details and more explanations on this penalty. This
Criterion (3) is implemented in a R library GGMselect [8].
3 Non local Gaussian Graphical Models
3.1 Introduction of G0
As noticed above, the neighbouring points - neighbour nodes of the graph- are
very likely to be conditionally correlated. We want to put more attention onto
the other correlations -which will be called long-distance ones in the sequel since
they do not affect the neighbours. To this purpose, we have introduced in the
estimation a neighbouring graph G0 which carries the neighbour nodes of all
the graph nodes. We assume that there exist correlations between these points
but we are not estimating them rather looking for the other ones. There are two
reasons for that. On the one hand, we are not interested in the local correlations
since they appear to be obvious. The long-distance ones however may reveal
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some important behaviour which may be characteristic from the population we
are studying. These non obvious relations between regions may show some non
random effect on the shape. This will be illustrated in the experiments.
On the other hand, the value of the penalty is directly related to the complex-
ity of the families of possible candidate graphs. Shrinking the families to those
of graphs containing G0 reduces their complexity and therefore the penalty. The
effect it that more edges appear and therefore the long-distance ones.
The way we introduce G0 in the estimation is as follows. The estimation of
the conditional correlations is done in the orthogonal space of the neighbouring





where XT is the transposition and Xma is the matrix defined as follow: if we
denote X the n× p matrix of all the data and ma the list of neighbours of node
a in G0, then Xma = X(.,ma) is of dimension n× card(ma).
This orthogonality constraint may have to be relaxed since the projection
may lead to ill-conditioned matrices. Moreover, it will also enable to capture
some edges with small projection onto the orthogonal of G0 which may appear
stronger since we know that the local dependencies are more likely to be the
strongest and summarise the main information. This can be express in terms of
introducing a small ridge (driven by a new parameter γ0 chosen via the criterion).





3.2 Selection of graph: Change in the penalty
When we introduce an a priori graph G0, we shall change the selection criterion
to take into account this a priori knowledge. To fit with this situation, the
Criterion (3) remains unchanged, but the penalty (4) is replaced by









(d− d0[a] + 1)2
)−1]
(7)
where d0[a] is the degree of the node a in the graph G0. This correction reflects
the change of complexity induced by the graph G0. It ensures a control of the
prediction error similar to Theorem 1 in [7]. For further details, we refer to the
Appendix. We have therefore modified GGMselect in two ways (which is included
in the new update of the package). If a prior is given, we change the data so
that the new random variable is given by eq. (5) or (6). Then we changed the
penalty criterion for eq. (7).
4 Experiments
We have tested this model on meshed surfaces of hippocampi from Johns Hopkins
University [16]. The data base contains n = 101 vectors of dimension p = 713
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corresponding to the vertices of the graph. A template surface of a hippocam-
pus was mapped onto each subject surface using Large Diffeomorphic Defor-
mation Metric Mapping [17]. Prior rigid body registration has been done on
each subject. In this common coordinate system, the log of the absolute value of
the Jacobian determinant of this deformation was discretised onto the template
meshed surface. This leads to 101 vectors with real value signal which corre-
spond to scalar deformation fields over the surface. The subjects belong to three
sub-populations. The first 57 were control patients. The 32 next were suffering
from mild Alzheimer’s disease or semantic dementia (denoted mild AD) and the
12 last were in a late stage of the disease (denote late AD in the sequel). Some
examples of the training set are presented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Examples of the training set. The colour depends on the intensity of the Ja-
cobian of the deformation. Blue means a contraction and red dilatation. The intensity
itself is not important but rather its relative value with respect to the others.
4.1 Gaussian Graphical estimation without neighbour prior
The results of the graph estimations without any neighborhood prior are pre-
sented in the four graphs on the left hand side of Fig. 3. The four plots correspond
respectively to the solution of eq.(1) with both choice of symmetrisation (”or”
and ”and” resp.) and of eq.(2) again with both symmetrisation processes. For
each of these minimisation, we present the result with the lowest criterion. All
these graph present some similarities. Indeed, they all find the conditional corre-
lations between close nodes of the graph with respect to the euclidean distance.
This is what we expect since the deformations are smooth. Therefore, the defor-
mation at one point is close to the deformation on its neighbours leading to a
correlation between all nodes but only local conditional correlations. However,
one of the graphs (left one, with a slightly lower criterion) suggests that they
should be some conditional correlation not only between neighbour nodes. As we
can see, not all the part of the surface are linked through long edges. However,
this does not appear in the three other graphs which makes them uncertain.
4.2 Non local GGM estimation
To overcome the problem of the predominance of the conditional correlations
between close nodes, we have introduced a neighbouring graphG0. Two examples
of G0s are presented in Fig. 3 (right). The estimated graphs using our proposed
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algorithm are presented in Fig. 4 where the top row corresponds to the first G0
of Fig. 3 and the bottom row to the second one. All the eight estimations are
presented: lasso (with the two possible symmetrisations) using the orthogonal
projection and the ridge regularisation and next, in the same order, the four
estimation with the elastic net energy. The orthogonal projection may appear
too strong since it requires to invert the neighbouring matrix (cf eq. (5)). This
yields no graph estimated with the lasso minimisation process with a strong
symmetrisation constraint on the first line.
We can notice that they almost all carry some long-distance correlations.
In particular, four of them show some common patterns pointing the same
connected areas (row 1, columns 2,4,5,6). The estimation remains stable when
adding or removing some edges in G0. This is shown in the bottom row of Fig
4. The results are very similar. Noticing that the orthogonal of this new G0 is
smaller (the maximum degree of this G0 is 7 whereas the first one was 3) the
resulting graphs look alike with a little less edges. In this case, the estimation
of the first graph is possible but presents very few connections. As well as for
the first G0, the lasso with a relaxed projection constrains provides very inter-
esting graphs and the elastic net does not requires this relaxation. Since some
graphs appear very dense, we removed the edges between close points w.r.t. the
Euclidean distance. We did this pruning for the marked graph (see below for
meaning of this mark) of Fig. 4. The result is presented in Fig. 5. Thanks to
this representation, the long-distance conditional correlation appear clearer and
can be easier interpreted. Indeed, this suggest that there is a strong conditional
correlation between the bottom part of the head of the hippocampus and two
regions of the body. This means that the hippocampus is subjected to defor-
mations that are not random. When the bottom area of the head is deformed
so are the two local parts of the body. Note that the conditional correlation
can be positive or negative which correspond to same and opposite behaviour
respectively.
Thanks to the criterion we can point the graph which, among the ones we
estimate, has the best power for prediction purposes. This graph is marked
with a red star. This graph looks indeed very interesting showing long-distance
dependencies that are not trivial. The power of this criterion we propose is that
Fig. 3. Left: Estimated graphs using the lasso algorithm and both symmetrisations
(called ”or” and ”and” in the sequel) and the elastic net algorithm with both sym-
metrisations as well (”or” and ”and” resp.). The results show the predominance of the
neighbours conditional correlations except for the first estimation where long-distance
conditional correlation appear. Right: two examples of possible G0s.
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Fig. 4. Estimated graphs with the eight methods using the two neighbouring graphs
presented in Fig. 3 on the top and bottom line resp. From left to right, each method
with both symmetrisations (”or” and ”and” resp.): lasso with the orthogonal projec-
tion, lasso with a relaxation on the projection, elastic net with projection, elastic net
with relaxed projection. The projection constraint may be too strong preventing from
computing the estimation (top left). In almost all graphs, long-distance dependencies
appear and are stable with respect to the prior neighbours.
it can quantify the predictive power of any other graph estimated by any other
method. We not only provide some estimation technics which take into account a
neighbourhood prior but also a way to compare them to other estimated graphs.
4.3 Clustering of the graph
In order to see the different areas which are conditionally correlated, we use the
spectral clustering method which highlights these dependencies. Spectral clus-
tering is a technique based on eigen-properties of a similarity matrix Q that par-
titions data into disjoint clusters. We compute the p eigenvectors of Q, (Vi)1≤i≤p.
Let the vectors Yj = (V
j
i )2≤i≤p be the contatenation of the j
th coordinates of
each eigenvector. The clustering is done using a k-mean algorithm on these vec-
tors. The choice of the similarity matrix is given as follows. If two nodes i and
j are connected through the graph but not in the neighbouring graph G0 then
Q(i, j) = 1/Z. If this condition is not satisfied then Q(i, j) = f(‖xi − xj‖)/Z
where Z is a renormalisation constant, xi is the pose of node i and f is the Gaus-
sian density function with fixed variance (chosen with respect to the spreading
of the data, here 50 whereas max(xi − xj)2 = 7185). Q(i, i) is set so that the
sum of the ith row is 0. The result using 5 clusters is presented in Fig. 5 where
each node has a colour corresponding to its cluster. We can clearly see that the
regions that are in the same cluster (same colour) correspond to areas that share
a link in the pruned graph (Left of Fig. 5). This shows that several connected
parts of the shape (red, black, green and dark blue) seem to have condition-
ally independent behaviour whereas some nodes (cyan) are clearly related. This
result confirms the segmentation in [24].
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Fig. 5. Best graph analysed. Left: the edges between close nodes have been removed
for better visualisation. Right: k-mean clustering.
4.4 Population different
Since we are provided with three sub-groups, it is interesting to see whether
they carry differences with respect to conditional correlations. However, since
the late AD group is pretty small, we only cluster it into two groups: controls
versus AD (both mild and late together). The goal is to see if the disease changes
the kind of conditional correlated deformations that are present in a population.
This is actually what Fig 6 tends to show. The deformations of the hippocampus
in a control population are not completely random since some important long
distance conditional correlations appear. This reduces the safe deformations to
a subset where these joint behaviour occurs. However, the AD population seems
to have less long-distance conditional correlation. This would suggests that the
disease affects the hippocampus by removing the direct dependencies of different
regions. This effect cannot be seen when no neighbourhood obvious correlations
are taken into account (graphs on the left of Fig. 6). However, when introduc-
ing the projection onto the orthogonal of a neighbouring graph (the first one
presented above), the differences appear and are stable with respect to the esti-
mation process (the criterions are of the same range for these four tests).
5 Conclusion
This paper presents a new way of analysing populations of shapes in terms
of random graphs which carry sparse conditional correlations between areas of
a shape. We have introduced a neighbourhood prior. It stabilises the estima-
tion and highlights the long-distance conditional correlations which are the non
obvious ones. This neighbouring graph is given by the user allowing for non
trivial closeness notion as some anatomical ones. The results on the deformed
hippocampi reveal some important conditional correlations between particular
sub-regions which are stable along the estimation processes as well as with re-
spect to a change in the neighbouring graph. Moreover, it emphasises differences
between the control subjects which have more long-distance edges than the AD
group. Provided with a larger database would help confirming this first trend. In
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Controls
AD patients
Fig. 6. Comparison of the estimated graphs from the two sub-groups. Left: estimations
without a prior on the neighbours (lasso ”and” and elastic net ”or” resp.). Right:
estimations using the first G0 presented above (lasso ”and” with orthogonal projection
and the ridge relaxation, elastic net ”or” with projection (when computable) and ridge
relaxation resp.). The graph without the prior are very similar and does not enable
any discrimination. Introducing the prior knowledge enables to catch the differences:
the AD group present less long-distance conditional correlations.
addition, we provide the user with a criterion which quantifies the quality of any
graph (not only the one estimated with our algorithm). The estimation has been
done here for anatomical shapes but is more general and it would be interested
to test this on functional data to catch direct long-distance dependencies in the
brain connectivity network and compare with for eg [23] and [20].
6 Appendix
The penalty penG0 is a complexity penalty built from the theory of Giraud [7]. For
a given integer D and a graph G0, we introduce the collection MD(G0) of graphs of
degree less than D and containing G0. A careful inspection of the proof of Theorem 1




|ma|+ 1, n− |ma| − 1,






{b : b G∼ a}, G ∈MD(G0)
}
.This control is achieved by eq (7).
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Abstract. We present a mathematical airway tree-shape framework
where airway trees are compared using geodesic distances. The frame-
work consists of a rigorously defined shape space for treelike shapes,
endowed with a metric such that the shape space is a geodesic metric
space. This means that the distance between two tree-shapes can be re-
alized as the length of the geodesic, or shortest deformation, connecting
the two shapes. By computing geodesics between airway trees, as well as
the corresponding airway deformation, we generate airway branch corre-
spondences. Correspondences between an unlabeled airway tree and a set
of labeled airway trees are combined with a voting scheme to perform
automatic branch labeling of segmented airways from the challenging
EXACT’09 test set. In spite of the varying quality of the data, we obtain
robust labeling results.
Keywords: Airway branch registration, tree-shape model, airway shape
model, tree metric, tree matching
1 Introduction
Medical imaging is an important diagnostic tool, and along with this tool comes
a need for automatic analysis of medical images. Tree-structures are important
in this context due to their roles as delivery systems for fluids and gases, which
ties them directly and indirectly to a number of diseases. For instance, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is tied to properties of the airway, such
as the airway wall thickness [11,14].
In order to monitor progression of diseases and determine the range of nor-
mal variation in healthy anatomical trees, we need to compare measures between
scans with varying characteristics. For instance, one needs to be able to com-
pare measurements of airway dimensions, made at specified sites in the airway,
? This work is partially funded by the Lundbeck Foundation, the Danish Strategic
Research Council (PSVT projects 09-065145 and 09-061346) and by AstraZeneca
AB.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1. ((a-b) Examples of segmented airways (CASE31 and CASE32 in the EXACT’09
dataset). The topological structures of the two trees are different, especially the cir-
cled ”trifurcation-like” regions in the (image) left hand side, shown as trifurcations in
fig. 3(a). c) By tracing points (illustrated by the circle, square and star) through the
geodesic deformation between two tree-shapes, we obtain a registration of points and
branches of the two endpoint tree-shapes. Branches which are collapsed during the tree
deformation, are not traced further, as illustrated by the square.
between several patients. In this paper, we provide a robust way to make such
comparisons for airway trees by giving anatomical labels to branches in the
airway based on the shape of the airway centerline tree. The technique uses a
model of airway tree-shape which incorporates two notions: tree topology (i.e.,
parent/child connectivity) and geometry, defined by branch shapes (e.g., through
landmark points).
Branch matching is, indeed, both a tree-topological and a geometric problem.
Topological differences are particularly problematic for comparison and match-
ing of anatomical trees such as the airways. These differences can come from
noise in terms of spurious or missing branches, due to problems in the image
recording and processing procedures. Topological differences can also come from
anatomical variation between different patients, see figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Most cur-
rent anatomical tree labeling methods focus, however, either on branch geometry
or on tree topology. In this article we perform matching based on geodesics in
an airway tree-space based on the tree-shape framework developed by Feragen
et al. [3], where a varying tree topology becomes an integral part of the shape
geometry. Not only is this framework geometrically very natural; it also handles
tree-topological differences in a continuous, morphological way.
The airway tree model proposed in this paper consists of a shape space
construction for treelike shapes, endowed with a geodesic metric. Any two treelike
shapes are connected by a shortest possible deformation, or tree-space path
(geodesic), whose length defines a distance between the shapes. Throughout the
deformation, the initial tree changes its tree-topological structure to obtain an
optimal match with the second tree. This makes the tree-shape framework well
suited for branch registration in both inter- and intra-patient pairs of airways.
The deformation, which is unique for sufficiently local data, induces a matching
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of points along the tree-shape branches as illustrated in fig. 1(c). In a leave-one-
out fashion, we generate automatic branch labels on any given airway tree by
matching it with the other airway trees, which have been manually labeled by
an expert. The geodesic matching is combined with a branchwise vote among
anatomical labels induced by the matches, giving a robust automatic branch
labeling.
The main contributions of this paper are i) the adaptation of the tree-shape
framework of [3] to airway trees, giving a new version of the shape space; ii) a
thorough explanation of the underlying geometric ideas, making the tree-shape
model available for a broader community; iii) turning the computed geodesics
into an actual branch matching; and iv) the fusion of several branch matchings
through a voting scheme in order to obtain branch labelings.
The airway shape model has potential for applications beyond branch match-
ing and labeling. Labels or geodesic distances could be used to classify airways
into shape- and structure-dependent phenotypes, and the shape space frame-
work also opens for defining new biomarkers based on the whole airway shape
– topology and geometry combined. Moreover, the shape space framework used
here is very general, and can be transferred to other types of data, e.g., vascular
trees or medial axes, with little effort.
1.1 Related work.
Registration, branch matching and branch labeling in anatomical trees have been
studied in various ways for the past decade. Some of the most successful methods
are based on using association graphs [5,9,12]. Given two initial trees or graphs,
their association graph is a larger graph, which contains information from both
initial graphs. Branch matchings are induced by maximal cliques in the associ-
ation graph. The association graph and its maximal clique are predominantly
combinatorial constructions, although they can depend on geometric properties
of the initial trees. Separating the analysis of geometric and combinatorial prop-
erties like this is somewhat artificial, as the geometric and topological structures
play together in defining the efficiency of an anatomical tree as a space-filling
structure [8,15]. Moreover, finding the maximal clique is NP hard, making exact
computation intractable.
A more basic labeling method is given by van Ginneken et al. [13], where
an airway tree branch labeling is made recursively, starting at the trachea, as
part of the segmentation process. Labels are assigned using measures such as
radius, orientation and bifurcation angle. Such a labeling approach is likely to
be vulnerable to differences in topological structure, as is also noted by the
authors. A different approach is that of Kaftan et al. [4], who match tree paths
rather than branches. They avoid the difficulty with different tree-topological
structures, but also lose all information stored in the topological structure. Their
model does not seem to have applications beyond matching, and in particular
does not generate branch labels. Smeets et al. [10] match branches from lung
vessel trees using pairwise distances between nodes both in 3D Euclidean space
and along the tree to generate distance matrix ”fingerprints”, which are matched
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in order to generate a matching. Bülow et al. [2] match airway tree branches
without connectivity information, using only branch shape.
These methods all focus on one out of two properties of a tree-shape: tree
topology [5, 9, 12], or branch-wise geometry [2, 4, 10]. However, the airway tree
is both topology and branch geometry. This duality is precisely what makes
matching and labeling difficult. Our airway tree-shape model is ideal for model-
ing airway trees because it considers topology and geometry simultaneously.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The airway tree-shape
model and the tree-shape metric are presented in sec. 2; experimental details
and results are presented in sec. 3, which are discussed in sec. 4 and concluded
in sec. 5.
2 The tree-shape space
The proposed method uses airway centerlines as input. Each branch centerline is
associated with an edge in a combinatorial airway tree, endowed with a hierar-
chical tree structure (parent/child) which describes branch connectivity. Shape
information is represented by edgewise attributes, in this case a fixed number of
equally spaced landmark points along each branch centerline (the equal spacing
length varies from branch to branch).
We build a space of airway tree-shapes based on the tree-shape model de-
fined by Feragen et al. [3]. Any tree-shape, such as an airway tree-shape, is
represented as a pair (T, f) of a combinatorial tree-structure T with edgewise
shape attributes f , see fig. 2. Here T = (V,E, r) is a tree with vertices V , edges
E ⊂ V × V , and a root r. The shape attributes given by n landmark points per
edge are specified by a function f : E → R3n.
Fig. 2. A tree-shape is represented mathematically as a pair (T, f) where T is a binary,
combinatorial tree and f : E → R3n assigns a shape-descriptor from R3n to each edge.
2.1 Intuitive description of a geodesic tree-shape space
Our goal is to construct a continuous space of deformable trees, and this goal
poses some constraints on the possible geometric structure of the space of tree-
like shapes. To see this, first consider airway trees with a single fixed topological
structure T = (V,E, r). All such trees are described by a point in the same
Euclidean product space
∏
E R3n, where each edge e ∈ E has an associated
attribute vector in R3n describing its shape. Next, divide the set of all airway
trees into classes with fixed topological structure. Each airway tree class lives
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within its own Euclidean space
∏
Ei
R3n, and the space of all airway tree-shapes





of shape spaces, one for each topological
structure. We consider each
∏
Ei
R3n as a component of the larger space of
all airway tree-shapes. We should tie these components together into a large
shape space that connects all airway trees. In order to understand how to tie
the components together, we consider how the tree-topological structure changes
throughout deformations.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. (a) This figure is best viewed in color. In the first generations of the airways,
the branching structure is fairly pre-determined due to anatomy, and the branches have
names. (b) The tree-shape T can be obtained as a limit of a sequence where a branch
is disappearing – for instance, T can be obtained by shrinking a branch in either T1
or T2, or a number of other tree-shapes Ti. This illustrates how trifurcations can be
interpreted as pairs of bifurcations; their combinatorial representations are shown in
the bottom row. This causes some problems in the representation space X defined in
sec. 2.2, since, for instance, the path from T1 to T to T2 is impossible in X. Passing
from T1 or T2 to T is easy, but the two representations of T correspond to different
points in X, and the path T1 → T → T2 is not possible in X. This path is, however,
possible in the quotient space X̄, where different representations of the same tree are
glued together in one point. We define X̄ to be the space of treelike shapes.
For example, in fig. 3(a), the LMB branch is shown as the parent of a tri-
furcation, with the LUL, LLB6 and LB6 branches emanating from it. In reality,
one will not find a trifurcation, but a pair of bifurcations, e.g., as seen in the
two airway subtrees T1 and T2 in fig. 3(b). A geodesic deformation from T1 to T2
should interchange the order of the LUL and LB6 branches by passing through
a tree of the type T shown in fig. 3(b). This tree can be obtained as a limit
of a sequence of trees with a fixed structure. For instance, such a sequence can
start at T1 or T2 and successively shrink the small branch until collapsing onto
one of the representations of T . Similar sequences can be found for many differ-
ent topological structures, represented by tree-shapes Ti, where slowly deleting
certain edges in Ti converges towards a tree of type T . By following sequences
within different components of the tree-space, where all the tree-shapes in the ith
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component have the same structure as Ti, we reach the same tree-shape T . This
must mean that in order to have a tree-space where the trees can continuously
deform from one topological structure to another, as in fig. 3(b), the tree-space
components of the Ti must all intersect along the component of T . In the next
section, we shall see how such a tree-space can be defined mathematically.
Fig. 4. Trees which are not binary, or which are smaller than T , are represented by
cancelling extra edges, endowing them with the attribute zero (dotted lines). This
leads to several representations of the same tree-shape. By identifying those different
representations that represent the same shape, we construct our shape space as the
quotient space X̄.
2.2 Mathematical definition of the tree-shape space
Having established an intuitive understanding of the geometry of the tree-space,
we shall give a more concrete definition. Recall that any tree-shape is represented
by a pair (T, f) consisting of a combinatorial tree T and edge shape attributes
f . In order to study trees of different sizes and topologies in one unified setting,
all shapes are represented by a fixed combinatorial tree T = (V,E, r), which
is large enough; e.g., if all the tree-shapes have depth N , then T could be the
full binary tree of depth N . Smaller trees are represented in the tree-space by
endowing extra edges with zero attributes, see fig. 3(b). All trees are represented





Assume, moreover, that T is binary. All non-binary tree-shapes can be repre-
sented using a binary combinatorial tree by collapsing internal branches, as de-
scribed in fig. 4. The space X =
∏
e∈E R3n contains every tree-shape represented
at least once. Some tree-shapes are even represented at several points in X, and
as a consequence, some natural tree-shape deformations cannot be represented
as paths in X, see fig. 3(b). This problem is solved by generating an equivalence
relation ∼ on X where different representations of the same shape are identified;
now the space of tree-shapes is defined as the quotient space X̄ = X/ ∼.
Definition 1. We say that two representations in X define the ”same tree-
shape” when the following holds: Starting with the two tree-shape representatives
x1 = (T, f1) and x2 = (T, f2), remove all branches with zero attribute, and con-
sider the resulting (possibly no longer binary) tree-shape representations (T1, f̃1)
and (T2, f̃2). Here, T1 and T2 are ordered, combinatorial, rooted trees. If, up to
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a topology-preserving reordering of the branches, these two attributed trees are
exactly the same, then the tree-shapes are the same and the two representations
are defined to be equivalent. We write x1 ∼ x2.
All equivalent points are identified by forming the quotient space X̄ of the
equivalence relation [1], that is:
X̄ = X/ ∼= {x̄|x ∈ X}, (2)
where
x̄ = {z ∈ X|z ∼ x}. (3)
The points in X̄ are equivalence classes x̄ in X – by abuse of notation we use x̄
to denote both points in X̄ and subsets of X. Geometrically, this construction
corresponds to gluing together those points in the representation space X that
represent the same tree-shape. As most of the points only have one represen-
tative, this creates a new space X̄ with self intersections at points with several
representatives. Many geometric properties of X are inherited by X̄. The quo-
tient space X̄ is the space of treelike shapes.
2.3 Metrics on the shape space
The Euclidean metric on X induces a standard quotient metric d on X̄ [1], called
Quotient Euclidean Distance (QED), defined as follows:





‖ai − bi‖ : a1 ∈ x̄, bi equivalent to ai+1, bk ∈ ȳ
}
. (4)
Here, the norm ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm on X, and x̄ is the equivalence
class of the point x ∈ X. Thus, when we write a1 ∈ x̄, this means that a1 is
a point belonging to the equivalence class x̄ as a subset of X, or equivalently,
a1 ∼ x.
One interpretation of eq. 4 is that a QED geodesic consists of a sequence
of k Euclidean lines, which are cut and concatenated whenever the geodesic
deformation switches between two representations bi and ai+1 of the same tree.
Typically, these identified points correspond to internal topological transitions in
the tree-shape structure. The infimum is taken over all possible concatenations
of lines for any k. E.g., the geodesic from T1 to T2 in fig. 3(b) consists of the
Euclidean line from T1 to the first representative of T , concatenated with the
Euclidean line from the second representative of T , to T2.
The QED metric is locally very well-behaved. In particular, geodesics between
data points and various forms of average shapes will exist and be unique [3].
This makes the tree-shape space and its geodesic deformations well suited for
registration. The tree-space construction described above is completely general,
and applies to any trees with continuous edge attributes, not only shapes.
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2.4 Airway tree-shape space
In order to compute the geodesic connecting two 3D tree-shapes such as air-
ways, we consider all possible branch orders on the trees in order to find an
optimal branch alignment. The number of possible orders grows exponentially
with the size of the trees, resulting in computational difficulties. In the case
of airway trees, however, some branches are easy to identify, e.g., the main
bronchi and some of the lobar bronchi seen in fig. 3(a). We significantly re-
duce computational complexity by identifying and fixing the branches Efixed =
{RMB, LMB, RUL, BronchInt, LB6, LLB6, LUL}, which are present and easy
to identify in most data trees. In this way, we consider topological variation only
in the lobar subtrees TRUL, TLUL, TBronchInt, TLLB6, TLB6 following these, shown















where the first component is Euclidean and the others are quotient spaces. The
symbol ⊕ denotes direct sum, or Cartesian product.
2.5 Computing geodesics
Computing the geodesics from eq. 4 is generally NP hard. The number k of
Euclidean concatenations that need to be checked will, in practice, be bounded
for any given pair of trees, but it will grow exponentially with the number of
edges in the trees. We make an approximation by bounding k in eq. 4 for each
lobar subtree. That is, we fix some number K ∈ N, and approximate the distance
in eq. 4 by computing





‖ai − bi‖ : a1 ∈ x̄, bi equivalent to ai+1, bk ∈ ȳ
}
. (6)
This corresponds to assuming that the tree-shape represented throughout geodesic
will undergo at most K internal topological changes. In order to compute the
approximated distance, a naive implementation is to list all the allowed combi-
nations of topological changes, to compute the shortest version of a path going
through each of those particular changes, and choose the shortest among the
resulting paths. This is equivalent to Algorithm 1 from [3].
2.6 Branch label extraction
Using a geodesic deformation from a labeled airway tree to an unlabeled one, as
seen in fig. 1(c), labels from a labeled tree can be propagated to the branches of
an unlabeled tree.
For data with large variation in topology, we would normally need to choose a
rather high bound K on k in eq. 6, in order to obtain the true geodesics between
data points. This is punished by a large increase in computation time. We avoid
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Fig. 5. The centerline trees of CASE26, CASE34 and CASE39, respectively. Note the
large variation in size and topological structure; in particular CASE39 is missing the
upper lobar trees.
this problem by matching with multiple labeled trees, and thus extracting a
number of candidate labels for each branch. This is followed by a voting scheme,
where nearby trees, for which the approximation is good, are expected to win
the vote. Given a training set of airway trees with manually assigned labels, a
new airway tree is first matched with all the trees in the training set, and sets
of labels are propagated to the branches of the unlabeled tree. Each branch is
assigned a pool of labels, among which the majority vote is selected as a new,
automatically extracted branch label.
3 Experimental validation
Experiments were made on airways from the EXACT’09 challenge test set [7],
consisting of 20 CT scans from 15 different subjects, labeled as CASE21 -
CASE40. The EXACT’09 challenge was a segmentation competition, and the
CT scans come from a wide range of sources, states of breathing, and are pro-
cessed using different methods [7]. As a result, the segmented airway trees display
great variation in size, shape and noise level.
The airway trees were segmented from the CT scans using a voxel classifica-
tion based airway tree segmentation algorithm by Lo et al. [6]. The centerlines
were extracted from the segmented airway trees using a modified fast marching
algorithm, directly giving a tree structure. Due to the segmentation method, the
centerline trees are not connected, but have gaps at each bifurcation, as seen
in fig. 5. This is not a problem, as the proposed matching method relies on the
edge shapes, which are sufficiently well described in the disconnected model,
along with parent/child connectivity information.
Leaves with segmented volume less than 10 mm3 were assumed to be noise
and pruned away, and the centerlines were sampled with 6 equidistant landmark
points along each edge. For each edge, the landmark points were translated so
that the first landmark point was aligned with the origin. In this way, large
differences in edges of low generation do not affect the whole subtree following
them. To account for variation in size, each airway tree was normalized by the
constant scaling factor 1/length(LMB), chosen since the LMB branch is present
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CASE 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
% correct 75 88.2 92.9 80 77.8 86.7 88.9 94.4 66.7 89.5
# correct 12 15 13 12 14 13 16 17 14 17
CASE 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
% correct 90 76.5 88.9 100 83.3 78.9 66.7 80 30 76.5
# correct 18 13 16 13 15 15 12 8 4 13
Table 1. Results from the branch labeling; the percentage of correctly labeled branches
among all branches labeled by the algorithm, and the number of branches correctly
labeled by the algorithm. CASE39 is an outlier: both upper lobes were missing from
the segmentation, making the algorithm fail. When the outlier is left out, we correctly
label 83% of the branches on average.
and easy to measure in all segmentations. The trachea was left out in the ex-
periment due to varying cut-off points. The next few branches (RMB, LMB,
RUL, BronchInt, LB6, LLB6, LUL) were detected based on the orientation and
extent of their subtrees. Branches from the first 6−7 generations were matched,
whenever they were present in the segmentation.
3.1 Branch labeling
Each airway tree was aligned with all other airway trees in the dataset through
computing geodesics with K = 2 for each lobar subtree (that is, permitting one
structural transition in each of the five lobar subtrees). When computing the
distances, not only the length of the geodesic from one tree to another, but also
the geodesic from the first tree to the second were recorded. Using the geodesic
we obtained a branch-wise matching by recording which edges are mapped where.
The reference airway trees from EXACT’09 were labeled manually by a
trained image analyst. Up to 34 labels were assigned according to a standard
nomenclature used in bronchoscopy. All cases were reviewed by a pulmonologist
after labeling. For each pair of airway trees, a ground truth branch matching was
induced from the anatomical labels. Several branches found by the registration
were not labeled by the human experts, and were left out in evaluation.
The voting scheme was made based on the 20-airway dataset in a leave-one-
out fashion, where each airway tree was matched with the remaining 19 and
given a branch labeling based on the majority vote. In this way, labels down
to the sixth generation of each airway tree were computed using the rest of the
airway trees as training set. The best label for any given branch was obtained
by voting among the labels. Branch labels with less than 55% voting consensus
or less than 4 votes in total were discarded. The results are found in table 1; the
overall success rate is 83%. We can obtain better scores by insisting on a higher
majority vote; however, this implies labeling fewer branches.
4 Discussion
Tschirren et al. [12], van Ginneken et al. [13] and Bülow et al. [2] performed
labeling on airway trees with success rates of 97%, 90% and 69%/40% (using
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different features), respectively. Our success rate is 83%, which – taking the level
of variation in the dataset into account – is high. Since the datasets used are all
different, a direct comparison of percentages is not possible.
The large variance in our results is natural since the EXACT’09 data come
from a wide range of sources, and are made with different subjects, scanners,
scan- and reconstruction protocols etc, as described in [7, table 1]. This poses
a great challenge: the structural differences between the segmented airway trees
are very large, as illustrated in figs. 5 and 6, and the amount of noise is very
different from tree to tree. We might have dealt with this problem by making a
better approximation of the QED metric. Instead, based on the hypothesis that
trees which are close together will be topologically similar, we choose to use a
coarse but efficient approximation combined with a voting scheme.
Fig. 6. The number of detected branches in the EXACT’09 airway trees is very variable.
Note also that this number is affected by the level of structural noise, and might not
directly correspond to the number of anatomical branches.
5 Conclusion
Based on a geometric model for shapes with a treelike structure, we have de-
veloped a technique for automatic inter- and intra-patient registration of airway
tree centerlines. The method has been evaluated by performing an airway branch
labeling on the EXACT’09 dataset. In spite of the variation in the dataset, our
labeling results are good, illustrating the potential of the shape framework.
The shape space framework is very general, and the tree-space can be en-
riched with additional attributes if wanted. There are very few airway and vessel
tree labeling algorithms available, most of which are ad hoc, specialized heuris-
tics. In contrast, our proposed method takes a principled approach, which is
easy to generalize to other biological tree-structures, e.g.,vascular structures.
This makes the proposed method both novel and important.
The airway shape model has potential for many applications beyond branch
matching and labeling. The shape space has good properties for statistical anal-
ysis such as computation of means and modes of variation. Geodesic distances
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could be used to classify airways into shape- and structure-dependent pheno-
types, and the shape space framework also opens for defining new imaging
biomarkers based on the whole airway shape – topology and geometry com-
bined. These extensions are, however, by no means straightforward, as we are
working in the non-smooth domain of tree-shape space. Further development
of the shape space, numerical methods for tree-shape computations, and their
applications are all topics of future work.
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Abstract. Segmentation methods for medical images may not gener-
alize well to different data sets or tasks, hampering their utility. We
attempt to remedy these issues using deformable organisms to create an
easily customizable segmentation plan. This plan is developed by bor-
rowing ideas from artificial life to govern a set of deformable models that
use control processes such as sensing, proactive planning, reactive be-
havior, and knowledge representation to segment an image. The image
may have landmarks and features specific to that dataset; these may be
easily incorporated into the plan. We validate this framework by creating
a plan to locate the brain in 3D magnetic resonance images of the head
(skull-stripping). This is important for surgical planning, understanding
how diseases affect the brain, conducting longitudinal studies, register-
ing brain data, and creating cortical surface models. Our plan dictates
how deformable organisms find features in head images and coopera-
tively work to segment the brain. In addition, we use a method based on
Adaboost to learn and correct errors in our segmentation. We tested our
method on 630 T1-weighted images from healthy young adults, evaluat-
ing results using distance and overlap error metrics based on expert gold
standard segmentations. We compare our segmentations with and with-
out the error correction step; we also compare our results to three other
widely used methods: BSE, BET, and the Hybrid Watershed algorithm.
Our method had the least Hausdorff distance to expert segmentations
on this dataset, but included slightly more non-brain voxels (false posi-
tives). Our framework captures diverse categories of information needed
for skull-stripping, and produces competitive segmentations.
Keywords: deformable organisms, segmentation, MRI, Adaboost, Haus-
dorff, overlap, registration
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1 Introduction
Deformable organisms label objects in images by integrating high level control
mechanisms into a segmentation plan. They combine sensing, knowledge repre-
sentation, reactive behavior, and proactive planning so our devised organisms
may cooperatively segment an image. Deformable organisms were introduced
into medical imaging by [13] who combined ideas from artificial life [29] and
deformable models [14, 30]. Since their introduction, deformable organisms have
been used for limb delineation [18], and segmentation of the spinal cord [16],
vasculature [17], and corpus callosum in the brain [6]. [15] created a deformable
organisms framework using the Insight Toolkit (ITK) [8], but we did not use it
here, as its capabilities were too basic for our application. In contrast to sev-
eral brain segmentation methods that work with low-level image processing and
computer vision techniques, our deformable organisms can incorporate high-level
knowledge and expectations regarding image data. In addition, almost every step
of the plan presented here differs significantly from the one we previously pre-
sented [21].
Segmenting brain from non-brain tissues (such as the eyes, skull, scalp, and
neck) in magnetic resonance (MR) images of the head is a vital pre-processing
step for many types of image analysis. Accurate masks of the brain are helpful
for longitudinal studies [22], for multi-subject analyses of brain structure and
function [31], and as a pre-processing step prior to cortical surface modeling
[32], surgical planning [4], and brain registration [34].
The process of segmenting brain versus non-brain tissue on MRI is commonly
referred to as “skull-stripping” (although, strictly speaking, the skull generates
almost no signal on T1-weighted MRI and the scalp and meninges are the main
tissues removed). This has traditionally been done manually by trained experts,
or by automated methods that are subsequently corrected by hand. Manually-
created masks may also be used as gold standard delineations to validate per-
formance of skull-stripping methods based on different principles. Though many
approaches have been developed for this task, time consuming manual clean-up
of these generated masks is almost always required. Most published methods do
not perform well on all datasets, making improvements over existing methods
critical.
There are a variety of existing skull-stripping methods. The Brain Extrac-
tion Tool (BET) [28] evolves a deformable model to find the boundary of the
brain. It provides a robust way to find the boundary in unclear regions but
does not incorporate prior knowledge of the brain’s shape. The Brain Surface
Extractor (BSE) [25] uses edge detection and morphological operations to find
the brain/non-brain boundary. BSE quickly extracts the brain from an image
but may include extra material in the mask, as it sometimes fails to remove
connections between the brain and surrounding tissue. The Hybrid Watershed
Algorithm (HWA) [24] uses the watershed algorithm to find the brain region,
then fits a deformable model to the region, and finally deforms it based on a sta-
tistical atlas and geometric constraints. These methods have also been analyzed
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in [1]. We chose these methods as they are the most widely used and are part of
larger neuroimaging toolkits.
We create a deformable organism plan that governs a collection of organ-
isms to segment different parts of the head and brain. The organisms evolve
dynamically in the images and cooperatively compute an accurate and robust
segmentation of the brain. We then use a learning method, based on an Adaboost
wrapper, [33], to classify the error in our method. We evaluate the effectiveness
of this additional error correction step in improving our segmentations. We test
our method with 630 T1-weighted MR images from healthy young adults, aged
20-30 years. We compare our approach to three widely used methods and we
validate our results using distance, overlap, and error metrics.
2 Methods
Our deformable organisms method aims to segment the brain in T1-weighted
MR images of the head. We describe our deformable organism plan to segment
the brain, a way to learn and correct errors in our method, validation metrics
to compare our results to the gold standard and to other widely-used methods,
and our experimental results.
2.1 Deformable Organisms
Deformable organisms are organized in five different layers that combine control
mechanisms and different representations to segment an image. We adapt this
general approach for segmenting the brain.
Geometry and Physics We represent each organism as a 3D triangulated
mesh. These meshes are initialized on a standard brain template image. Our
template was selected from the 40 images in the LONI Probabilistic Brain Atlas
(LPBA40) [26], which have corresponding manual segmentations for 56 struc-
tures, and have manual delineations of the brain boundary. In the image we
selected from this set, the voxels lying in each of our regions of interest are
labeled. We fit our organisms to these labels to create a mesh using a march-
ing cubes method [12] that goes through the image. The mesh is made up of
polygons representing the border of the regions, which are then fused together.
These meshes deform to fit the 3D region that their corresponding organism
is modeling. This iterative process moves each of the mesh’s vertices along its
normal direction with respect to the mesh surface. The surface is smoothed
at every iteration using curvature weighted smoothing [2, 19]. This smoothing




where S is the mesh, surface, or manifold and L is the Laplacian, which is equiva-
lent to the total curvature of the surface. This Laplacian is linearly approximated




vj − vij∈N(i), (2)
where vi is the vertex i in the mesh, N(i) are the neighbors of i, and wji is a
weight proportional to the curvature between vertices j and i. We smooth the
mesh to constrain its deformations to prevent intersections and artifacts from
corrupting the boundary. On the boundary, we sample from the surrounding
image.
Our prior based on an image from LPBA40 precludes us from using the
Segmentation Validation Engine tool [27] to validate our method as it would
lead to an unfair bias that would be favorable to our method; instead we use
other metrics (below).
Perception Our organisms “sense” the encompassing image by sampling its
intensities at vertices of the mesh. The vertices composing the mesh have real-
valued coordinates, so we used nearest neighbor interpolation to find the inten-
sities that correspond to them in the discrete grid of voxels in the image. The
images may be any of the subject-derived volumes, which include the threshold
image, 2-means classified image, 3-means classified image, or gradient image.
Paramount to the perception layer is the organisms’ ability to sense each
other’s locations. We locate the voxels an organism resides on using a 3D raster-
ization algorithm [20, 5] that efficiently computes these values. These locations
allow our organisms to dynamically change the way they deform based on their
own positions and intensities of the original T1-weighted subject image.
Motor Control We move the vertices of the mesh along their normal direction
with respect to the mesh surface by analyzing a set of intensities along this
normal line. We describe the evolution of our mesh or surface S(i, t) with respect
to time t, where i is a vertex or point on the surface, as
∂S(i, t)
∂t
= F (P,n, Id, b(c, l)j)n, (3)
with F being the speed of evolution. F samples a set of positions P along point i’s
normal and interpolates these values from any of the derived images Id, where d
specifies the set of derived image. That set consists of the threshold image (t), 2-
means image (2), 3-means image (3), and gradient image (g). The function b(c)j
specifies any of a number of behaviors and decides how to move the point i on
the surface by analyzing the sampled intensities l subject to a set of constraints,
and weights the movement by the scalar c.
In practice, we evolve each vertex by the amount specified by F along its
normal and progress through time by iterating through all vertices in the mesh
until there is no longer any significant movement.
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Behavior Our behaviors are a higher level of abstraction to indicate how the
organisms function and what information they need to find. Behaviors may pre-
scribe a function for organisms to be attracted to or repelled from landmarks
or help converge on the boundary of an object. The functions for our behaviors
had specific tasks in mind in the context of skull-stripping but are general and
simple enough for repeated use in any segmentation task.
We developed six behaviors that play an important role in almost every step
of our skull-stripping plan.
1. We create a behavior that analyzes a binary image and locates a boundary in
these images. It contracts if a vertex corresponds to an off value and expands
if it corresponds to an on value, and may be described as
b(c, l)1 =
{
−c if li = 0
c otherwise
(4)
In this case the set l consists of a single value li, the value of the binary
image that corresponds to the vertex i.
2. Our second behavior moves a vertex outwards if its corresponding intensity
value is q and may be described as
b(c, l)2 =
{
c if li = q
0 otherwise
(5)
Its purpose is to expand into an area of an image with voxels having in-
tensities q. In addition q may be a set of labels that are appropriate for
expansion.
3. Our third behavior is customized to move our skin mesh through the skull
and skin into the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). It contracts itself further if the
boundary intersects another organism (in our plan, the other organisms are
the eyes and we wish to deform through those areas) and will check the
intensities (l) along the normal for those that correspond to CSF. If CSF
markers m are found (signified by very low intensity values and a specific
label in our k-means images) we contract the mesh, and if they are deficient,
we expand the mesh. This behavior may be represented as
b(c, l)3 =

−c if li intersects other organism
−c if m ∈ l
c if m 6∈ l
0 otherwise
(6)
In our framework, the intensities, l, are sampled from the k -means images
and m is the label corresponding to CSF. The sampled points are locations
inside the surface with respect to i.
4. the fourth behavior we created was designed for the brain organism to locate
the boundary of the brain. It contracts vertices away from other organisms,
contracts if there are CSF marker values (m) present within the surface,
expands if the label value at i is not q, and expands if the gradient intensity
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at li is greater than or equal to a threshold t. The precedence of these
constraints is ordered as
b(c, l)4 =

−c if li intersects other organism
−c if m ∈ l
c if li 6= q
c if li ≤ t
0 otherwise
(7)
The values at l are sampled from either the 3D rasterization image of the
other organisms’ meshes, the 3-means classified image, or the gradient image.




−c if li = q
0 otherwise
(8)
Cognition We create a plan of different behaviors to perform a segmentation
task. The plan may dynamically activate different behaviors depending on what
features the organisms were able to find in the image. Our plan to skull-strip
the brain is one such plan.
2.2 Skull-Stripping Plan
Our skull-stripping plan combines our image processing and deformable organ-
isms to create objectives in the image to extract the locations of different regions,
culminating in extracting the boundary of the brain. In what follows, we describe
each step in detail and how it depends on previous knowledge obtained by organ-
isms. This is just one plan and may be fashioned for any type of segmentation or
specifics of the data. Table 1 summarizes the steps each organism takes during
the segmentation.
1. We begin by registering the subjects T1-weighted MR image to the template
we selected from the LPBA40. This registration step is important to trans-
form subject images into a standard coordinate space as our organisms are
tuned (iterations for deformations and labels for k -means classification) to
images roughly corresponding to our template. Our template incorporates
prior information and may be changed by users who need something closer
to their own data. It provides initial locations and shapes for our skin, eye,
and brain organisms.
We used an affine transformation for registration provided by FMRIB’s Lin-
ear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) [9]. FLIRT uses the correlation ratio








Y represents one of the images, V ar(Y ) is the variance of Y , Yk is the k -th
iso-set i.e. the set of intensities in Y at positions where the other image X has
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intensities in the kth bin, nk is the number of values in Yk with N =
∑
k nk.
This cost is optimized to find a 12-parameter affine transformation.
In addition, we compute the inverse transformation to take the subject image
back to its native space at the end of the segmentation.
2. We find the location or boundary of the skin with the skin organism. Its
initial shape is of the skin of our template image found using the marching
cubes method. We dilated this substantially to ensure we encompass the head
of any subject registered to the template. Our template-fitted mesh needs
to be further refined to fit our subject. To do this, we analyze the subject’s
intensities and apply a threshold to create a binary image masking out the
head. We also use behavior 1 to sense the threshold image and evolve our
skin organism’s mesh to find this perimeter. We iterate the deformations
dictated by behavior 1 (applying smoothing at every step) until there is
no significant movement of the surface or we reach a maximum iteration
bound. We specify this bound based on images being reasonably aligned to
the template, an approach we used for all our deformations. The adjacent
eyes are handled in a similar manner.
3. Our eye organisms find the eye boundary by sensing the 3-means classi-
fied image. We initialize the eye organisms’ meshes by fitting them to our
template and eroding them to make sure they lie within a subject image’s
eyeballs. The eyeball locations are found by the organisms sensing the 3-
means image with behavior 2, which chooses a label found in the eyeball
region.
4. Our next step locates the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) that surrounds the brain.
We achieve this using our skin organism by contracting its mesh into the
head through the skin and skull. The skin and skull locations are roughly
classified in our 2-means image and we apply behavior 3 to sense it and find
the CSF boundary. To further refine this boundary the behavior also makes
the skin organism deform through the eye organisms because there is more
information about the CSF location by the eyes.
5. This step finds the tissues surrounding the eyeballs that need to be excluded
from the brain delineation. We attain this goal by expanding the eye organ-
isms further by sensing the 2-means image along with behavior 2 again, this
time behavior 2 looks for a different label in the classified image, one that
gives an understanding of tissues around the eyes. The eyes now furnish a
better understanding to locate the brain.
6. We complete our plan by finding the brain using our brain organism. Ev-
ery step in the plan supports of this step and all of our knowledge up to
this point will come into play. Our brain organism begins by sensing the 3-
means image and gradient image with behavior 4. The behavior is cognizant
of the other organisms’ locations and uses them to constrain its evolution.
With the completion of behavior 4 we further refine the boundary by sens-
ing the 3-means image again with behavior 5, which results in the brain
being encapsulated by our brain mesh. The mesh is then converted by the
3D rasterization scheme to a binary volume to which we apply our inverse
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transform from FLIRT to bring the subject’s delineation back into its native
space to complete the segmentation.
Table 1: Plan for each organism to skull-strip an MRI image.




We make a binary volume of the brain organism and apply the inverse trans-
formation back to the subject image space, completing the segmentation.
3 Error Learning
We are able to learn the types of errors our method makes, by comparing the
masks it generated with expert manual delineations. [33] introduced an algorithm
using Adaboost [3] to learn a weighting of a set of features used to classify if a
voxel has been correctly classified by a prior algorithm. This ‘Adaboost wrapper’
algorithm uses a set of corresponding automated and manual segmentations, as
well as intensity images to find features that lie in regions that the first-pass
method incorrectly classifies. We use this algorithm to learn situations in which
our method makes errors and thereby improve the segmentation.
4 Validation
The masks from the deformable organism method are compared with the gold
standard manual segmentations using standard distance, overlap, and error met-
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rics. We use the Hausdorff distance measure [7] to find the distance from the
furthest point in the deformable organism method mask to the closest point of
the mask in the manual delineation. We also compare the expert and automated
masks using the Jaccard coefficient (union overlap), Dice coefficient (mean over-
lap), false negative rate, and false positive rate described in [11].
We compared the differences in metric values across methods using paired-
sample t-tests to understand if their results were statistically different.
5 Experiments
We tested our deformable organism skull stripping method on our set of 630
manually-labeled subject images. In addition, we also ran BET (BET2, FSL
4.1.5, default parameters), BSE (BSE 10a, default parameters), and the Water-
shed algorithm (Freesurfer 5.0.0, default parameters), and assessed their errors
using standard distance-based, overlap, and error metrics.
Typically patterns of error in our method were learned by selecting a subset of
our segmentation results and using the error learning algorithm (the ’Adaboost
wrapper’ approach). We then segmented a new subset of images with the error
classified and corrected. We repeated this experiment 10 times, using 10 random
images from our results to train and 10 random (but non-overlapping) images to
test. Masks were then compared to expert ground truth before and after error
correction; note that the test set of images was independent of those used for
training the error correction step.
6 Results
6.1 Subject Data
Our subject data consisted of 630 T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images
from healthy young adults, between 20 and 30 years of age. These images are
from Australian twins, and have been used in numerous prior analyses [10].
Each of the images had been manually skull-stripped by a neuroanatomically
trained expert. These manual labels were used as the gold standard to compare
with automatic segmentation results of our method and the other 3 widely-used
methods. The subjects were scanned with a 4-Tesla Bruker Medspec whole-
body scanner. 3D T1-weighted images were acquired using a magnetization-
prepared rapid gradient echo sequence, resolving the anatomy at high resolution.
Acquisition parameters were: inversion time (TI)/repetition time (TR)/echo
time (TE)=700/1500/3.35 ms, flip angle=8
◦, slice thickness=0.9 mm with a
256× 256× 256 acquisition matrix.
In addition, we used one of the 40 images from the LONI Probabilistic Brain
Atlas (LPBA40) [26]. Each image had 56 different structures manually labeled,
including a mask of the brain.
Table 2 shows the distance, overlap, and error metrics for the automated
skull-stripping algorithms compared to manual segmentation. We compare BET,
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BSE, and the Watershed method. Average metrics over the 630 subject im-
ages are shown. Our paired-sample t-tests showed the metric values across all
the methods were significantly different. These test results showed that the de-
formable organisms approach was statistically better than the others in the Haus-
dorff distance and false negative error for our dataset.
The deformable organisms method took a few minutes to run on the subject
images we used on a machine with dual 64-bit 2.4 gigahertz AMD Opteron 250
CPU with 8 gigabytes of memory.
We list average results of deformable organisms with and without error cor-
rection versus manual training in Table 3. Random samples of 20 images from
the 630 were selected, using 10 to train and 10 to test the error correction. We
repeat this 10 times and average the results. These average results were used a
for two-sample t-test that found statistically significant improvement in Jaccard,
Dice, and false positive error metrics.
Table 2: Distance, overlap, and error metrics comparing automated results with
manual skull-stripping.
Hausdorff Distance Jaccard Overlap Dice Overlap False Negative Error False Positive Error
Deformable Organisms 36.3475±24.3842 0.8478±0.0242 0.9175±0.0143 0.0253±0.0115 0.1328±0.0280
BET 41.7997±24.7972 0.8860±0.0183 0.9395±0.0104 0.0711±0.0218 0.0491±0.0189
BSE 64.7451±25.7714 0.8348±0.1295 0.9040±0.0842 0.1045±0.1456 0.0720±0.0323
Watershed 67.4672±8.7859 0.3650±0.0599 0.5321±0.0617 0.4511±0.0613 0.4831±0.0648
Table 3: Distance, overlap, and error metrics comparing the deformable or-
ganisms segmentation with and without error correction versus manual skull-
stripping.
Hausdorff Distance Jaccard Overlap Dice Overlap False Negative Error False Positive Error
Basic DO 35.4780±2.7890 0.8485±0.0009 0.9178±0.0005 0.0256±0.0006 0.1318±0.0010
DO with correction 35.5194±3.1299 0.8858±0.0013 0.9393±0.0007 0.0253±0.0004 0.0929±0.0012
7 Discussion
The metrics in Table 2 suggest that the performance of our deformable organisms
approach is comparable to that of other widely used methods. It has the lowest
Hausdorff distance average between its automatic results and the gold standard
delineations. It did have a higher false positive error, meaning it may include
slightly more voxels inside the boundary of the brain.
Table 3 shows that learning errors improves the segmentation results; all met-
rics examined were improved, especially the Jaccard coefficient. This additional
training step may be useful if a large data set needs to be segmented, making it
reasonable to segment some images manually for error correction. The method
could be trained on a small subset of the manual and automatically segmented
data, in a first pass, and the error corrections learned could be useful to segment
the rest of the dataset.
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Deformable organisms provide an adaptable framework to perform segmen-
tation. They can encode a high-level plan into deformable models, to help them
work together to accomplish segmentation tasks. The different control layers
may be adapted to fit any type of segmentation tasks.
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Abstract. Brain morphological abnormalities can typically be detected
by advanced geometrical shape analysis techniques. Recently, shape dif-
fusion methods have proved to be very effective in providing useful de-
scriptions for brain classification purposes. In particular, they allow the
analysis of such shapes at multiple scales, but the selection of the correct
range of scales remains an open issue heavily affecting the performance
of methods, and it needs to be estimated adaptively for different classes
of shapes. In this paper, we focus on the diffusion scale selection in order
to define a robust shape descriptor for brain classification. To this end,
geometric features are extracted for each scale and the best feature com-
bination is selected by employing multiple kernel learning (MKL). In the
presented experiments, we compare the shape of Thalamic regions in or-
der to discriminate between normal subjects and schizophrenic patients.
We demonstrate that MKL allows to obtain classifiers which are more
accurate with respect to other competing algorithms for schizophrenia
detection. Moreover, using the weights computed by the MKL algorithm,
we can select at which scale the features are more effective for schizophre-
nia classification.
Keywords: multiple kernel learning, schizophrenia, heat kernel, spec-
tral shape analysis, support vector machines
1 Introduction
Recent advances in geometric shape analysis have led to a larger diffusion of
computational anatomy methods, aimed at characterizing or modeling the mor-
phological variations of biological shapes. One of the typical applications is ana-
lyzing the anatomy of organs, known as being possibly affected by abnormalities
due to a certain disease, of several persons in order to discriminate between
normal and pathological subjects [11,1]. To this aim, effective shape analysis
? Corresponding author.
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techniques are crucial to extract geometric features with high discriminant prop-
erties. A wide class of methods are based on the encoding of the deformation
which aligns a pair of subjects, but such an approach requires the solution of
a complex problem due to the non-linear registration between different shapes.
More recently, new methods have been proposed to encode the shape geometric
properties into a descriptor which compactly represents the whole shape, and
performing the comparison by computing similarities in the descriptor space
without any registration procedure. Among the shape analysis methods, dif-
fusion geometry approaches are very promising since they are able to capture
intrinsic characteristic of the shape. More specifically local geometric proper-
ties are encoded by the so-called Heat Kernel [16] which exploits heat diffusion
characteristics at a given scale. The general idea consists of gaining information
about the neighborhood of a point on the shape by recording the dissipation of
heat over time from that point onto the rest of the shape. The fixed time is very
important since it allows to capture different kinds of information: local shape
characteristics are highlighted through the behavior of heat diffusion over short
time periods, and, conversely, global shape properties are observed while con-
sidering longer periods [16,10]. So doing, simply varying a single parameter (the
time), it is possible to characterize the properties of a shape at different scales.
In particular, the so called Heat Kernel Signature(HKS) [16] has been proposed
to encode simultaneously the contribution of local features for a fixed set of
scales into a single shape descriptor. This general approach has been succesfully
applied for object retrieval [4] and brain classification [6]. However, the choice
of the range of the time periods to be evaluated (i.e., the scales) is critical and
depends on the considered shape. In fact, for a particular shape, some scales may
be highly discriminative, while some other scales should encode useless informa-
tion. In this paper, we propose a new approach for integrating and selecting the
contribution of geometric features collected at different scales by utilzing a Mul-
tiple Kernel Learning (MKL) approach. In general, MKL algorithms can learn
a weighted combination of different kernel functions able to exploit information
coming from multiple sources. In our case, the different sources are the features
extracted at different scales. Therefore, several kernels are computed (i.e., one
kernel per scale) and a set of weights are estimated for the kernel combination.
In this fashion, we can choose the most discriminative scales by selecting those
associated to the highest weights, and viceversa. Moreover, kernel combination
leads to a new similarity measure which increases the classification accuracy. It
is important to note that in our appraoch we aim at selecting the best shape
characteristics for classification purposes, hence, our selection is driven by the
performance of a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. We have applied
our method for brain classification in schizophrenic subjects: we have adopted
a Region of Interest (ROI)-based method by analysing the shape of the Thala-
mic region, employing a volumetric-heat kernel computed for each voxel of the
MRI scan at different scales, as described in our previous work [6]. This paper
improves [6] for both methodological aspects, by proposing the automatic scale
selection procedure and promising results. The rest of the paper is organized as
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follows. In Section 2, the basics on shape diffusion procedures are reported. Sec-
tion 3 describes the Multiple Kernel Lerning strategy, and the proposed method
is reported in Section 4. Results are shown in Section 5 and conclusions are
finally drawn in Section 6.
2 Shape analysis by heat diffusion
Considering a shape M as a compact Riemannian manifold [5], the heat diffusion




)u(t,m) = 0; (1)
where u is the distribution of heat on the surface,m ∈M , ∆M is the Laplace-
Beltrami operator which, for compact spaces, has discrete eigendecomposition








where λi and φi are the i
th eigenvalue and the ith eigenfunction of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator, respectively. The heat kernel ht(m,m
′) is the so-
lution of the heat equation with initial point heat source in m at time t = 0,
and heat value in ending point m′ ∈M after time t. The heat kernel is isometric
invariant, it is informative, and stable [16].
In the case of volumetric representations, the volume is sampled by a regular
Cartesian grid composed by voxels, which allows the use of standard Laplacian
in R3 as the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We use finite differences to evaluate the
second derivative in each direction of the volume. The heat kernel on volumes is
invariant to volume isometries, in which shortest paths between points inside the
shape do not change. Note that in real applications exact volume isometries are
limited to the set of rigid transformations [15], however, also non-rigid deforma-
tions can faithfully be modelled as approximated volume isometries in practice.
It is also worth noting that, as observed in [16,15], for small t the autodiffusion
heat kernel ht(m,m) of a point m with itself is directly related to the scalar






In practice, Equation 3 states that the heat tends to diffuse slower at points with
positive curvature, and viceversa. This gives an intuitive explanation about the
geometric properties of ht(m,m), and suggests the idea of using it to build a
shape descriptor [16].
5 In this section, we borrow the notation from [16,5]
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3 Multiple Kernel Learning
The main idea behind kernel methods [17] is to transform the input feature space
to another space (eventually with a larger dimension) where the classes are lin-
early separable. In particular, by employing the SVM classifier, the discriminant
function after the training phase becomes f(x) = 〈w, Φ(x)〉 + b, where w and
b are the parameters of the hyperplane which separates two classes, and Φ( · )
is the mapping function. Using the dual formulation and the kernel trick, one
does not have to define this mapping function explicitly and the discriminant




αiyik(xi,x) + b (4)
where k(xi,xj) = 〈Φ(xi), Φ(xj)〉 is the kernel function that calculates a similar-
ity metric between data instances.
More recently, MKL methods have been proposed [3,13] for learning a com-
bination kη of several kernels:
kη(xi,xj ;η) = fη({km(xmi ,xmj )Pm=1};η) (5)
where the combination function fη forms a single kernel from P base kernels
using the parameters vector (i.e., weights) η. Such new kernel must be a valid
kernel6 [9] and can be plugged in Equation 4 for classification purposes. Differ-
ent kernel functions correspond to different notions of similarity and instead of
searching which works best, the MKL method does the picking for us, or may
use a combination of kernels. MKL also allows us to combine different represen-
tations, possibly coming from different sources or modalities.
There is significant work on the theory and application of MKL, and most
of the proposed algorithms differ among them by the optimization method em-
ployed to estimate the weights and by the used combination rule [3,13,14]. In










with ηm ∈ R. As a simplest combination approach, the so called fixed rules [9]
use the combination function in Eq. (6) with all weights equally set to ηm = 1.
Similarly, the mean-rule takes the mean of the kernels by setting all ηm = 1/P .
Indeed, in the most general case the weights ηm are automatically estimated by
a learning by example approach. More specifically, MKL methods search for a
combination of kernels that maximizes a generalized performance measure (i.e,
maximum margin classification errors [9]). To this aim, in the training phase,
both MKL weights and SVM parameters are simultaneously estimated within
the same optimization problem.
6 The validity of the kernel depends by the combination function.
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4 The Proposed Method
The proposed method can be summarized in the following main steps:
1. MRI data collection.
2. Feature extraction at multiple scales.
3. Learning weights and classifier by MKL.
4. Scale selection and performance evaluation.
Fig. 1. General scheme of the proposed method.
MRI data collection. In order to employ a learning-by-example approach, we
need a collection of samples for both healthy subjects and patients. Source data
are MRI scans where shape information can be provided in terms of volumetric
data.
Feature extraction at multiple scales. According to the shape diffusion
analysis described in Section 2, for each subject geometric features are extracted
at multiple scales: a set of time values (t1, t2, · · · , tn) are defined, and the au-
todiffusion value is computed for each voxel m, leading to:
Hti(M) = {hti(m,m),∀m ∈M}.
Then, such values are accumulated into a histogram ri = hist(Hti(M)). In this
manner, we obtain a set of n sources of shape representation {r1, · · · , rn}, each
one encoding the global shape at a certain scale. The number of bins for each
histogram is chosen as 100.
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Learning weights and classifier by MKL. The contribution of geometric
features extracted at each scale are combined by employing the MKL strategy
as described in 3. Each shape representation ri is associated to a kernel km by
leading to n = P kernels. Indeed, both the weights (η1 · · · ηP ) and the SVM
parameters are estimated. In order to obtain the best classification accuracy
according to the max-margin paradigm an alternating approach is used between
the optimization of kernel weights and the optimization of the SVM classifier. In
each step, given the current solution of kernel weights, MKL solves a standard
SVM optimization problem with the combined kernel. Then, a specific procedure
is applied to update the kernel weights.
Scale selection and performance evaluation. Once the MKL procedure
is completed, we obtain a two-fold advantage: i) we can select the best scale
contributions by keeping only the scales associated to the highest weighs, and ii)
we can compose a new kernel from the weighted contributions of the best scales,
which can be evaluated for classification purposes.
5 Experiments
This section is organized in the following parts: i) data gathering, ii) experimental
methodology, iii) results, and iv) discussion.
5.1 Data Gathering
Quantitative data collection and processing in MRI-based research implies to
face several methodological issues to minimize biases and distortions. The stan-
dard approach to deal with these issues is following well-established guidelines
dictated by international organizations, such as the World Health Organization
(WHO), or codified by respected institutions, such as leading universities. All
patients received a diagnosis of schizophrenia according to the criteria of the Di-
agnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders [2]. In this work, we employ
a ROI-based approach [11], so only a well defined brain subpart has been consid-
ered in this study. More specifically, we focus our analysis on the left-Thalamus
whose abnormal activity has been already investigated in schizophrenia[8]. ROIs
have been manually traced by experts, according to well defined medical pro-
tocols. The data set used in this work is composed by MRI brain scans of 30
patients affected by schizophrenia and 30 healthy control subjects.
5.2 Experimental protocol
In our experiments, we apply leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation to assess
the performance of the technique. Since LOO is used as the cross validation
technique, we do not report standard deviations or variances. We compare our
results using k-fold paired t-test at p = 0.05. We collect geometric features at 11
scales generating different shape representations r01, · · · , r11. In practice, each
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representation ri is a feature vector xi which is plugged in the MKL framework.
We employ the dot product as basic kernel function (i.e., linear kernel) since it
avoids the estimation of free kernel parameters. Different strategies to combine
the different shape representations have also been evaluated:
– Single Best Kernel (Single-best): an SVM is trained separately per each
representation. Therefore, the performance of the classification are evaluated
separately at each scale. So doing, we can evaluate the independent contri-
butions coming from the different sources of information and select the best
one.
– Feature concatenation (SVM-con): the contributions coming from the differ-
ent sources are concatenated into a single feature vector. Then, a single SVM
is employed for classification 7.
– Rule-based MKL (RBMKL): as baseline MKL approach, the so called rule-
based method is evaluated: the kernels computed at each scale are combined
by simply taking their average (i.e., ∀m,ηm = 1/P ).
– Simple MKL (SimpleMKL): a simple but effective MKL algorithm is em-
ployed [14] by addressing the MKL problem through a weighted 2-norm
regularization formulation with additional constraint on the weights that
encourages sparse kernel combination. It is a popular approach and its code
is publicly available8.
– Group Lasso MKL (GLMKL): it denotes the group Lasso-based MKL algo-
rithms proposed by [12,18]. A closed form solution for optimazing the kernel
weights based on the equivalence between group-lasso and MKL is proposed.
In our implementation, we used l1-norm on the kernel weights and learned
a convex combination of the kernels.
5.3 Results
The first evaluation scores are shown in Table 1, which reports the single-best
kernel accuracies for all feature representations. We can observe that the best
performance is obtained at 78.33 % using r02 which is shown as bold face in the
table. The entries marked with “*” show the accuracies which are statistically
significantly less accurate than the best algorithm using k-fold paired t-test at
p = 0.05.
Table 1. Single-kernel SVM accuracies.
r01 r02 r03 r04 r05 r06 r07 r08 r09 r10 r11
75.00 78.33 76.67 76.67 73.33 *66.67 68.33 70.00 76.67 71.67 70.00
Second, concatenating the features in a single vector leads to 83.33 % accu-
racy.
7 We use LIBSVM software [7] to train the SVM.
8 http://asi.insa-rouen.fr
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Third, using the proposed three different MKL algorithms, we combined the
eleven kernels by introducing the weights ηm. Table 2 reports the results of
the best single-kernel SVM, the accuracy of the concatenated feature set, and
the three MKL-based algorithms trained. The values in parantheses show the
percentage of controls classified as schizophrenia and the percentage of patients
classified as healthy respectively. We achieve an accuracy of 86.67%, reached by
combining eleven kernels with the SimpleMKL approach. This result is better
than all other MKL settings and single-kernel SVMs. Further, GLMKL achieves
85% accuracy which is still higher than that reached by the feature concatenation
method. We can also note that we cannot overcome SVM-con when we use RBMKL,
as the latter gives equal weight to each kernel. In fact, if there are inaccurate
representations in the given set, the overall mean combination accuracy may
be less of that reached using the single best. Conversely, when the weights are
automatically estimated, such as in SimpleMKL and GLMKL the selection of the
most reliable information is carried out by the MKL procedure and the overal
performance improves.
Table 2. MKL accuracies (false positives and negatives are reported in brackets).
Single-best SVM-con RBMKL SimpleMKL GLMKL
*78.33 (10, 11.6) 83.33 (8.3, 8.3) *81.67 (10, 8.3) 86.67 (6.6, 6.6) 85.00 (8.3, 6.6)
In Figure 2, we plotted the weights of MKL for both SimpleMKL and GLMKL al-
gorithms. Note that the estimated weights are coherent in the two algorithms. As
expected, the best representation is r02, which has the highest weights. Although
the other representations with high weights (r08, r11 and r05) do not provide
much accurate single-kernel SVMs results, their contributions to the overall ac-
curacy in the combination is higher than those given by the other kernels. This
demonstrates that when considering combinations, even a representation which
does not lead to very precise results may contribute to raise the overall combina-
tion accuracy. Moreover, we can also deduce that these four representations are
the most useful in discriminating between healthy and schizophrenic subjects,
and we may focus the attention on these properties only.
Using this information, we also performed the above pipeline using only these
four representations, and we can observe the results in Table 3. Using this subset,
we get the highest accuracy with SimpleMKL9, reaching 88.33% of accuracy. We
can also observe an increase in RBMKL.
9 Note that in principle the same result should have been obtained automatically
from MKL algorithms on all representations. In practice, this is not the case in
our experiment due to the fact that the estimated solution is trapped into a local
minimum.
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Fig. 2. Combination weights in MKL using the linear kernel. Top: using SimpleMKL,
Bottom: using GLMKL.
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Table 3. MKL accuracies on the selected subset of representations (false positives and
negatives are reported in brackets).
SVM SVM-con RBMKL SimpleMKL GLMKL
*78.33 (10, 11.6) *83.33 (6.6, 10) *83.33 (6.6, 10) 88.33 (6.6, 5) 85.00 (6.6, 8.3)
5.4 Discussion
In this work, we have shown in general that MKL algorithms perform better than
both single-best kernel SVMs and feature concatenation strategies. We have also
observed that RBMKL (which does not compute weights while combining kernels)
does not outperform the feature concatenatenation approach. Conversely, when
the kernel combination is carried out by estimating proper weights, a drastic
improvement is instead obtained. The kernel weights also allow us to extract
useful information: it is interesting to observe that, for both MKL algorithms
with the highest accuracy, four representations have the maximum effect (i.e.,
the highest weights), i.e., r02, r08, r11, and r05, with r02 being the best single-
kernel. We use this information to select a smaller number of representations to
reduce the costs of the feature extraction phase. Finally, we can also observe
that by using such subset we can reach the best accuracy overall.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we focus on scale selection for anatomical shape characterization.
By employing a shape diffusion approach, we extract several shape descriptors
at different scales in order to discriminate between healthy subjects and patients
affected by schizophrenia. We have shown that machine learning techniques can
be useful to improve the shape analysis in these (biomedical) contexts. We pro-
pose a Multiple Kernel Learning algorithm for the automatic estimation of the
best feature representation for classification purposes. In this way, being driven
by the training data, we are able to choose the scales of the heat kernel which are
more suitable to describe our kind of shapes. In particular, in our experiments
addressing the Thalamic region classification, we have shown that both small
and high scales are crucial. Actually, the best accuracy is observed at r02 for
which very local information are collected from the shape. Nevertheless, when
also higher scales are considered the performance is further improved, meaning
that also global shape information is relevant.
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Abstract. A combinatorial optimization algorithm for detecting multiple 
anatomical landmarks is presented.  It can determine the positions of over 100 
landmarks concurrently, taking spatial correlations of all landmark pairs into 
account.  Provided that a set of landmark candidate lists is given by 
sensitivity-optimized single-landmark detectors, the proposed algorithm can 
find the most probable combination of them through solving a MAP estimation-
based combinatorial optimization problem.  Additionally, it is designed to 
handle subjects with “segmentation anomaly of the spinal column,” a common 
anatomical anomaly of the spine.  The proposed system was evaluated with 
156 landmarks in 50 datasets, using virtually created detector output sets.  In 
the result, the algorithm achieved 97.6% of spinal anomaly estimation accuracy 
even with 50 points of candidates given per landmark, as well as 96.2% of 
accuracy in landmark candidate selection.  From these results, usefulness of 
the proposed algorithm for subjects with spinal anomaly was suggested. 
Keywords: Landmark, Combinatorial optimization, MAP estimation, 
Anatomical anomaly, Computed tomography, Spine 
1   Introduction 
Landmark point detection algorithms are extensively researched and widely used in 
various medical image processing applications.  However, it is a difficult task to 
detect a large number of landmarks correctly, because the human body includes a lot 
of similar regions sharing their appearances.  Even most of frequently-used 
landmarks do not have truly unique local shape or intensity.  Consequently, 
detection results often include a certain number of false positive candidates. 
Furthermore, some sort of important anatomical landmarks can intrinsically be 
non-existent, not only in patients due to pathological condition, but even in healthy 
subjects due to anatomical anomalies (fig. 1a).  Confirming such a situation is very 
difficult by detecting each landmark independently and sequentially. 
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One solution is to determine the entire landmark positions simultaneously, taking 
their spatial relation into account.  It can be done by dividing the whole problem into 
2 sequential phases: the individual landmark detection phase and the combinatorial 
optimization phase (figs. 1b, 1c).  In the former phase, each landmark is detected by 
a single detector.  Each detector is optimized to maximize the sensitivity, not the 
specificity, so the detection result forms a candidate list which includes a lot of false 
positives.  In the latter phase, the best combination of choice from all candidate lists 
is selected with the use of a priori knowledge on the inter-landmark relationship.  
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(a) (b)  
Fig. 1. (a) An example of anatomical anomaly and landmark deficit in the 5th lumbar vertebra. 
(b) A schema of the framework of the proposed method. Note that, for the non-existent 
landmark (□), all detected candidates are rejected by the following combinatorial optimization. 
Among related studies, Seifert et al. reported a framework to automatically detect 
19 landmarks. [1]  In their approach, a belief propagation algorithm is used with 
prior knowledge about landmarks’ geometric relationships such as “to the right of”, 
“close to”, etc.  Though their result was excellent, the prior knowledge used and the 
way to build it were not described precisely. 
In this paper, we introduce a framework to determine over 100 landmark positions 
reliably.  Especially, we focus upon our method to solve the landmark-set 
combinatorial optimization problem with use of maximum a posteriori (MAP) 
estimation.  The method was evaluated with 156 landmarks in 50 human body CT 
image datasets.  Virtually-created detector outputs were used in this study, rather 
than those of real detectors [2], in order to evaluate the ability of our framework to 
handle a large number of false candidates.  Furthermore, handling of common 
anomaly (alteration in the number of thoracic/lumbar vertebrae) was also evaluated. 
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2   Methods  
2.1. Definition 
2.1.1. Detector output.  Firstly, we defined a landmark detector generally.  In our 
framework, each detector has to output not only a series of candidate positions, but 
also estimated probabilities of them.  Based on this, outputs from one detector (for 
the m-th landmark) are defined as: 
 Nm number of the candidates    (0≤ Nm) 
 cm
i
 coordinates of the i-th candidate    (1≤i≤Nm) 
 pm
i
 detector-estimated probability of the i-th candidate  (0 < pm
i
 ≤ 1) 
 pm

 probability that “none of candidates cm
i
 is correct”  (0 ≤ pm

 ≤ 1) 





mm ,,,,,,, 11  cc .  
Any output Im must satisfy 1
 i
mm pp . 
Letting the true landmark position be xm, the detector-estimated probability pm
i
 can 
be interpreted as a conditional probability with a certain detector output Im. 
 mimmim pp I|cx   (1) 
If pm

>0, it indicates that there are some possibilities of “no true landmark position 
is included in the candidate set  mNmm cc ,,
1
 .”  The proposed algorithm can consider 
such a situation, and handles it as one extra state which will be represented as 
“  mx ” in this paper.  The state  can be a “true answer” when the target landmark 
is out of the imaging range, or corresponding landmark does not exist anywhere (e.g., 
due to some anatomical anomaly or pathological condition).  In this describing 
method, the probability pm

 can also be interpreted as a conditional probability as 




2.1.2. The prior probability distribution of LM positions.  Secondly, the prior 
probability function for all possible landmark position sets has to be defined in 
advance. 









 be the concatenated form of them.  Each element xm can be regarded as a 
stochastic variable whose domain is  mNmmm ccx ,,,
1
 .  The aim is to approximate 
the prior probability distribution of X as a single function p(X), in order to use in the 
following MAP estimation. 
In this study p(X) is defined as a function of the squared distances between all 
landmark pairs.  When any xm (1≤m≤M) satisfies xm=, however, the corresponding 
term of p(X) is replaced by a conventionally-defined constant term.  The calculation 
method of p(X) without considering  is discussed in the next chapter, which will be 
followed by the general definition of p(X). 
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(i) When xm≠, m.  Let  
di,j =
2
ji xx   (1≤i<j≤M) 
(3) 
be the squared distance between the i-th and j-th landmarks.  Note that di,j is defined 
only if both xi and xj are not .  Then, the distance is normalized by its average 
E(di,j) and variance V(di,j) in the training datasets.  The normalized distance gi,j 



















Let a vector  t,MMji,, gggg 1,3121  G  be the concatenated normalized squared 








elements.  Then, the prior probability distribution p(X) was approximated by a 























where V represents the covariance matrix of G, which is calculated from training sets, 
and V  is the determinant of V.  The size of the matrix V is MC2×MC2. 
(ii) General definition.  Eq. (5) can be written in an extended form 















































}(i,j),(k,l) is the corresponding element of the matrix V
-1
.  Here, the summed 




V  is not available when any of xi, xj, xk or xl is .  In order 
to define p(X) generally, we replaced them as follows: 
     

































































When (i,j)≠(k,l), the summed term t(i,j),(k,l) evaluates how gi,j and gk,l are correlated 
as like that of training sets.  When no prior information on gi,j (or gk,l) is available, 
the expected value of this term should be zero.  That is why it should be replaced by 
zero in case of . 




 always has a 
positive value which evaluates how the distance di,j varies from that of the training 
sets.  Therefore, we replaced it by a positive constant γ.  Because increasing this 
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parameter will reduce the probability p(X) for any xm=, γ can be regarded as a 
parameter which controls how the algorithm avoids the state , or how it prefers any 
detected candidate cm
i
, for each landmark.  We empirically selected γ=2 based on our 
preliminary experiments (the data is not shown). 
2.1.3. a posteriori probability distribution.  Once the detector outputs are given, 
the probability a posteriori can be calculated with Bayes' theorem.  From the series 
of detector outputs I1, I2, …, IM and the prior probability distribution p(X), the 
posterior probability can be calculated by the Bayes’ as: 
 















The denominator is constant and independent of X.  Therefore, the maximum a 
posteriori estimation of landmark position set X is as follows: 
     XXXX
XX
ppp MM  |I,...,I,I,ImaxargI,...,I,I,I|maxargˆ 321321  (9) 
We assumed that all detector outputs are independent of each other, as well as 
independent on the positions of the other landmarks.  It means that each detector 
output is only dependent on the corresponding landmark position.  Then the term 
 X|I,...,I,I,I 321 Mp  in (9) can be divided into the product of single-landmark 
conditional probabilities p(Im | xm).  That is, 
   



















The term p(Im) in this formula is independent of X, so it can be ignored through the 
MAP estimation.  The denominator p(xm) is also can be ignored, because the term is 
the probability distribution of one single landmark position xm without any prior 
information.  Ignoring the term is equivalent to regarding it to be constant and 
homogeneous anywhere.  The remaining term p(xm | Im) is the detector-estimated 
























In conclusion, the MAP estimation will be performed by the following formula: 






















321 I|maxargI,...,I,I,I|maxargˆ  
(12) 
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2.2. Implementation 
2.2.1. Tikhonov’s regularization.  In practice, the dimension of G in Eq. (5) (or Eq. 







, can be much greater than the number of training 
cases N.  In such a case, the covariance matrix V will be rank-deficit and has no 
inverse matrix V
-1
.  To avoid them, Tikhonov’s regularization [3] was performed by 
replacing V with its regularized matrix Vreg as follows: 
IVV reg  (13) 
We empirically selected λ = 1.0 for this study. 
  Note that the calculation of Eq. (5) can be speeded up by using the following 
formula (derived from the Woodbury matrix identity), 
      UIDUIIDUUIVV 11121111 '    ttreg . 
(14) 
Here, D is a (N-1)×(N-1) diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are nonzero 
eigenvalues of V, and U is a (N-1)×MC2 matrix whose row vectors are corresponding 
eigenvectors.  I and I’ are identity matrices whose sizes are MC2 and N-1, 
respectively. 
2.2.2. Combinatorial optimization.  The maximization of Eq. (12) for all 
combinations of X={xm},  mNmmm ccx ,,,
1
  is performed by a Gibbs’ sampler-
based simulated annealing algorithm reported by Geman & Geman [4].  In the 
algorithm, a virtual temperature T is introduced to modify the probability distribution.  
The distribution in (12) was modified as follows: 
























  XxX  
(15) 
Z is a normalization factor in order to make the sum of probability 1. 
When T=1, the modified distribution equals to the original in (12).  With higher T, 
the modified distribution is almost homogenous for any X in its domain.  However, 
it becomes sharper and more local with lower T.  In the limiting case of T→+0, the 
modified distribution has nonzero probability only at its global maximum point. (Fig. 
2) 
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Fig. 2.  A simple example how the probability distribution is modified by the temperature.  
The green curve illustrates an original distribution (a unary mixture Gaussian distribution for 
example).  The modified distributions with T = 10 and 0.1 are illustrated with red and blue 
curves, respectively.  Note that the distribution becomes flat with higher temperature, while it 
becomes sharper with lower temperature. 
In the simulated annealing, each xm (m = 1, 2, …, M) is sequentially and repeatedly 
sampled from the modified distribution by a Gibbs’ sampler.  The sampling begins 
with very high T, which decreases gradually, and finally it gets so low that the system 
converges to the maximum point.  In this study the simulated annealing were 
performed for 100 cycles with T=1000 (in order to cancel the effect of the initial 
condition; so-called burn-in), then it was gradually cooled down to T=0.01 through 
1000 cycles. 
2.2.3. Handling of vertebral anomalies.  A majority of human beings have 12 
thoracic and 5 lumbar vertebrae.  Segmentation anomaly of the spinal column is a 
common anatomical anomaly in which the subject has 11 or 13 thoracic, and/or 4 or 6 
lumbar, vertebrae.  The prevalence is, in a report, about 9 % [5].  This anomaly is 
very problematic in both defining and detecting vertebral landmarks (fig. 1a).  The 
“state ” approach described in chapter 2.1. is not enough for them, because it is not 
only a local banishment of a single anatomical entity but causing a global 
morphological change in the spine. 
To overcome this, a series of “anomaly landmark position set converters” are 
introduced.  One converter can convert any landmark position set in a subject with a 
certain type of anomaly (e.g., 6 lumbar vertebrae, or “6L”) into a virtually normalized 
landmark position set (i.e., a landmark position set as if she or he has only 5 lumbar 
vertebrae).  It is simply performed by replacing each landmark coordinates by an 
appropriate internally dividing point between two of them (fig. 3).  Because 7 types 
of anomalies (11T, 13T, 4L, 6L, 11T+6L, 13T+4L) were considered in this study, 7 
different converters were designed.  Through one of these converters, abnormal 
spines can be converted into a “normalized” one, with which the prior probability 
p(X) can be calculated. 







































Fig. 3.  The anomaly conversion.  In this example, (a) a landmark position set in a case of 4-
lumbar vertebra (4L) anomaly is virtually converted into (b) a “normal” landmark set with 5 
vertebrae.  With this conversion, the posterior probability p(X) of the given landmark position 
set can be calculated in the same manner as in the cases with (c) normal 5-lumbar spines. 
Because the algorithm do not know which anomaly is correct, it must estimate it.  
It can be done by (i) hypothesizing one anomaly (or normal), (ii) calculating the 
posterior probability under the hypothesis and (iii) comparing the probabilities 
between all hypotheses.  In detail, two different strategies were evaluated: 
(i) Comparison after all optimization.  Firstly, a series of combinatorial optimization 
with all converters are performed.  Then, the converter with the largest probability is 
chosen as the estimated anomaly (or normal). 
(ii) Comparison in situ.  The comparison is performed at the end of every cycle in 
the simulated annealing.  In other words, the state “which converter is currently 
selected” is also dealt with as one extra variable to be optimized. 
2.3. Evaluation 
2.3.1. Virtual detector output construction.  The detector outputs were virtually 
created for each landmark and for each CT dataset.  If the target landmark existed in 
the subject’s real body, it was included as a candidate, as well as 25, 50, 75 or 100 of 
false positive candidates.  Each false positive candidate was determined randomly 
following a 3-D Gaussian probability distribution (the center corresponds to the true 
point, and the standard deviations were σx = σy = σz = 3
1 ·100 millimeters).  Any 
false candidates within 20 millimeters from the true point were removed.  If the 
target landmark did not exist in reality, only false positive points were added, using 
another adjacent landmark as the distribution center.  The detector-estimated 
probability pm

 was fixed to be 0.05, and all of pm
i
 were set to be uniform. 
2.3.2. Experimental settings.  The experiments were performed on a workstation 
with an Intel
®
 Core™ i7-2600 processor and one NVIDIA
®
 Tesla™ C2050 GPU 
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computing processor.  The latter was utilized to speed up the calculation.  The 
processing times were 9.7 minutes per case for comparison after all optimization 
strategy and 3.6 minutes for comparison in situ strategy with 100 candidates per 
landmark. 
5 times of experiments were performed for each experimental setting, using 
different sets of virtual detector outputs. 
The statistical model of squared distances (the mean E(di,j), variance V(di,j) and the 
covariance matrix V) was calculated by leave-one-case out method. 
3   Results and discussion 
The proposed algorithm was evaluated with 156 bony landmark points which were 
manually inputted in 50 thin-slice clinical human body CT datasets.  The list of 
landmark used is available in [2].  Among the 50 datasets, total 9 had a segmentation 
anomaly (three 13T, one 11T, three 6L, two 4L and none of 13T+4L or 11T+6L). 
The summary of results is shown in Table 1.  An example result is also shown in 
Figure 4.  The accuracies of anomaly estimation were from 87.6 to 97.6%, varying 
among strategies and number of candidates.  The accuracy of anomaly estimation 
was better in comparison after optimization strategy than in comparison in situ 
strategy.  Though the former strategy takes approximately 3 times longer time, it 
seems to be useful especially for a larger number of candidates. 
Table 1.  The entire result of anomaly estimation and combinatorial optimization.  
 No. of cands 























50 88.9 ±7.9 99.5 ±1.1 97.6 ±1.7 96.25 ±0.34 0.08 ±0.05 3.67 ±0.32 
75 86.7 ±14.5 99.0 ±1.3 96.8 ±2.7 94.40 ±0.39 0.09 ±0.08 5.51 ±0.36 











25 84.4 ±12.7 100 ±0 97.2 ±2.3 97.65 ±0.36 0.09 ±0.08 2.26 ±0.32 
50 73.3 ±18.6 100 ±0 95.2 ±3.4 95.67 ±0.70 0.17 ±0.12 4.15 ±0.59 
75 64.4 ±19.9 99.5 ±1.1 93.2 ±3.9 93.37 ±1.02 0.24 ±0.15 6.40 ±0.91 
100 48.9 ±14.9 96.1 ±2.8 87.6 ±2.6 89.64 ±0.61 0.40 ±0.05 9.96 ±0.57 
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Fig. 4. An example result of a case with 6 lumbar vertebra (6L) anomaly.  (a) The false 
(green) and true (orange) candidates outputted by the virtual detector for the tip of right 
transverse process of the 4th lumbar vertebra.  (b) The optimization result for 156 landmarks. 
The optimization result of each landmark in each case was also evaluated.  Any 
landmark which existed in reality was classified as one of TP, FPcandidate or FN.  
Within them, TP means that the algorithm correctly selected the true position 
candidate.  FPcandidate means that the algorithm selected any false position candidate.  
If the algorithm concluded that the target landmark did not exist, but in reality it 
existed, it was categorized as FN.  In this study, the accuracy ratios (ratios of TP) for 
existent landmarks were varied from 89.64 to 97.65%. 
Additionally, all of non-existing landmarks were classified as either TN or 
FPexistence.  TN means that the target landmark did not exist in reality and the 
algorithm correctly found it (either by adopting some anomaly hypothesis which does 
not include the target landmark, or by selecting the state  for the landmark.)  If the 
algorithm chose any candidate other than , it was classified as FPexistence.  In this 
study all of non-existent landmarks were determined as TN, so the accuracy was 
100%. 
It is noticeable that, throughout all experimental condition, none of non-existing 
landmarks were mistaken as FPexistence.  In fact, without any exception, all mistakes in 
anomaly estimation were underestimation of thoracic / lumbar vertebral number.  It 
may imply that our algorithm was not sufficiently optimized for the problem, favoring 
anomalies having less vertebral number, and yet to be investigated in the future work.  
Also, we are now planning to overcome this limitation by adding some additional 
term, which evaluates the regularity of vertebral bones’ alignment, to the MAP 
estimation. 
4   Conclusion 
 A novel combinatorial optimization algorithm for landmark detection and 
anomaly estimation was presented.  The proposed method showed fair results even 
with a large number of landmark position candidates.  Additionally, its feasibility to 
estimate segmentation anomaly of the vertebrae, which is one of the most common 
and problematic anomalies in detecting bone landmarks, has been shown.  Therefore, 
we believe that our algorithm is useful in medical image analysis such as a pre-
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process for computer-assisted detection/diagnosis (CAD) applications.  The future 
work will include improvement of accuracy in anomaly estimation and evaluation 
with real detector outputs with a large number of datasets. 
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Abstract. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a severe and growing public
health crisis. Efforts are underway to look for AD early detection in an
efficient manner. Among all the AD biomarkers, hippocampal atrophy
assessed on high-resolution T1-weighted MRI is the best established and
validated. Hippocampal morphometry is increasingly used in the AD re-
search, with modeling the hippocampus as a 3D parametric surface mesh.
However, a major question in the analysis is how to align corresponding
surface regions across subjects. Here we develop a system for detecting
AD symptoms on hippocampal surfaces with an automated surface fluid
registration method, which is based on conformal surface representation
and mutual information regularized image fluid registration. Since con-
formal mappings are diffeomorphic and the mutual information method
is able to drive a diffeomorphic flow that is adjusted to enforce appropri-
ate surface correspondences in the surface parameter domain, combining
conformal and fluid mappings will generate 3D shape correspondences
that are diffeomorphic. We also incorporate in the system a novel method
to compute curvatures using surface conformal parameterization. Exper-
imental results in three hippocampal datasets show that the new system
outperformed an early similar method and the popular SPHARM tool.
1 Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) doubles in frequency of onset every 5 years after age
60, afflicting 1% of those aged 60 to 64, and 30-40% of those over 85. Many MRI-
based measures of atrophy in several structural measures, including whole-brain,
hippocampus [14, 16, 19], and ventricular enlargement [19], etc., correlate closely
with changes in cognitive performance, supporting their validity as markers of
AD progression [8]. Among all the biomarkers, hippocampal atrophy assessed
on high-resolution T1-weighted MRI is the best established and validated. As
a result, detection of valid and efficient morphometry changes in hippocampus
and their correlation with other cognitive functions and biomarkers becomes a
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key research topic for clinical diagnosis and monitoring of patients with sus-
pected Alzheimer’s disease. Although most hippocampus analysis used volume
as the atrophy measurement [10], recent researches [1, 16, 19, 26] demonstrated
that surface-based subcortical structure analysis may offer more advantages
because these methods studied patterns of hippocampal subfield atrophy and
produced detailed point-wise correlation between atrophy and cognitive func-
tions/biological markers [19].
Brain surface deformation studies typically require the computation of dense
correspondence vector fields that match one surface with another. Many brain
surface registration methods have been proposed [6, 20, 27].Often, higher order
correspondences must be enforced between specific anatomical points and curved
landmarks lying within the two surfaces. This can be achieved by first mapping
each of the 3D surfaces to canonical parameter spaces such as a sphere [7] or
a planar domain [21]. A flow, computed in the parameter space of the two sur-
faces [4], induces a correspondence field in 3D. Artificial neural networks can
rule out or favor certain types of feature matches [15]. Correspondences may be
determined by using a minimum description length (MDL) principle, based on
the compactness of the covariance of the resulting shape model [5]. A key direc-
tion in surface registration research has been the computation of a diffeomorphic
surface map that also matches automatically identified surface features.
Using holomorphic 1-forms, a global conformal parameterization can be de-
veloped to conformally map a surface with complex topology (e.g., a surface
with branching topology) to a set of rectangular domains in the Euclidean plane.
The resulting parameterization helps in discretizing partial differential equations
(PDEs) for smoothing, denoising, or matching signals defined on the surface. The
mutual information (MI) method has been widely used to drive a diffeomorphic
flow in image registration. By adjusting the mutual information method to en-
force appropriate surface correspondences in the parameter domain, any scalar-
valued signals defined on the surfaces can also be aligned using the same flow
field. Conformal maps and fluid registration techniques can be combined to avoid
having to define a large set of manually-defined landmarks to constrain brain
surface correspondences. Since they generate diffeomorphic mappings, confor-
mal and fluid mappings together could generate 3D shape correspondences that
are diffeomorphic (i.e., smooth one-to-one correspondences). In [21, 22], Wang
et al. proposed an automated surface fluid registration method based on confor-
mal mapping and mutual information regularized image fluid registration and
applied it to register human faces and hippocampus. Here we develop a system
based on this technique for studying hippocampus in AD and incorporate a novel
method to compute surface curvatures as proposed in [12]. Our major contribu-
tions can be summarized as: (1). Introduction of a new stable method to compute
surface curvatures. (2). An automated hippocampal surface registration system
validated in three AD datasets with better performance than a previous similar
method [23] and SPHARM [18]. (3). The system will be publicly available [24].
Last, although the current system finds applications in AD detection, it is a
general method which may be applied to many other applications.
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2 Method
2.1 Surface Conformal Parameterization
Let S be a surface in R3 with an atlas {(Uα, zα)}, where (Uα, zα) is a coordinate
chart defined on S. The atlas thus is a set of consistent charts with smooth
transition functions between overlapping charts. Here zα : Uα → C maps an
open set Uα ⊂ S to a complex plane C. If on any chart (Uα, zα) in the atlas, the
Riemannian metric or the first fundamental form can be formulated as ds2 =
λ(zα)





are holomorphic, the atlas could be called conformal. Given a conformal atlas, a
chart is compatible with the atlas if adding this chart still generates a conformal
atlas. A conformal structure is obtained by adding all possible compatible charts
to a conformal atlas. A Riemann surface is a surface with a conformal struc-
ture. One coordinate chart in the conformal structure introduces a conformal
parameterization between a surface patch and the image plane. The conformal
parameterization is angle-preserving and intrinsic to the surface geometry.
Let (xα, yα) be the local parameter on the chart (Uα, zα) on S, a differential
1-form in (xα, yα) can be defined as
ω = f(xα, yα)dxα + g(xα, yα)dyα (1)




− ∂g∂xα = 0. If ω is the gradient of another function defined on S, it
can be called an exact 1-form. An exact 1-form is also a closed 1-form. If a closed
1-form ω satisfies ∂f∂xα +
∂g
∂yα
= 0, then it is a harmonic 1-form. The gradient of
a harmonic 1-form is an exact harmonic 1-form. The Hodge star operator acting
on a differential 1-form gives the conjugate differential 1-form
∗ω = −g(xα, yα)dxα + f(xα, yα)dyα (2)
Intuitively, the conjugate 1-form ∗ω is obtained by rotating ω by a right angle
everywhere. If ω is harmonic, so is its conjugate ∗ω. The holomorphic 1-form
consists of a pair of conjugate harmonic 1-forms:
τ = ω +
√
−1∗ω (3)
For a Riemann surface S with genus g > 0, its conformal structure can always
be represented in terms of a holomorphic 1-form basis, which is a set of 2g
functions τi : Ki → R2, i = 1, 2 · · · , 2g [22]. Any holomorphic 1-form τ is a linear
combination of these functions. This finite-dimensional linear space generates all
possible conformal parameterizations of surface S and the quality of a global
conformal parameterization is fundamentally determined by the choice of the
holomorphic 1-form [22]. Then the conformal parameterization φ at point p can
be computed by integrating the holomorphic 1-form: φ(p) =
∫
γ
τ , where γ is any
path joining p to a fixed point c on the surface. Figure 1 (a) illustrates a brain
cortical surface and its conformal parameterization to a square.
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2.2 Surface Conformal Representation
It has been known that surface registration requires defining a lot of landmarks
in order to align corresponding functional regions. Labeling features could be
accurate but time-consuming. Here we show that surface conformal parame-
terization could represent surface geometric features, thus avoiding the manual
definition of landmarks.
For a general surface and its conformal parameterization φ : S → R2, the





where Bε(p) is an open ball around p with a radius ε. The conformal factor
λ encodes a lot of geometric information about the surface and can be used
to compute curvatures and geodesic. In our system, we compute the surface
mean curvatures only from the derivatives of the conformal parameterization
as proposed in [12], instead of the three coordinate functions and the normal,
which are generally more sensitive to digitization errors. Mathematically, the









Using this formulation of H, we need to use the surface normal
−→
N only when
computing sign(φ), which takes the value 1 or -1. Thus, the surface normal
does not need to be accurately estimated and still we can get more accurate
mean curvatures. Using the Gauss and Codazzi equations, one can prove that
the conformal factor and mean curvature uniquely determine a closed surface
in R3, up to a rigid motion. We call them the conformal representation of
the surface. Figure 1 (b) shows the computed conformal factor (left) and mean
curvature (right) on a hippocampal surface with color indices according to the
values. Since conformal factor and mean curvature could represent important
surface features and they are intrinsic to the surface, they may be used for
surface registration.
2.3 Surface Fluid Registration Regularized by Mutual Information
After computing intrinsic geometric features, we align surfaces in the parameter
domain with a fluid registration technique.Using conformal mapping, we essen-
tially convert the surface registration problem to an image registration problem.
The mutual information (MI) method has been successfully used to drive a dif-
feomorphic flow in rigid [25] and non-rigid [13, 17] image registration. Image
registration will be optimized when MI between two images is maximized. For
MI to work, a monotonic mapping in grayscales between images is not required,
so images from different modalities can be registered [11]. Hermosillo et al. [9]
adopted linear elasticity theory to regularize the variational maximization of MI.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of conformal parameterization (a) and geometric features (b). (c)
shows the matching of geometric features in the 2D parameter domains using fluid
registration with synthetic surfaces. Geometric features on 3D surfaces were computed
and mapped to 2D conformal parameter domains.
D’Agostino et al. [3] extended this approach to a viscous fluid scheme allowing
large local deformations, while maintaining smooth, one-to-one topology [2]. We
call this approach MI regularized fluid registration.
In [21, 22], Wang et al. proposed an automated surface fluid registration
method combining conformal mapping and image fluid registration [3]. Let I1, I2
be the conformal representations of the target and the deforming template sur-








where p(i1) = P (I1(x) = i1), pu(i2) = P (I2(x − u) = i2), and pu(i1, i2) =
P (I1(x) = i1 & I2(x − u) = i2). Since conformal mapping and MI regularized
fluid registration generate diffeomorphic mappings, a diffeomorphic surface-to-
surface mapping is then recovered that matches surfaces in 3D. In our system, we
adopt their methods of conformal mapping and fluid registration. However, our
system differs from theirs in the computation of surface features as introduced
in Sec. 2.2. The new way to compute mean curvature is more stable and less
sensitive to normal computation, thus gives better representation of the surface
features for registration.
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3 Results
3.1 Synthetic Surface Registration Result
First, we illustrate the algorithm on synthetic surfaces. Figure 1 (c) illustrates
a synthetic surface example. A pair of simple S-shape surfaces were generated.
Corresponding 2D images were generated based on the sum of the local confor-
mal factor and the mean curvature, expressed in the conformal parameterization
domain. Some black horizontal lines were drawn on the surfaces to show equal
distances on the surfaces and represent the differences in their shapes.The loca-
tions of the highest and lowest intensities are different (as shown by the positions
of the horizontal stripes in the 2D images below). Using surface-based fluid reg-
istration, in the last image, the obtained horizontal line positions demonstrated
an improved matching between features lying in the two surfaces.
In this experiment, we aim to visually explain the work flow of the algorithm.
First, we conformally mapped each surface onto a planar domain and computed
their conformal representation by combining conformal factor and mean cur-
vature. Second, we scaled the conformal representation to form the 2D feature
images as shown by the first two 2D images in Fig. 1 (c). As we pointed out
in Sec. 2.2, the 2D images, i.e. the conformal representations of the surfaces
clearly show the characteristics of the surfaces. Third, by registering the two
feature images using fluid registration method, we induced a change in both the
template feature image and the template surface. The last image in Fig. 1 (c)
demonstrates that without changing the shape of the surface, the features on
the template surface are well aligned with the target surface.
3.2 Hippocampal Surface Morphometry in Alzheimer’s Disease
In this experiment, we test the robustness of our system by applying it to two
clinical studies of hippocampal changes in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In our
system, we leave two holes at the front and back of the hippocampal surface,
representing its anterior junction with the amygdala, and its posterior limit as
it turns into the white matter of the fornix. The resulting structure can then be
logically represented as an open boundary genus-one surface, i.e., a cylinder. To
better visualize the matching of surface features, we chose to encode surface fea-
tures using a compound scalar function based on the local conformal factor and
the mean curvature. A similar technique for AD study in hippocampus was pro-
posed in [23], but with surface registration using constrained harmonic map. We
take their method as a comparison. After the cross-subject registration is com-
puted with one target surface selected, we examine shape differences using the
multivariate tensor-based morphometry (MTBM) [23]. MTBM computes statis-
tics from the Riemannian metric tensors that retain the full information in the
deformation tensor fields, thus is more powerful in detecting surface differences
than many other statistics [23].
Figure 2 illustrates the experimental results on a group of hippocampal sur-
face models extracted from 3D brain MRI scans of 12 individuals with AD and
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Fig. 2. The comparison of our method and a previous similar method on map of local
shape differences (p-values), based on the multivariate TBM method with hippocampal
surfaces in 12 AD versus 14 control subjects [19].
14 matched healthy control subjects, the same dataset as in [19], where the data
was manually traced by experienced neurologists. With MTBM, we can see that
the significant areas detected with two methods are consistent.But with surface
fluid registration, we detected larger areas with more significant group differences
in the surface parameterization tensor, which is related to the relative area of
regions in disease versus normality.The overall statistical significance of these
group difference maps, based on permutation testing of the suprathreshold area
of statistics (and therefore corrected for multiple comparisons) were p=0.0063
for the left hippocampal surface and 0.0298 for the right. This outperformed
the previous method [23] (0.0205 for the left hippocampal surface and 0.1026
for the right). The cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot shows the com-
parison of resulting p-values for each method. While the line y = x represents
null hypothesis, which is according to no difference, steeper curve shows more
differences detected.
Figure 3 illustrates the experimental results on another hippocampal dataset
from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset (http://
www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI). Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is an intermediate
stage between the expected cognitive decline of normal aging and the more
pronounced decline of dementia. If MCI could be found and treated, the risk
of AD will be significantly reduced. However, at MCI stage, changes in brain
surface are not significant thus impose more difficulty on the detection. Here we
randomly chose 40 AD, 40 MCI, and 40 control subjects to test the effectiveness
of our system. The hippocampus data was automatically segmented by a prior
work [14]. With MTBM, we can see that, in the three experiments, our system
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demonstrated better results than the previous method. Particularly, our system
gave better MCI detection results when comparing with both AD and control
subjects. In the experiment, all group difference p-maps were corrected using
false discovery rate (FDR). The FDR method decides whether a threshold can
be assigned to the statistical map that keeps the expected FDR below 5% (i.e.,
no more than 5% of the voxels are false positive findings). The CDF plots show
the uncorrected p-values (as in a conventional FDR analysis). The x value at
which the CDF plot intersects the y = 20x line represents the FDR corrected
p-value or q-value. It is the highest statistical threshold that can be applied
to the data, for which at most 5% false positives are expected in the map. In
general, a larger q-value indicates a more significant difference in the sense that
there is a broader range of statistic threshold that can be used to limit the rate
of false positives to at most 5%. The use of the y = 20x line is related to the
fact that significance is declared when the volume of suprathreshold statistics is
more than 20 times that expected under the null hypothesis. Table 1 gives the
FDR corrected p-values comparison.
3.3 Comparison with SPHARM
In this study, we tested our system on the whole ADNI baseline dataset (http://
www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI). The dataset consists of 233 healthy controls, 410 sub-
jects with MCI, and 200 patients with AD. We excluded 1 subject from the
control group and 2 subjects from the MCI group due to name duplication.
For subjects with duplicated names, we retained the one which is the repeated
scan. The hippocampal surfaces were automatically segmented using FIRST
(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/first/index.html). FIRST is an integrated sur-
face analysis tool developed as part of the FSL library, which is written mainly
by members of the Analysis Group, FMRIB, Oxford, UK. We compared our
system’s results with the popular SPHARM tool [18] in surface registration on
the same dataset. We adopted the suggested parameters for hippocampus in the
manual of SPHARM [18]. In this experiment, 1 subject from each group (AD,
MCI, control) failed the FIRST segmentation step probably due to the original
images’ resolution or contrast. After FIRST segmentation, we extracted the left
and right hippocampi and saved each of them into a binary image. We fed the
binary images as the input of both systems. As a result, 231 control, 199 AD, and
407 MCI subjects were successfully registered by our system, which shows the
robustness of the system compared with SPHARM, in which 5 control, 17 AD,
14 MCI subjects failed either due to segmentation failure or parameterization
failure. Fig. 4 shows the experimental results. From the p-map and the CDF
plots, we can see that, with MTBM, our system outperformed the SPHARM




Table 1. FDR corrected p-values on hippocampal surfaces
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in all three group difference studies. Table 2 gives the FDR corrected p-values
comparison. Considering fairness, we also made comparisons by excluding those
subjects that failed in SPHARM from our system in the statistical study. Table
3 gives the FDR corrected p-values comparison with the failed subjects excluded,
i.e., 226 control, 182 AD, and 393 MCI subjects were studied in this experiment.
From the table, we can see that our system still outperformed SPHARM on this
dataset. Furthermore, because AD and MCI failed more than control subjects,
the AD-MCI group has been more affected as expected.
4 Conclusion and Future Work
We develop an automated surface fluid registration system for hippocampal sur-
face registration. Experiments on different types of AD hippocampal datasets all
demonstrate our system’s stronger statistical power. Ongoing work is to apply
this system to automatically map lateral ventricle enlargements in Alzheimer’s
disease and those at risk.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of surface fluid registration and the previous method on map of
local shape differences (p-values), based on the mutivariate TBM method with hip-
pocampal surfaces in 40 AD, 40 MCI, and 40 control subjects which were automati-
cally segmented [14]. (a), (c), (e) are our results on group difference between AD and
control, MCI and AD, MCI and control, respectively. Similarly, (b), (d), (f) are results
of a prior work [23] on AD and control, MCI and AD, MCI and control, respectively.
The p-map color scale is the same as Figure 2.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of surface fluid registration and SPHARM on map of local shape
differences (p-values), based on the mutivariate TBM method with hippocampal sur-
faces from ADNI baseline data, which were automatically segmented by FIRST. (a),
(c), (e) are our results on group difference between AD and control, MCI and AD, MCI
and control, respectively, in 231 control, 199 AD, and 407 MCI subjects. Similarly, (b),
(d), (f) are results of SPHARM on AD and control, MCI and AD, MCI and control,
respectively, in 226 control, 182 AD, and 393 MCI subjects. The p-map color scale is
the same as Figure 2.
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Abstract. We present a new approach for matching regular surfaces
in a Riemannian setting. We use a Sobolev type metric on deformation
vector fields which form the tangent bundle to the space of surfaces. In
this article we compare our approach with the diffeomorphic matching
framework. In the latter approach a deformation is prescribed on the
ambient space, which then drags along an embedded surface. In contrast
our metric is defined directly on the deformation vector field and can
therefore be called an inner metric. We also show how to discretize the
corresponding geodesic equation and compute the gradient of the cost
functional using finite elements.
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1 Introduction
The field of computational anatomy concerns itself with the study and classifi-
cation of the variability of biological shapes, including their statistical variance.
Since the space of all shapes is inherently nonlinear, the usual methods of linear
statistics cannot be applied. In particular, the addition of two surfaces cannot
be meaningfully defined. One way to overcome this difficulty is to introduce a
Riemannian structure on the space of shapes, which locally linearizes the space
and allows the development of statistical methods that are analogous to the lin-
ear case. This approach was taken, e.g., in [7]. In the Riemannian setting, the
average of two shapes may be defined as the middle point of a geodesic joining
these two shapes. In a similar way one may define the corresponding geodesic
mean of a collection of n shapes.
One class of shapes which are of interest in computational anatomy consists
the surfaces embedded in R3. The cortical surface, the surfaces of hippocampi,
thalami, and nasal cavities are all examples of shapes which are represented as
two dimensional surfaces in R3. This is also an example, where the Riemannian
setting may be applied to study collections of shapes.
Throughout the last decade various (Riemannian) metrics have been pro-
posed. They include a metric that preservers local rigidity [11], a generalization
of the elastic metric for curves to higher dimensions [18, 13], a metric inspired
by a continuum mechanics which is defined in the interior of a two dimensional
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shape [23, 8] and a metric based on the square-root representation of surfaces
[12]. Other approaches include the representation of surfaces via densities [20]
and metrics defined on surfaces via level sets [15, 19].
Another method for comparing anatomical shapes in the Riemannian setting
is the method of large deformation diffeomorphic metric matching (LDDMM),
based on the deformable template paradigm of Grenander [10]. In this setting,
a template shape is matched to a target shape by finding a transformation in a
suitable group of deformations of the ambient space that transforms the template
into the target. This approach has been systematically developed in [3, 4, 9, 21,
22] and applied to various problems in computational anatomy. Registering two
surfaces in this framework involves finding a diffeomorphism of the whole space,
which transforms one surface to the other. Because of its widespread use in the
field of computational anatomy for registering volumetric images we will use
LDDMM as a reference to highlight the features of our proposed framework.
In this paper we propose a different way of defining a Riemannian structure
on the space of surfaces, which also provides the full range of tools for nonlinear
statistics. We use a Sobolev type norm to enforce regularity of the deformation
vector field and measure the cost of the deformation. Our approach to charac-
terizing a deformation is intrinsic to the surface, rather than resulting from a
transformation of the surface induced by a deformation of the ambient space
in which the image is embedded. For this reason, the Riemannian metrics used
here are called inner metrics as opposed to the outer metrics used in LDDMM,
where deformations are imposed via the ambient space. Other examples for inner
metrics can be found in [18, 12, 23, 8, 1].
Inner metrics of Sobolev type on planar curves were introduced and stud-
ied previously in [17, 24]. Recently they were generalized to surfaces and higher
dimensional hypersurfaces in Euclidean space in [2]. The numerical implemen-
tation of matching with these metrics differs from LDDMM, because the metric
on the tangent space at each surface depends nonlinearly on the surface. This
means the metric will change adaptively as one moves around in shape space.
This adaptive property is in marked contrast to LDDMM, where the metric is
defined on the diffeomorphisms and projected down to the shapes, so it doesn’t
depend on the particular shape.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we review the registration
problem for surfaces and recall how it is solved using outer metrics in LDDMM.
Then we present the approach via inner metrics of Sobolev type and point out
the differences between the two methods. For definiteness, we will concentrate
our attention on the Sobolev metric of order one. In Sec. 3 we discuss how to
discretize and implement the geodesic equations for this metric and how to solve
the registration problem via geodesic shooting. Finally, in Sec. 4 we show how
this metric performs in some examples using synthetic data.
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2 The Mathematical Formulation
We are dealing with the registration of parametrized regular surfaces. Such a
surface is given by a smooth function q : M → R3 from a model surface M into
the Euclidean space R3. We will consider different choices of the model surface
M in this paper: the plane sheet M = [0, 1]× [0, 1], the cylinder M = S1× [0, 1]
and the torus M = S1 × S1. Another interesting choice would be the sphere
M = S2, which however is not considered in this paper. The metric can be
defined in the same way as for the other topologies, however the numerical
treatment is more challenging, because the sphere cannot be covered by a single
global coordinate chart. We require the parametrization of the surface q to be
regular in the following sense: at each point x ∈ M the partial derivatives ∂q∂x1 ,
∂q
∂x2 are required to be linearly independent. We will denote the space of all such
surfaces by S .
2.1 Registration with LDDMM
In the LDDMM framework, the registration of a template surface q0 to a tar-
get surface qtarg involves finding a curve ϕt of diffeomorphisms of the ambient
space R3, whose deformation carries the template surface to the target surface.
Mathematically, one constructs these deformations using time dependent vector
fields vt(y), which generate ϕt as their flow, i.e.
∂tϕt = vt(ϕt) . (1)
The registration problem consists of finding a vector field, which minimizes the









d(ϕ1(q0), qtarg) . (2)
The kinetic energy is usually measured using a norm ‖.‖V defined on a repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space V of vector fields on R3 with kernel K. The norm
is then given by ‖u‖2V =
∫
u ·K−1 ? u dx. We will discuss possible choices of the
matching term in Section 2.5.
It is possible to reduce the complexity of the problem, since one can show
that minimizing vector fields vt have to obey an evolution equation. This enables
us to describe the whole vector field vt by knowing only its value v0 at time t = 0.
The equations






pt(x)K(y − qt(x)) dx (3c)
are given in terms of a momentum pt, which lives on the surface. The momentum
is convolved with the kernel in (3c) to reconstruct the minimizing vector field,
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which defines the deformation of the ambient and drags the surface along in
(3a). Details about LDDMM and the reformulation as evolution equations can
be found in [3, 25].
2.2 Registration with Inner Metrics
We propose to use a different approach, described from a mathematical point
of view in [1, 2]. In this approach we describe the deformation of the surface
directly, without assuming an underlying deformation of the whole space. In our
approach we will replace (3a) by
∂tqt(x) = ut(x) , (4)
where ut(x) ∈ C∞(M,R3) is a time dependent vector field, defined only on the
surface. Note the difference between the vector field vt(y) which is defined on
R3 and ut(x), which is defined on the model space M , c.f. Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. For inner metrics the vector field governing the deformation is defined directly
on the surface (left picture). In contrast the LDDMM approach defines a deformation
vector field on all of R3 (right picture). The latter vector field deforms the ambient
space and in the process induces a deformation of the surface.
In the new framework the registration problem still consists of minimizing









d(q1, qtarg) . (5)
The kinetic energy is measured via an inner product 〈., .〉qt on the space of
vector fields along the surface. This inner product can and usually will depend
nonlinearly on the surface qt itself. This is another difference with the LDDMM
framework, where the kinetic energy of the vector fields didn’t depend on the
surfaces that were matched. There is a whole variety of inner metrics, one can
choose from. We will concentrate in this paper on an H1-type metric, which will




Both the LDDMM approach and the inner metrics can be seen as a special case
of a constructions in the general framework of Riemannian geometry. In the
case of inner metrics the collection of inner products 〈., .〉q defines a Riemannian




〈ut, ut〉qt dt for fixed endpoints q0, q1 are called geodesics.
We can see that minimizers of (5) have to be geodesics in the space S .
In LDDMM the inner product on the space of vector fields V also defines a
Riemannian metric, this time on the group of diffeomorphisms. Therefore the
minima of the registration problem (2) generates geodesics in the diffeomorphism
group.
Why is it advantageous to work in a Riemannian setting? In this setting, the
minima of the matching energy are geodesics, so one may describe the nonlinear
space of shapes S in terms of the initial velocity or momentum of a geodesic,
which is an element in a linear vector space. This is possible, because geodesics
obey an evolution equation like (3). Using the initial velocity, which encodes
the whole solution of the registration problem, we are able to view the space of
surfaces from the template surface q0 as a linear space. This enables us to use
statistics, compute average surfaces and measure distances.
2.4 H1-type Metric on Surfaces




2 + |∇f(x)|2 dx for functions on R2. We will replace
functions on R2 by vector fields living on the curved surface q and adjust the
definition of the H1-norm to take into account the curved nature of the surface q.
Since q is a surface in R3, we can measure angles and distances of vectors tangent
to the surface, using the Euclidean inner product on R3. At each point q(x) of
the surface we also have a canonical basis for the plane tangent to q, given by
the vectors ∂q∂x1 ,
∂q
∂x2 . We denote the inner product induced on the tangent plane
to the surface by g. This inner product has the following coordinate matrix with

















We denote by (gij) the inverse matrix of (gij) and by vol(g) the volume density
of the surface q with respect to the metric g.
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In this paper we will use the H1-type inner metric on surfaces defined by the
expression




















vol(g) dx . (8)
One reason to use this generalization of the H1-metric is, that this metric is
invariant under reparametrizations of the surface and only depends on the image
q(M) as a subset of R3, in a similar way as the length of a curve in two dimensions
only depends on the image of the curve, and not on a particular parametrization.
This is necessary, if one wants to match unparametrized surfaces. For this task it
is possible to use the same framework with this metric, only the matching term
has to be chosen to beinvariant under reparametrizations.
The constant α, which appears in the metric, is a parameter, which has to be
chosen for each problem. It represents the characteristic length scale, at which
deformations take place. Another interpretation of α is the scale across which
the momentum is smoothed, when passing from momenta to velocities. It can
be compared with the kernel size in LDDMM.
Other choices for the metric are possible. One could use Sobolev type metrics
of higher order as in [2] or multiply the components of the metric with a function
depending on geometric quantities of the surface, like area, mean or Gaussian
curvature as was done in [1].
2.5 The Matching Functional
There are different possible choices for the matching term. In this paper we will




|q0(x)− q1(x)|2 dx. (9)
Since we are dealing with parametrized surfaces this is a natural choice for the
matching functional.
When matching unparametrized surfaces, natural choices of the matching
functional would include currents, see [9], or one could use the reparametrization
framework of [5].
3 Discretization
In this section we will describe how to discretize the variational problem (5) and
compute the optimal path between two surfaces. Starting with an initial guess





to converge towards the initial velocity of the optimal geodesic. The discretiza-
tion thus consists of two parts:
– compute the geodesic, given the initial velocity to evaluate E(ui0)
– compute the gradient ∇u0E(ui0) to update the initial velocity.
We show how to discretize the geodesic equation in Sec. 3.1 and how to
compute the gradient in Sec. 3.2.
3.1 The Geodesic Equation
We discretize the time-evolution of the surface q(t) using the explicit Euler
method
qi+1 = qi +∆tui , (10)
where qi = q(i∆t) is the discretized version of the curve and ∆t = 1/N is the
time step, if we divide the interval [0, 1] into N parts. To compute ui we note




i=0 〈ui, ui〉qi , i.e.
∇uiE(ui) = 0. Following [6] we introduce the Lagrangian multiplier pi in the
discrete variational principle





〈ui, ui〉qi + 〈pi, qi+1 − qi −∆tui〉L2 . (11)
and take variations. From variations in ui we see that pi is the momentum dual
to the velocity ui in the sense that 〈ui, δui〉qi = 〈pi, δui〉L2 and we obtain the
evolution equation for ui in the form








with δqi+1 an arbitrary variation. Here we use the notation
`(u, v; q) =
1
2
〈u, v〉q . (13)
We denote by δ`δq the variational derivative of `(u, v; q) with respect to the vari-
able q, defined via〈
δ`
δq





`(u, v; q + hδq)− `(u, v; q))
h
. (14)
Equation (12) is an implicit time step for ui+1, since ui+1 appears on the right
hand side in a quadratic term. To make computations easier and avoid having to
solve a nonlinear equation, we changed the right hand side to an explicit Euler
time step
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3.2 Computing the Gradient
Given (10), (15) for the evolution of a geodesic we again use method of adjoint
equations from [6] to compute the gradient of the energy with respect to the ini-
tial velocity. The resulting equations for the variables ûi, v̂i have to be integrated
backwards in time
〈ûi, δui〉qi = 〈ûi+1, δui〉qi +∆t〈v̂i+1, δui〉qi+1 + 2∆t〈
δ`
δq
(ui, δui; qi), ûi+1〉










(ui, ui; qi), (ûi+1, δqi)
〉 (16)
with the initial conditions
ûN = 0 〈v̂N , δqN 〉qN = −
1
σ2
〈qN − qtarg, δqN 〉 (17)
at time t = 1. The gradient is then given by
∇u0E(u0) = u0 − û0 . (18)
4 Numerical Experiments
We implemented the geodesic and adjoint equations (10), (15) and (16) in Python
using the finite element library FEniCS [14]. All model manifolds ([0, 1]× [0, 1],
S1 × [0, 1], S1 × S1) were modelled on the rectangle [0, 1] × [0, 1] with periodic
boundary conditions prescribed where neccessary. The domain was subdivided
into a regular triangular mesh, on which Lagrangian finite elements of order 1
were defined.
In the first example we apply our method to compute the geodesic path
between two shapes, which includes both large and small deformations. The
template shape is a straight cylinder of height 1 and radius 0.25, which is dis-
cretized using a regular triangular mesh of 2 × 30 × 30 elements. The target
shape is a cylinder, which is bent by 90◦ and has 5 small ripples added to it
along the vertical axis. Compared to the bending the ripples constitute a small
and local deformation of the shape. The target shape is discretized in the same
way as the template. We use α = 0.6 as the length scale parameter and 10 time
steps for the time integration. The gradient descent takes 80 steps to converge
to an L2-error of 0.008. We can see in Fig. 2 that both the large and the small
deformations are captured by the geodesic.
In the second example we want to illustrate the curved nature of shape space.
To do so we pick three asymmetric tori, lying in different positions in space. Each
two tori differ by a composition of two rigid rotations. We compute the geodesics
between each pair of tori to measure the angles and side lengths of the triangle
with the tori as vertices and the geodesics as edges. By comparing the sum of the
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Fig. 2. Samples are shown from a geodesic in the space of surfaces between a straight
cylinder and a bent cylinder with ripples, at time points t = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1. The
color encodes the Euclidean length of the deformation vector field at each point of the
surface.
angles with π one can estimate, whether the curvature of shape space along the
plane containing the triangle is positive or negative. We measured α = 33.766◦ ,
β = 34.802◦ and γ = 34.675◦ . The sum α + β + γ = 103.243◦ is smaller than
180◦ , which indicates that the space is negatively curved in this area (c.f. [16,
Sec. 5.4]). In negatively curved spaces geodesics tend to be attracted towards a
common point. In this example the geodesics are attracted towards the surface,
which is degenerated to a point. We can see in Fig. 3 that the midpoints of the
geodesics between the vertices are slightly shrunk. This is another indication for
the negatively curved nature of the space.
In the third example we show, that our framework is indeed capable to do
nonlinear statistics on shape space. We generate five sample shapes and compute
the mean shape between them. The five shapes are cylindrical vases with an open
top and bottom, discretized again using a triangular mesh of 2×30×30 elements.
As the initial guess for the mean we use a straight cylinder. First we register
this initial shape to the five target shapes, compute the average of the initial
velocities and then shoot with this average velocity to obtain a next guess for the
mean shape. We iterate this procedure until the average velocity is close to zero.
This method of computing the Karcher mean was proposed in [7]. After four
iterations we obtained an average velocity with norm 0.006. As can be seen in
Fig. 4 the average shape indeed combines the characteristics of the five shapes.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we propose a metric to match regular surfaces in a Riemannian
setting. Although this metric has been studied from a mathematical point of view
in several papers, including [2, 17], so far it hasn’t been applied to problems in
computational anatomy. The aim of this work is to argue, that this is a promising
approach, which is worthwhile to be studied further.
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Fig. 3. This figure shows a geodesic triangle in the space of surfaces with asymmetric
tori as vertices. The tori along the edges are the middle points of the geodesics con-
necting the vertices. One can see that the shapes tend to shrink along the geodesics
before expanding again towards the ends. This effect implies negative curvature in this
region of shape space.
Fig. 4. In this figure we show the Karcher mean of five vase-shaped objects. The mean
shape, which is displayed in the center of the figure is computed using an iterated
shooting method. The colored regions on the averaged shapes encode the Euclidean
length of the initial velocity of the geodesic, which connects each shape to the mean.
The color of the mean was chosen for artistic purposes only.
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In contrast to LDDMM, where surfaces are deformed via a deformation of
the ambient space, in this approach the deformation is prescribed directly on
the surface, while the ambient space stays constant. Because of this we call this
approach matching with inner metrics as opposed to LDDMM, which can be
described as matching with outer metrics. Other inner metrics, which have been
proposed in the literature include [18, 12, 23, 8, 1] We show how to discretize the
geodesic equation and how to compute the gradient of the matching functional
with respect to the initial velocity. In the last part of the paper we present
numerical results on synthetic data of different topologies, which demonstrate
the versatility and applicability of our method.
At the present we applied this metric to match parametrized surfaces, which
is an unwelcome restriction in applications. This is not a restriction of the frame-
work itself, but only of the matching functional. By choosing a matching func-
tional, which is independent of the parametrization of the surface, one can apply
the same framework to unparametrized surfaces. In future work we plan to im-
plement this capability and test the method on real anatomical data.
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